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ABSTRACT
The objective of this dissertation is to assess the bioequivalence of generic drugs. Patients
with epilepsy complain about more seizures and side effects after brand-generic or
generic-generic switching of an anti-epileptic drug (AED). Generic brittleness (GB) is the
familiar notion that, upon switching between AEDs of pharmaceutical equivalents, a
patient experiences negative outcome. Aim 1 is to probe the individual patient attributes
thought to predispose a patient to generic brittleness. At the University of Maryland
Medical Center, 148 patients from the outpatient epilepsy clinic were recruited for an
observational case-control study.
An algorithm for being GB (40% of patients) and not GB was devised. A patient with
epilepsy was categorized as GB if the patient negatively opined about generics and was
taking brand of their most problematic AED when generic was available. Two
demographic factors that increased the odds of being GB were a patient currently taking a
problem AED and increasing total number of current medications. Interestingly, taking
lamotrigine increased and taking any one of six “protective” anti-epileptic drugs
decreased the odds of being GB, respectively. Furthermore, no genetic, clinical
laboratory or neuropsychiatry tests or their sub-elements differentiated GB patients from
not GB patients.
Aim 2 involves a comparative pharmacokinetic (PK) analysis upon challenging sixteen
GB patients to brand-generic or generic-generic switch of an AED that they are currently
on, using a four-way crossover replicate design. For each patient, test and reference PK
profiles were the same, despite patients being GB.

Aim 3 is to assess the noninferiority of the generic sodium ferric gluconate (SFG) against
the reference product Ferrlecit with respect to drug bound iron (DBI), after single dose
intravenous administration of brand and generic SFG in 44 healthy volunteers. Using a
two-way crossover replicate design, plasma PK profiles of SFG to Ferrlecit were the
same across two iron species (e.g. DBI and NTBI), although adverse event rates differed.
In conclusion generics of AEDs and intravenous sodium ferric gluconate are
bioequivalent to the brand-name drugs. Results support FDA criteria for bioequivalence
in regards to AEDs and complex iron products.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

PREVIOUS LAMOTRIGINE STUDIES

Between 2013 and 2015, Polli group in Ting et al. and Privitera et al. conducted
lamotrigine bioequivalence studies in patients with epilepsy, since there were numerous
reports of increased seizures and side effects upon switching between different generics
of anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) (1,2). This was particularly true in patients taking
lamotrigine (3–5). In 2007, the American Epilepsy Society (AES) had opposed generic
substitution without patient and physician approval (6). AES encouraged conducting a
controlled prospective clinical trial investigating the differences between bioequivalent
AED formulations from different manufacturers in patients with epilepsy (6).
Bioequivalence is generally determined by comparing the area-under-curve (AUC) and
peak plasma concentration (Cmax) between the test and reference products in a singledose healthy-volunteer study. Both Ting et al. and Privitera et al. evaluated the
bioequivalence of lamotrigine products in a multiple-dose, steady-state study conducted
under clinical-use conditions in patients with epilepsy. They were mainly done to assess
the soundness of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) bioequivalence standards
regarding the relatability of therapeutic equivalence of brand and generic AEDs in
healthy volunteers to patients with epilepsy under real-life conditions (1).
In the BioEquivalence in Epilepsy Patients (BEEP) study, Ting et al. recruited 35
“generic brittle” (GB) patients with epilepsy who were already taking lamotrigine
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immediate release (IR) tablet at 100mg, 200mg, or 300mg twice daily (1). In a
randomized, double-blind, fasted, multiple-dose, steady-state, complete four-way,
replicate, crossover design, 34 patients were repeatedly switched between brand Lamictal
(GSK) and the most commonly used generic lamotrigine (Teva). Study drug was given
for 14-days at a time, and at the end of the 2 weeks, intensive pharmacokinetic (PK)
sampling was done to yield two 12-hr PK profiles for band and generic lamotrigine each.
The ratio of the generic to brand steady state area-under-curve (AUC), peak plasma
concentration (Cmax), and minimum plasma concentration (Cmin) were analyzed by
conventional average bioequivalence (ABE), as well as by reference-scaled ABE and
within-subject variability (WSV) methods. Secondary clinical outcomes were number of
seizures and adverse events, although no baseline seizures or adverse events were
collected. In summary, generic was proven to be bioequivalent to the brand since the 90%
confidence intervals of the mean for steady-state AUC, Cmax, and Cmin for genericversus-brand were within the unscaled 80-125% limit (1). Furthermore, the WSV of
brand and generic were also similar. Although, few subjects had seizure exacerbations or
tolerability issues with product switching, none could be attributed to allowable PK
differences between generic and brand. Furthermore, the distribution of these seizures
and adverse events were similar across the two products. It is suggested that there may be
other factors that dominate therapeutic differences other than PK, especially for the two
subjects in whom the largest number of seizures and notable AE’s occurred. Patient
attributes that may preclude someone to be GB needs to be further explored.
In Ting et al., a patient was considered GB if they fit one of three broad criteria: (1) a
history of prior problems with switching AED formulations, (2) AED adverse events, (3)
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or refractory seizures in the past 12 months from recruitment. Of the twenty-three
patients who met at least two of the three criteria’s, nine patients also had a history of
problems with switching AED formulations. Eight of these nine experienced increased
seizures and the remaining one had adverse drug effects. The AED related adverse events
counted were mainly common dose-related adverse events. A narrower definition of GB
is needed to concretely define who is at risk for negative outcomes post-switching.
Additionally, in Ting et al., baseline seizure counts were not performed, preventing
baseline correction of seizures and determination of random effects for those who had
increased seizures. Baseline correction of seizures would objectively corroborate the
claim that increased seizures occurred on one formulation versus another. Also, all tablets
were over-encapsulated with tamper resistant capsules to prevent the nocebo effect. A
nocebo effect may have occurred if patients were allowed to see which tablet or capsule
they took, and had different seizure rates on each product while their pharmacokinetic
(PK) profiles were similar. The nocebo phenomenon should be explored in relation to
being GB in an open-label study. Furthermore, only seizures that could be controlled by
AEDs and not seizures inherent to the medical condition should be explored in relation to
GB. A patient who has Lennox-Gastaut syndrome will have seizures that are inherent to
the medical condition, and are not controllable by any AED. Such seizures do not make
someone GB. Our approach in this research is to be open to the possibility that a GB
patient may have seizures which are controllable by an AED of a specific formulation
which may be uncontrollable on the same AED from a different manufacturer. Baseline
corrected seizures on different manufacturers of an AED of similar formulations that
could control those seizures need to be explored in relation to being GB.
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In the subsequent Equivalence among Generic Antiepileptic Drugs (EQUIGEN) study,
Privitera et al. recruited 35 patients with epilepsy who were also already taking
lamotrigine IR tablet at 100mg, 200mg, and 300mg two times a day (2). In a randomized,
double-blind, fasted, multiple-dose, steady-state, complete four-period, crossover design,
33 patients were repeatedly switched between two of the most disparate generic
lamotrigine IR tablets. Study drug was given for 14-days at a time, and at the end of the 2
weeks, intensive PK sampling was also done to yield two 12-hr PK profiles for each
generic lamotrigine product grouped by the periods that the product was taken. In
summary, both generics were proven to be bioequivalent since the 90% confidence
intervals of the geometric mean for steady-state AUC, and Cmax for generic-versusgeneric were within the unscaled 80-125% limit (2). Furthermore, the WSV of brand and
generic were also similar. No significant changes in adverse event or seizure frequency
occurred from baseline. Furthermore, among the 33 patients who completed, four had a
history of AED-switch-related issues, which they verified by reviewing patient medical
histories and scoring the issues using a modified Naranjo scale. Privitera et al. also
suggest that the nocebo effect or a patient psychiatric factor may explain the increased
seizures or side effects that some patients claim despite equivalent PK profiles post a
generic-generic switch.
In 2016 the AES rescinded its opposition to generic substitution due to the conclusion of
these two papers (7). However, some neurologists, patients, and their caregivers
continued to postulate that some patients may be better treated on specific brands or
generics. Thus, any demographic, genetic, physiologic, psychologic, AED history, and
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any other patient-related factors also need to be examined for association with a new
narrow definition of GB.

NOCEBO EFFECT

A placebo response is a therapeutic effect that occur post administration of a placebo in
randomized clinical trials. It is termed as a nocebo effect when that response is an adverse
effect or results in decreased efficacy (i.e. negative placebo effect) (8). Some possible
causes of nocebo include classical conditioning, the Hawthorne and Rosenthal effects,
symbols and expectations, social learning from others who have taken the drug already,
and an inherent dopamine or somatoform response associated with comorbidities (9,10).

Since most patients in epilepsy trials tend to be drug resistant, their stimulus of taking a
new AED is preconditioned to no improvement in response or worsened response despite
treatment with a new AED (10). Similarly, a patient can become expectant of certain
effects when providers or investigators inform patients in clinical trials that adverse
events may occur or when other patients relay certain improvements or adverse events
occurred to them upon administration of the study AED. These are types of social
preconditioning. The Hawthorne effect is when patients’ past experiences and
expectations on a similar treatment affect new treatment experiences, regardless of
whether drug or placebo is given (10,11). For example, if a patient taking Depakote
experiences less migraines, then if that patient takes another AED such as topiramate
which works a similar way, then that patient might also experience less migraines on this
treatment as well. The Rosenthal effect is when investigators’ (or physicians’)
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expectations of AEs is conveyed unintentionally to a new patient, which may affect
epilepsy trial efficacy results (12). When a patient is being given a new treatment that the
physician says he’s seen improvements on with patients of a similar condition, then that
new patient will also expect to be improved as well.

Being GB may be attributed to other psychological factors. Goldenholz et al. and Zis et
al. suggest that a provider’s, patients’, and caregiver’s expectations may significantly
impact a patient’s response to a treatment (10,13). A patient may also be used to taking a
certain brand or generic form of an effective AED recognized by the symbols in the tablet
or capsule (10). Recurrence of seizures can have drastic effects on a patient’s
independence and social functioning such as impairing the ability to do menial labor or to
drive a car. Therefore, even a slight change in appearance can cause anxiety in patients
with epilepsy who were drug resistant previously. They might think that taking any other
version of that AED would result in less efficacy or worse side effects.

Lastly, many patients with epilepsy tend to have psychologic or psychiatric comorbidities
and a genetic predisposition to seizures. Zis et al. postulate that changes in psychological
mediators such as the endogenous opioid dopamine or somatoform comorbidities may
also contribute to the nocebo effect (9). Patients’ psychiatric comorbidities, all
comorbidities, and their tendency to have a somatoform disorder should all be tested for
association with being GB.
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EUROPEAN MEDICINES AGENCY REFLECTION PAPER
In the US, there are seven FDA approved brand nanoparticle iron (NPI) medicinal
products and one approved generic nanoparticle iron medicinal product as of 2011 and
currently (May 2020) for treating anemia (14). Sodium ferric gluconate (SFG) was
approved as the generic equivalent of brand Ferrlecit by the FDA in 2011 and is the first
and currently (May 2020) only generic intravenous (IV) iron colloid product.
Collectively, these nanoparticle iron medicinal products are commonly considered
complex drugs by the FDA, or non-biological complex drugs by others. IV iron colloid
products are composed of an iron-oxide core with a carbohydrate shell coating (15).
In 2011, the European Medicines Agency (EMA) published a “Reflections Paper on NonClinical Studies for Generic Nanoparticle Iron Medicinal Product Applications (16).” The
EMA cautioned that the current methods for characterizing small molecule generic
products is not sufficient for characterizing this complex iron colloid product (16).
Physiochemical properties of the iron colloidal products can differ based upon the
mean/median size and size distribution of the product subsequently affecting
biodistribution, PK, and toxicology. They postulated that the carbohydrate used in the
shell may differ between the brand and generic products such that aggregation states of
the NPI medicinal product between brand and generic differ, affecting the release of the
active ingredient. In particular, the levels of free or labile iron released in vivo by generic
products may be more than that released by brand, affecting subsequent PK, oxidative
damage, and toxicity. Therefore, the EMA recommended to characterize the
physiochemical properties of generic preparations of SFG in more detail in relation to the
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brand Ferrlecit and conduct comparative in vivo studies of SFG and Ferrlecit measuring
levels of free or labile iron (16).
A form of a comparative study is a non-inferiority study. Non-inferiority studies are a
type of study used to assess if the test (e.g. generic SFG) treatment is not substantially
worse than the reference (e.g. Ferrlecit) treatment by a specified limit. Furthermore, the
product specific guidance of SFG recommends a parallel, in vivo, comparative study to
prove bioequivalence to Ferrlecit (SFG guidance). In a parallel study one set of
participants are randomized to the test product and another set of participants are
randomized to the reference product. One product is the control product. A crossover
study may also be conducted in which a set of participants are given both the reference
and test product in separate periods. Each participant is held as a control or comparator to
themselves. This dissertation focuses on the conduct and results of an in vivo crossover
healthy-volunteer study to assess the non-inferiority of generic SFG relative to brand
SFG.

LOGISTICAL REGRESSION
In addition to Bonferroni adjusted Chi Squared, Fishers exact, and independent samples ttests, binary logistical regression may be used to test for association of any predictors
with GB (17). Binary logistical regression is also known as binomial logistical regression,
in which the dependent variable or outcome has two categories, and the independent
variable(s) or predictor(s) can be categorical and/or continuous (18). In logistic
regression, unlike linear (or Ordinary Least Squares) regression, there is a linear
relationship between the natural log odds of the outcome variable and the independent
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variable. The dependent variable is measured as the natural logarithm of the odds
(commonly known as the log odds or the logit in statistics) of the event of interest:
𝑝̂

𝑙𝑛 1−𝑝̂ = 𝑏𝑜 + 𝑏1 𝑥1 + 𝑏1 𝑥2 + ⋯
𝑝̂

where 𝑙𝑛 1−𝑝̂ is the logit (and 𝑝̂ is the estimated/predicted probability of the outcome of
interest), b0 is the intercept, b1 is the parameter estimate for predictor 1, x1 = value of
predictor 1 (0 or 1 if dummy-coded, or the actual value if continuous), b2 is the parameter
estimate for predictor 2, x2 = value of predictor 2, and so on. Parameter estimates for each
independent variable are calculated by an iterative procedure known as the Maximum
Likelihood Estimation that minimizes residuals. If one sets value for the x of the
independent variable of interest and x to zero for all other independent variables in the
equation, one can calculate the logit for each separate independent variable. By
exponentiating the natural logarithm of the odds of interest (𝑒

𝑙𝑛

̂
𝑝
̂
1−𝑝

), one can obtain the

odds. The statistical definition of odds is the probability of the outcome of interest
𝑝̂

happening over the probability of the outcome of interest not happening (𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠 = 1−𝑝̂). If
one sets x to 0 for all but the one independent variable of interest, one can then calculate
the odds of the outcome of interest for the desired independent variable. Since a binary
dependent variable has two possible groups of outcomes, the outcome of interest would
be whichever group is coded as the outcome of interest (18).
The odds ratio is another perspective. The odds ratio can also be calculated for each
independent variable by exponential to the power of the parameter estimate ( 𝑒 𝑏 ). The
odds ratio is the odds of having a comparator group having the outcome of interest
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happen divided by the odds of having the reference group having the outcome of interest
happen. An odds ratio = 1 indicates an equal chance of both groups, odds value < 1
indicates the comparator group has a higher chance than the reference group, and an odds
value < 1 indicates the comparator group has a lower than the reference group of the
outcome of interest happening. For a categorial independent variable that has only two
groups (i.e. binary), one would need to choose which group is comparator or reference.
For example, if the odds ratio was 2.01 for a predictor with two groups A and B with
group B designated as reference, then group A has 2.01 times the odds of having the
outcome of interest than group B, controlling for the other predictors in the model. For an
independent variable that is continuous, the interpretation would be that with each unit
increase in the predictor, the odds of having the event of interest either increase or
decrease, depending on whether the odds ratio is < or > 1.0. If the odds ratio for
depression is 0.6 for the number of hours of sleep, then for every unit increase of sleep
the odds of having depression decreases by 40% (i.e. 1-0.6) (18).
As in linear regression, binary logistical regression models can be built up (i.e. forward
selection) and built down (i.e. backward elimination) by considering the addition or
removal of one independent variable at a time respectively, until the best model is
identified (18). The best models in this thesis were identified using the likelihood ratio χ2
test. The likelihood ratio χ2 test (aka Omnibus Chi square test or the -2-log likelihood χ2
test) was applied to assess the null hypothesis that the model fits better than a model with
no predictors (i.e. all predictor slopes were zero). Significance of the Omnibus test
implies that the model is a good model with the applicable predictors but it does not
imply that those predictors are significant (18). If rejected, the Wald statistic was then
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applied to assess if each predictor was significant (i.e. each parameter slope was zero).
Both the Omnibus Chi-squared test and Wald statistic p-values were used to identify the
best model with significant predictors for the outcome of interest, which was generic
brittleness. Forwards and backwards regression yielded the best models presented in the
following chapters. Forward selection required Wald statistic p-value ≤ 0.05. Backward
elimination required Wald statistic p-value ≥ 0.1 (18).
Furthermore, collinearity among independent variables is always assessed, prior to binary
logistical regression analysis. Collinearity was assessed for all predictors considered for
the demographics and AED drug association logistic regression models in subsequent
chapters. Collinearity or multicollinearity is the overlap or redundancy among
independent variables (e.g. two independent variables that measure the same attribute but
are coded differently, e.g. age and year of birth). Collinearity may lead to miscalculation
of standard errors, and incorrect (or biased) confidence intervals or tests of significance.
Prior to regression, collinearity can be tested for using bivariate correlations, variance
inflation factor, or tolerance. Variance inflation factor and tolerance are regarded as
better determinants of collinearity than bivariate correlations and are the inverse of one
another. A tolerance < 0.4 or a variance inflation factor > 2.5 indicates collinearity among
independent variables. The most common method to resolve multicollinearity is to
exclude one of the collinear independent variables (18).

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of this dissertation is to assess the equivalency of generic drugs.
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In Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5, we sought to devise an algorithm for classifying patients with
epilepsy as GB or not GB. At the University of Maryland Medical Center (UMMC), 148
patients from the outpatient epilepsy clinic were recruited for an observational casecontrol study. Their demographic history, medical history, and blood for genetic and
clinical lab testing were collected. They were also given eight neuropsychiatric tests to
examine their outlook on health, medications and life. The objective was to characterize
the demographic, physiologic, psychologic, AED and genetic factors that associate with
being GB in these patients with epilepsy. The hypothesis was that demographic,
physiologic, psychologic, and genetic factors determine generic brittleness. Patients who
had a negative opinion of generics and were taking brand of their most problematic AED
when a generic was available were categorized as GB. Currently taking a problem AED,
and taking increasing number of total medications (including AEDs) increased the odds
of being GB. Taking lamotrigine IR tab and taking at least one of six protective AEDs
increased and decreased the odds of being GB, respectively. No genetic, physiologic, or
neuropsychiatric factor were associated with being GB.
In Chapter 6, sixteen GB patients were prospectively challenged to a brand-generic or a
generic-generic switch of an AED they were currently taking in a four-way, crossover,
full replicated, fasted, steady-state trial. The study drug was an AED that most concerned
the patient and most of whom claimed a prior switch problem. The objective was to
conduct an exploratory PK study in n=16 GB patients from the previous trial, in order to
compare individual PK and pharmacodynamic profiles from brand and generic AEDs.
The primary outcome was to evaluate the PK profiles from test and reference products.
All patients had at least one abnormal physiologic, psychologic, and/or genetic factor and
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had a history of AED formulation switching problems. The hypothesis was that the
demographic and AED factors associated to being GB may anticipate GB response upon
switching from brand to generic AED products such that intrinsic AED activity or PK is
impacted per AED formulation, or nocebo effect displayed. Results were expected to aid
in further defining generic brittleness or support the nocebo effect. Secondary outcomes
included seizure and adverse event counts. For each patient, brand and generic products
PK profiles, seizure counts, and adverse event counts were the same, displaying nocebo
effect.
In Chapter 7, generic sodium ferric gluconate was compared to brand Ferrlecit, after both
were given IV to 44 healthy volunteers. This was a two-way, crossover, two-period,
fasted, single-dose, non-inferiority trial. The objective was to assess the noninferiority of
the generic colloid SFG against the reference colloid product Ferrlecit with respect to
non-transferrin-bound iron (NTBI). The hypothesis was that NTBI exposure from generic
is over 1.25-fold greater than the NTBI exposure from brand, such that the generic is
inferior to the brand. The alternative hypothesis was the NTBI exposure from generic is
less than 1.25-fold greater than the NTBI exposure from brand, such that the generic is
noninferior to the brand. Other outcomes included providing scientific evidence to the
FDA for consideration of any additional safety measures for IV iron and for guidance
about requiring a two-to-four-week washout period between doses of IV iron. Plasma PK
profiles of sodium ferric gluconate to Ferrlecit were similar across two iron species (e.g.
drug-bound iron and NTBI), although adverse event rates did differ.
Results from these three clinical studies provide insight into the equivalence of generic
drugs, from conventional tablets and capsules to complex drugs. Specifically, results
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support FDA criteria for generic bioequivalence in regards to AEDs and complex iron
products.
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CHAPTER 2. DEFINITION OF GENERIC BRITTLE AND DEMOGRAPHIC
FACTORS FOR EPILEPSY PATIENT SUSCEPTIBILITY TO GENERIC
BRITTLENESS

INTRODUCTION

The American Epilepsy Society (AES) rescinded its opposition to generic substitution
after two studies in epileptic patients under clinical conditions demonstrated that FDA’s
bioequivalence standard for anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) yielded similar drug
pharmacokinetic profiles in epilepsy patients (1,2,7). Among the two studies, the
BioEquivalence in Epilepsy Patients (BEEP) study required patients to be “generic
brittle” (GB) (1). In that study, the GB definition was broad in that patients with any
possible history of generic switching concerns were included. While the current AES
position statement indicates that FDA standards for bioequivalence are appropriate for
patients with epilepsy, some neurologists and epilepsy patients have concerns that certain
individuals are better treated on brand than generic, or on one generic than another
generic (19).
A familiar notion is that some patients on certain medications are GB. For example,
refractory patients on an AED with a narrow therapeutic index (e.g. phenytoin,
carbamazepine, valproic acid) have sometimes been characterized in literature as being
poorer patient candidates for generics. Investigations of prescription data provide
perhaps the best support for generic brittleness in a population of epilepsy patients. For
example, in evaluating a public-payer pharmacy-claims database from Ontario,
Andermann et al. observed a higher switchback rate to brand, reflecting poor acceptance
of generic switching of AEDs (20). Reasons for the higher switchback rate of AEDs
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compared to non-AED long-term therapies (e.g. antihypertensives, antidepressants) were
not identified through the claims analysis. Moreover, factors that anticipate a patient
being GB have not been well studied. The objectives of the present study were to
provide an algorithm for GB and to elucidate epilepsy patient demographic factors for
individuals potentially more vulnerable to generic brittleness.

METHODS

Patient Demographic Collection

This exploratory, observational, non-therapeutic study was conducted in epilepsy patients
who were routinely followed at the University of Maryland epilepsy outpatient clinic in
Baltimore, Maryland. Prior to data collection, the study was approved by the University
of Maryland IRB and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Research in Human Subjects
Committee. Study participants gave their written informed consent.
Patients had to be a male or female between the ages of 18 and 76 inclusive, have a
diagnosis of either focal or generalized epilepsy, and currently take at least one AED for
treatment of epilepsy. Informed consent was obtained. Patients who needed a legally
authorized representative (LAR) for informed consent were not excluded. No patient
could be pregnant or lactating. Based on patient interview and medical chart reviews, the
following 12 demographic factors were collected: sex, age, race, type of epilepsy (focal
or generalized), number of current AEDs, number of problem AEDs, whether the patient
was currently taking a problem AED, presence of an AED allergy, previous epilepsy
surgery, number of co-morbidities, number of auto-immune comorbidities, and total
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number of current medications (i.e. AED and non-AED prescription, OTC, and dietary
supplements).

Algorithm for GB Status and Patient Assignment

Each epilepsy patient was categorized as GB or not GB, depending on two elements
(Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1). In Table 2.1, the two elements were patient opinion about
generics, and whether the patient was currently taking brand or generic AED of their
most problematic AED. In Figure 2.1, either element could cause a patient to be GB (i.e.
negative opinion about generics, or patient taking brand of most problematic AED when
generic available). In Figure 2.1 and Table 2.2, there are three subtypes of GB, and two
subtypes of not GB. Patients who opined that generics are unacceptable and take brand
AED even though generic is available are denoted classic GB (i.e. GB subtype 1).
Patients who opined that generics are acceptable and take generic AED are denoted
classic not GB (i.e. not GB subtype 1).
Table 2.1 Defining elements of GB status.
Two elements defined if a patient was GB or not GB. The primary element was patient
opinion about generics, which could be either “negative” or “acceptable”. Patients with a
negative opinion of generics are categorized as GB. A secondary and less impactful
element in identifying GB patients concerned whether the patient was currently taking the
brand or generic of their most problematic AED. Here, only three patients were defined
to be GB after they opined that generics were acceptable, since they were taking brand of
their most problematic drug, although generic was available (Figure 2.1).
Element
Patient opinion about generics

Currently taking brand or generic AED of
most problematic AEDa

Possible values. Additional comments.
Negative or acceptable. A patient that has
had a switch problem was classified as
opining negatively about generics.
Brand or generic. A problem AED was a
current or prior AED that the patient (or
caregiver) associated with lack of seizure
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control, adverse events, and/or a switch
problem. The most problematic AED was
the problem AED with the greatest lack of
seizure control, adverse events, and/or a
switch problem, as reported by the patient
(or caregiver).
a
The most problematic AED was available as both brand and generic in all but two of
148 patients. The two patients whose most problematic AED was not available as
generic were taking brand, and found to be not GB.
Figure 2.1 Flow diagram to assess GB status.
Patients were categorized as GB or not GB. There are three subtypes of GB, and two
subtypes of not GB. Patient numbers in each subtype are noted. Opinion about generics
was the primary element that defined GB status. Fifty-seven of the 60 GB patients had a
negative opinion about generics (i.e. GB subtypes 1 or 2). Only three patients were
categorized to be GB subtype 3 (i.e. opined that generics were acceptable but still took
brand of most problematic AED when generic was available). GB status reflected the
current status of the patient.

Table 2.2 Subtypes of GB and of not GB.
There are three subtypes of GB, and two subtypes of not GB. Patients who opined that
generics are unacceptable and take brand even though generic is available are denoted
classic GB (i.e. GB subtype 1). Patients who opined that generics are acceptable and take
generic are denoted classic not GB (i.e. not GB subtype 1). The 41 patients with a switch
problem were classic GB (n=22, with all but one had intractable seizures or AED adverse
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events) or GB subtype 2 (n=19, all who had intractable seizures or AED adverse events).
Almost all classic GB patients had a switch problem.
GB status

Subtype

Patient’s
opinion about
genericsa

GB

Subtype 1
(classic GB)

Negative

Subtype 2
Subtype 3

Negative
Acceptable

Subtype 1
(classic not
GB)
Subtype 2

Acceptable

Not GB

Currently
taking brand or
generic for
most
problematic
AED
Brand even
though generic
is available
Generic
Brand even
though generic
is available
Generic

Number of
patients
(n=148 total)b

26

31
3

86

Acceptable

Brand since no 2
generic
available
a
Any patient that has had a switch problem is denoted to opine negatively about generics.
b
24 of 26 classic GB patients had uncontrolled seizures or formulation-specific AED
adverse events. All 31 GB subtype 2 patients had uncontrolled seizures or formulationspecific AED adverse events. All 3 GB subtype 3 patients had uncontrolled seizures or
formulation-specific AED adverse events. Forty-seven of 86 classic not GB patients had
uncontrolled seizures or formulation-specific AED adverse events.

A problem AED was a current or prior AED that the patient (or caregiver) associated
with lack of seizure control, adverse events, and/or a switch problem. A problem AED
could be either brand or generic. As results show, a vast majority of patients have taken a
problem AED, and usually more than one problem AED. Since most patients had more
than one problem AED, GB assignment may require the identification of the most
problematic AED, among the patient’s several problem AEDs. The most problematic
AED was the problem AED with the greatest lack of seizure control, adverse events,
and/or a switch problem, as reported by the patient (or caregiver).
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Of note, a patient taking a problem AED does not mean the patient is GB. A problem
AED and a patient being GB are separate concepts. As results show, a majority of
patients that are not GB identified at least one of their AED medications as a problem
AED, and experienced seizures or adverse events while taking the problem AED.

Patient Opinion about Generics

Patient opinion about generics was assigned to be either negative or acceptable. In Figure
2.1, a patient is immediately denoted to be GB if they have a negative opinion of
generics. This perspective to rely on patient opinion considers that a) epilepsy is a
chronic condition, for which patients often have significant awareness; and b) patients
drawn on this awareness to yield an opinion that reflects their medical history. In
practice, patient opinion about generics was the primary element defining GB status. Of
the two determinants of GB status, results indicate patient opinion was the more
important element.
Patient opinion concerns patient overall opinion about generic drugs in patients in
general, or for that patient. A negative opinion about generics resulted from reporting a
switch problem, expressing that brands are better than generics, or indicating that they
would use brand if they could afford brand. A switch problem was a brand-generic or
generic-generic switch of pharmaceutical equivalents that was considered by the patient
to result in seizure worsening or adverse events. A switch was limited to pharmaceutical
equivalents (e.g. excludes changes from immediate-release to extended-release).
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Brand or Generic of Most Problematic AED

Currently taking brand or generic AED of their most problematic AED was a secondary
element defining GB status. Assignment was either brand or generic. In Figure 2.1, when
a patient opined that generics were acceptable, it was still possible for the patient to be
categorized as GB, if they took brand when generic was available for their most
problematic AED. This inclusive effort was to guard against patients who may be GB,
and thus on brand, but do not consider themselves GB. Results indicate that this second
element of GB status was of modest impact. Here, only three patients without negative
opinion of generics were classified as GB because they were taking brand of their most
problematic drug, although generic was available (Figure 2.1; GB subtype 3). The vast
majority of patients were taking either only brand AEDs or only generic AEDs. There
were six patients who never had a problem AED, but all six were only on generics, such
that generic assignment was applied.

Statistical Analysis

Three analyses were performed: Chi square, independent samples t-test, and binary
logistical regression (SPSS; IBM, Armonk, NY) (21). Six of the 12 independent
demographic variables were continuous variables. Student’s t-test (for continuous
variables) and Chi square analysis (for categorical variables) were performed to examine
for differences between the demographic variables between the GB and not GB patients.
To control for multiple comparisons, Bonferroni correction was applied with a critical pvalue of 0.0042 (17,22). All reported p-values were two-sided. The Fisher’s Exact test
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was used in place of Chi square analysis when any expected value was less than five from
Chi square analysis (23).
In addition to Chi square and independent samples t-test analysis of individual
demographic variables, binary logistical regression was performed (18). Collinearity
among independent variables was assessed, prior to binary logistical regression. A
variable was eliminated from the dataset if tolerance < 0.1 (where tolerance = 1 – r2);
tolerance was always greater than 0.4, such that none of the 12 independent variables was
excluded. Both forward and backward elimination binary logistical regression were
performed. The likelihood ratio χ2 test (a/k/a Omnibus Chi square test) was applied to
assess the null hypothesis that all slopes were zero. If rejected, the Wald statistic was then
applied to assess if each parameter slope was zero. Both the Omnibus Chi-squared test
and Wald statistic p-values were used to identify the best model; in all cases for each
forward and backwards regression, both approaches agreed upon the best model.
Forward selection required Wald statistic p-value ≤ 0.05. Backward elimination required
Wald statistic p-value ≥ 0.1.
Data are reported as mean (+/-standard error of the mean). A posterior predictive
simulation was performed to assess model validation (see Appendix A Material for
description of methodology).
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RESULTS

Description of Patients and GB Categorization

A total of 152 patients enrolled with 148 patients completing patient interviews. Table
2.3 and Appendix A, Table 1 characterize the 148 completed patients. Sixty patients
were GB (40.5%), and 88 were not GB (59.5%). A vast majority had focal epilepsy
(78.4%). There were approximately equal numbers of men and women, and
approximately equal racial distribution between whites and blacks or African Americans.
A vast majority had at least one comorbidity (Appendix A, Figure 1) with 10.1% having
at least one autoimmune comorbidity and 20.9% having an allergy to an AED. The vast
majority were taking one or two AEDs. In Appendix A, Table 1, the total number of
medications being taken by the patients was wide, ranging from 1 to 22; the largest group
was taking four total medications (18.9% of patients). In Table 2.3, 14 (9.5%) required a
LAR. In Table 2.3, 35.1% of non-LAR patients held negative opinion of generics, and
60.7% of caregivers opined negatively about generics, including 10 of the 14 LARs.
Table 2.2 counts the number of GB and not GB patients, including their subtypes. There
are three subtypes of GB, and two subtypes of not GB, reflecting that a patient could be
GB for any of three different scenarios, or not GB for two different scenarios. The most
common scenario to be GB was GB subtype 2, where patients held a negative opinion
about generics, yet were taking a generic AED. The most common scenario to be not GB
was not GB type 1, by far, where patients opined that generics were acceptable, and were
taking generic AED (classic not GB).
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Table 2.3 Patient counts of patient opinion about generics.
Patient’s opinion about generics
Number of patients
Negative
47a
Acceptable
87b
Needed a Legally Authorized
14c
Representative
a
All 47 were GB.
b
Three of 87 were GB.
c
Ten of 14 were GB. Of the four patients needing a LAR but able to provide an opinion,
both the patient and their LAR opined negatively about generics.
Demographic Factors Associated with GB: Chi Square Analysis and t-test Analysis

Demographic information was examined to assess which of the six categorical
demographic factors, if any, favored GB. From Chi square, one factor was statistically
significant: whether currently on a problem AED or not (p=0.003). A t-test was
performed for the six continuous variables (Appendix A, Table 1). None was associated
with GB status.
Figure 2.2 plots the distribution of total number of current medications for each GB and
not GB patient populations (i.e. AED and non-AED prescription, OTC, and dietary
supplements). There was propensity for patients who took six or more medications to be
GB more frequently than patients who took only 1-5 medications (Chi square p=0.001).
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Figure 2.2 Distribution of total number of current medications for each GB and not GB
patient populations.
Black bars indicate number of GB patients, and unfilled bars indicate the number of not
GB patients. In both GB and not GB patients, the most common total number of current
medications was four. There was some tendency for patients with six or more
medications to be GB, compared to patients with less than six medications.

Demographic Factors Associated with GB: Best Model from Logistical Regression
Analysis

Forward and backward elimination regressions yielded the same best model to anticipate
which patients were GB. Equation 1 shows the fitted model. The two factors were
whether the patient was currently on a problem AED and total number of current
medications for a patient. Appendix A, Table 2 shows regression parameters and odds
ratios.
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𝑝̂

𝑙𝑛 1−𝑝̂ = 1.40𝑋1 + 0.095𝑋2 − 2.064

equation 1

𝑝̂

where 𝑙𝑛 1−𝑝̂ is the logit (and 𝑝̂ is the estimated/predicted probability of being GB), X1 is
the binary variable for whether the patient was currently on a problem AED, and X2 is
total number of current medications. Table 2.4 tabulates the numbers of GB and not GB
patients that were currently taking (and currently not taking) a problem AED. Subjects
took 1-22 total numbers of medications.
Table 2.4 Association table between currently taking a problem AED and GB status.
GB Status

Number of patients
Number of patients not
currently on a problem
currently on a problem
a
AED
AEDb
c
GB
54
6
Not GB
61
27d
a
N=115 patients were currently on a problem AED. About equal numbers were GB and
not GB. For patients who were currently on a problem AED, the observed probability of
being GB was 0.469 (54 of 115 total patients).
b
N=33 patients were not currently on a problem AED. A vast majority were not GB. Of
these 27 not GB patients, 6 never had a problem AED. For patients who were not
currently on a problem AED, the observed probability of being GB was 0.182 (6 of 33).
c
All 60 GB patients had a problem AED at some time. A vast majority of 88 not GB
patients (82) also had a problem AED at some time. Only 6 never had a problem AED,
and all were not GB. A vast majority of all patients had multiple problem AEDs,
collectively over time.
b
Of these 27 patients, 18 patients were assigned taking a generic AED currently because
they were only taking generic AEDs currently; the other nine were assigned brand.
𝑝̂

This model can be interpreted in terms of odds, where 𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠 = 1−𝑝̂. An odds value of 1
indicates an equal probability of being GB or not GB (i.e. 50% probability). Figure 2.3
plots the estimated odds for being GB as a function of currently taking a problem AED or
not, as well as a function of total number of current medications, over a range of 2-5
medications. The higher curve plots odds of being GB when currently taking a problem
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AED. The lower curve plots odds of being GB when not currently taking a problem
AED.
Figure 2.3 Plot of estimated odds of being GB as a function of currently taking a
problem AED or not, as well as a function of total number of current medications.
Open circles are the estimated odds of currently taking a problem AED, and open
triangles are the estimated odds of not currently taking a problem AED, each as a
function of total number of current medications.

In Figure 2.3, for a patient currently taking two total medications, the estimated odds of
being GB was about 0.6 if currently taking a problem AED, and 0.15 if not currently
taking a problem AED, such that the odds ratio for a patient who is currently on a
problem AED than not currently on a problem AED was 4.061. From the model, a
patient who is currently on a problem AED had 4.061 times the odds being GB than a
patient who is not currently on a problem AED, controlling for other factors. The
observed odds of being GB was 0.883 for patients who were currently on a problem AED
and 0.222 for patients who were not currently on a problem AED. Hence, the observed
odds ratio of being GB was 3.98.
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Also, from the model, for each additional medication that a patient took, the odds of
being GB increased by 1.099-fold. The total number of current medications ranged from
1 to 22. The most common total number of medications being taken were 2, 3, 4, and 5
(i.e. n = 17, 19, 28, and 16 patients, respectively).
Currently taking a problem AED had higher impact than number of medications on the
odds of being GB, reflecting its larger odds ratio (i.e. 4.061 versus 1.099 in Appendix A,
Table 2). Comparing the effects of these two variables is complicated by currently
taking a problem AED being binary, while total number of current medications being
continuous.
The model can also be interpreted in terms of estimated probabilities of being GB (i.e. 𝑝̂ ,
𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠

where 𝑝̂ = 1+𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠). Appendix A, Figure 2 plots the estimated probabilities of being GB
as a function of currently taking a problem AED or not, as well as a function of total
number of current medications. Overall, the plot is similar to the plot for estimated odds
(i.e. Figure 2.3).
Model validation of equation 1 showed good agreement between predicted and observed
probabilities for being GB (see Appendix A Material).

Data Reflecting Definition of GB

As expected, the two elements that contribute to the algorithm for GB status (Table 2.1
and 2.2; Figure 2.1) were associated with GB status, based on Chi square analysis. Being
GB was associated with patient (or LAR) opinion against generics (p<<0.001), and
currently taking brand AED (p<<0.001).
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Appendix A, Figure 3 plots the distribution of patient opinions about generics for each
GB and not GB patient populations. A vast majority of GB patients opined negatively
about generics. Among the 60 GB patients, 57 were associated with having a negative
opinion of generics (i.e. 47 patients and 10 patients with a LAR). By definition, all not
GB patients opined that generics were acceptable (Figure 2.1). None of the 88 not GB
patients were associated with having a negative opinion of generics, although four nonLAR caregivers opined against generics.
Regarding taking brand or generic of the most problematic AED, 29 of the 60 GB
patients were taking brand. Among the 88 not GB patients, only two were taking brand,
and only nine were taking any brand AED at all. A majority (41) of GB patients
experienced a switch problem; about half (22) of such patients were taking brand.

Concordance of GB Algorithm with Patient History

Although patient seizure and adverse event history was not employed to define GB status,
being GB was associated with the patient having uncontrolled seizures (p<<0.001);
formulation-specific AED adverse events (p<<0.001); and uncontrolled seizures and/or
formulation-specific AED adverse events (p<<0.001). Appendix A, Table 3 defines
uncontrolled seizures and formulation-specific AED adverse events, which are more
narrowly defined than intractable seizures and AED adverse events, respectively. Among
the 60 GB patients, 54 had uncontrolled seizures; meanwhile, only half of the 88 not GB
patients had uncontrolled seizures. Of the 60 GB patients, 51 had formulation-specific
AED adverse events; meanwhile, only 45 of the not GB patients had such adverse events.
Among the 60 GB patients, 58 had uncontrolled seizures and/or formulation-specific
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AED adverse events; meanwhile, only 49 of the 88 not GB patients had uncontrolled
seizures and/or formulation-specific AED adverse events.

Problem AEDs and Switch Problems

A vast majority of the 148 patients (n=142), whether GB or not GB, had a problem AED,
either as a past or current medication. All 60 GB patients had a problem AED at some
time. A vast majority (82) of 88 not GB patients also had a problem AED at some time.
Only six never had a problem AED, and all were not GB.
A vast majority of all patients had multiple problem AEDs, collectively over time. Each
patient had 0 to 12 different problem AEDs, either currently or previously. The number
of patients taking 0-12 problem AEDs were 6, 17, 34, 31, 26, 11, 13, 2, 1, 3, 3, 0, and 1,
respectively. The number of problem AEDs did not anticipate GB status (p>0.1). Table
2.4 indicates that the majority of patients, both GB and not GB, were currently taking a
problem AED. A patient currently on a problem AED anticipated GB status (p=0.003).
For the 115 patients who are currently on a problem AED, the observed probability of
being GB was 0.469 (54 of 115 total patients). Meanwhile, for patients who were not
currently on a problem AED, the observed probability of being GB was 0.182 (6 of 33).
Of the 60 GB patients, 41 had a switch problem and were always GB subtype 1 or 2.
Almost all GB subtype 1 patients with intractable seizures or AED adverse events had a
switch problem. Of the 41 switch problem patients, their problems involved 32 brandgeneric switch problems and 10 generic-generic switch problems. One patient
experienced both a brand-generic switch problem and a generic-generic switch problem.
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The remaining 19 GB patients did not have a switch problem, but did have uncontrolled
seizures and/or formulation-specific AED adverse events.

DISCUSSION

Algorithm to Determine GB Status

The interchangeability of generic and brand AEDs has been a long standing question
(24–28). Recent studies indicate some continued questions about the suitability of AED
generics (29–34).
This study assumes that generic brittleness is a contributor in some epilepsy patients to
sub-optimal therapeutic outcomes. Two potential considerations for epileptic patients
being GB are pharmacologic and neuropsychologic. Pharmacologic considerations
include allowable differences between various formulations (e.g. assay, impurities,
excipients) (35). Also, several AEDs are classified as narrow therapeutic index drugs,
such that small differences in dose can be thought to potentially have clinically
significant effect, although actual examples have not been documented (36–39).
Neuropsychologic consideration include the nocebo effect (8–10). An algorithm to
determine whether a patient is GB or not GB is needed.
In the BEEP study, GB was broadly defined as patients with any possible history of
generic switching concerns were included (1). GB meant having a potential problem with
generic switching by virtue of (a) a history of reported prior exacerbation of seizures or
side effects following AED formulation changes; (b) intolerable AED side effects within
the last year prior to study; or (c) refractory seizures within the last year prior to study,
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which could reflect clinical sensitivity to slightly higher AED peak plasma concentration
or slightly lower drug exposure, respectively.
In the present study, we aimed to narrow the working definition of GB, with the intent to
only identify patients with less seizure control or greater adverse events, due to real or
perceived formulation differences between pharmaceutical equivalents that FDA has
designated as bioequivalent. Hence, seizure and AED adverse event histories were not
part of GB status definition (Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1).

GB Status Provided Concordance with Seizure and Adverse Event History

Nevertheless, GB status was statistically associated with less seizure control and greater
adverse events. GB was associated with the patient having uncontrolled seizures
(p<<0.001), as well as associated with intractable seizures (p=0.0013). GB was
associated with the patient having formulation-specific AED adverse events (p<<0.001),
but not with AED adverse events (p=0.3), such that formulation-specific AED adverse
events is preferred over AED adverse events as a potential correlate with generic
brittleness.

GB Status, Patient Opinion, and Switch Problems

Two elements defined GB status in this study at our tertiary care center: patient opinion
about generics, and whether the patient was currently taking brand or generic AED of
their most problematic AED. Either element could cause a patient to be GB, although
opinion about generics was practically the primary element. Fifty-seven of the 60 GB
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patients had a negative opinion about generics. Only three patients were categorized to be
GB, after opining that generics were acceptable but still took brand of most problematic
AED when generic was available.
A majority of GB patients had reported a history of brand-generic or generic-generic
AED switch problems in the past, as well as had an opinion against generics. A limitation
of the present study was the reliance on patient interviews (e.g. patient opinion about
generics), rather than objective assessment of brand-generic or generic-generic switching
effects. An additional limitation is that this study was performed at a single site tertiary
care center that includes patients with refractory seizures. Other sites may have a
different patient population.

Demographic Factors Associated with GB

Twelve demographic factors were assessed. Overall, the following 10 were not predictors
of GB status: sex, age, race, type of epilepsy, number of current AEDs, number of
problem AEDs, presence of an AED allergy, previous epilepsy surgery, number of
comorbidities, and number of auto-immune comorbidities.
Two predictors of GB status were whether the patient was currently taking a problem
AED, and total number of current medications. Total number of current medications may
reflect compromised health or compromised neuropsychologic status. Interestingly,
neither number of current AEDs nor number of problem AEDs was a factor. The most
common total number of current medications was four (range 1 to 22). For each
additional medication that a patient takes, the odds of being GB increased by 1.10-fold.
Currently taking a problem AED was the most impactful demographic factor in
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anticipating GB status. For patients who were currently on a problem AED, 46.9% were
GB. Meanwhile, only 18.2% of patients who were not currently on a problem AED were
GB. It is interesting that this factor held the greatest impact, since a vast majority (142 of
all 148 patients) had a problem AED, either as a past or current medication. All 60 GB
patients had a problem AED at some time. A vast majority (82 of 88) not GB patients
also had a problem AED at some time. Regardless of prior problem AEDs that are no
longer taken, currently taking a problem AED may impact a patient’s outlook to be more
susceptible to nocebo effect with a greater tendency to attribute breakthrough seizures or
side effects to generic AED formulation.

CONCLUSIONS
An algorithm for generic brittleness was derived, and about 40% of patients were GB,
usually due to prior history of a switch problem. The algorithm did not rely on a history
of seizures or AED adverse events (e.g. having refractory seizures) to assign patients as
being GB or not GB. However, results indicate that being GB was associated with the
patient having uncontrolled seizures and formulation-specific AED adverse events.
Results also indicate two demographic factors that contributed to patients being GB were
whether a patient was taking a problem AED and the total number of medications for a
patient, though neither number of current AEDs nor number of problem AEDs were
associated with generic brittleness.
Appendix A data to this article can be found online.
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CHAPTER 3. RELATIONSHIP OF ANTI-EPILEPTIC DRUGS TO GENERIC
BRITTLENESS IN PATIENTS WITH EPILEPSY

INTRODUCTION
Physicians of patients with epilepsy are familiar with the need to consider multiple
factors that may contribute to a worsening of seizures or drug tolerability, including the
possibility that some patients are generic brittle (20,24,26,27,31). For example, refractory
patients on a specific anti-epileptic drug (AED) such as narrow therapeutic index drugs
(NTIs, e.g., phenytoin, carbamazepine, valproic acid) have sometimes been characterized
to exhibit more seizures and adverse events when converted from brand to generic AED
(36–39).
Two real-world lamotrigine bioequivalence studies in people with epilepsy were
previously conducted (1,2). Results showed bioequivalence of generic products in
patients with epilepsy taking concomitant AEDs. The American Epilepsy Society (AES)
subsequently updated their position statement on generic AEDs, which now
acknowledges that drug formulation substitution with FDA-approved generic products
does not compromise efficacy, and supports additional generics research (7).
We recently devised an algorithm for generic brittleness, where negative patient opinion
about generics was a factor in patients being denoted to be generic brittle (GB) (40).
Underpinning this algorithm, now continued in this study, was a willing perspective that
some patients experience lower AED efficacy and tolerance on some generics than on
brand. Determination of generic brittleness mirrored clinical practice and included patient
opinion about generic formulations that was usually based on a history of worsened
seizures or side effects with prior AED formulation switching. Patient reporting, as is
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common in epilepsy (41), was relied upon for determination of GB, as more preferred
documented clinical evidence that would strengthen an association between adverse
events and generic switching (e.g. such as lot numbers, AED levels, seizure frequency,
temporal relationships and controlling for confounding factors) were simply not available
for the vast majority of GB patients. Technologies have promise to replace patient
reporting to improve AED clinical trials (42,43), including perhaps the better
understanding of generics.
In devising an algorithm, a patient was denoted to be GB if they had a negative opinion
about generics (e.g., prior history of a switch problem) or took brand of their most
problematic AED when generic was available (40). A problem AED was a current or
prior AED that the patient (or caregiver) associated with lack of seizure control, adverse
events, and/or a switch problem. A switch problem was a brand-to-generic or generic-togeneric switch of pharmaceutical equivalents that was considered by the patient to result
in seizure worsening or adverse events. We found that about 40% of patients in our prior
study were GB, usually due to prior history of a switch problem (40). Although
uncontrolled seizure and AED adverse event history were not employed to define GB
status, being GB was associated with reported patient uncontrolled seizures and greater
AED-related adverse events. Seizure frequency was not an outcome measure.
Here, we report additional analyses that focus on AED medication use. We hypothesize
that a patient’s AEDs contributed to their GB status and any history of switch problems.
One objective was to assess if any AED was associated with patients being GB. A second
objective was to assess if any specific AED caused - and was not merely associated with more frequent switch problems.
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METHODS

This analysis employed a previously described exploratory, observational, nontherapeutic study in patients with epilepsy who were routinely followed at the University
of Maryland epilepsy outpatient clinic in Baltimore, Maryland (40). All eligible patients
were offered study participation. Prior to data collection, the study was approved by the
University of Maryland IRB and Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Research in
Human Subjects Committee. Study participants gave their written informed consent.
Briefly, patient interviews were conducted and histories were collected, including AED
use. Patient interviews occurred between November 2015 and July 2016. Each patient
was asked which AED, if any, did they think they may have had a switch problem, and
about the switch (e.g. brand-to-generic or generic-to-generic).
Determination of generic brittleness and having a prior AED switch problem was based
on patient reporting. Patients assessed to be GB were usually GB due to prior history of a
patient-reported switch problem (Appendix B, Table 1). However, being GB did not
require a switch problem, or any specific negative outcome attributed to a specific AED.
Hence, analysis here between AED use and GB status was only association-level, and not
causal-level. Meanwhile, a patient-reported switch problem required the patient to
identify the AED that they believed caused a switch problem.
The two main analyses that were performed were association between AEDs and GB
status (see Methods section 2.1) and AEDs as possible causes of switch problems (see
Methods section 2.2). These analyses reflect the two study objectives. Briefly, association
between taking any one AED and GB status was mainly assessed by logistical regression.
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Causation of a switch problem by a specific AED was assessed using Chi square analysis
or Fisher’s Exact test.

Association between AEDs and GB Status

Patient AED histories were examined to elucidate if taking any particular AEDs were
associated with patient’s GB status (i.e., patient is GB or not GB). Patient’s GB status
has been previously described (40).
Across all n=148 patients, there were 30 unique AED formulations collectively taken.
Table 3.1 lists these 30 AED products [e.g. lamotrigine immediate release (IR) tablet],
along with the number of GB and not GB patients who ever took each AED product.
For each of the 30 AED products, an association between taking the AED product and
patient GB status was assessed via Chi square analysis, using a Bonferroni adjusted
critical p-value of 0.0017 to reflect one Chi square test per each of the 30 AED products
(44). The Fisher’s Exact test was used in place of Chi square analysis when any expected
value was less than five from Chi square analysis (23). Additionally, binary logistical
regression was also performed, in a similar fashion as previously described (40).
Tolerance was always greater than 0.4, such that none of the 30 AED formulations was
excluded from regression. Both forward and backward elimination binary logistical
regression were conducted in assessing if any AEDs were associated with patients being
GB (18,21).
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Table 3.1 List of the 30 AED formulations taken by patients.
Also listed is the number of GB and not GB patients who ever took the specific AED,
along with the number of FDA-approved generics as of August 2015. There were n=148
patients, who collectively took 530 AED products, with 30 unique AED products. The
most commonly used AED was lamotrigine IR tablets (n=80 patients). Almost 70% of
patients were on more than one AED.
AED product (n=30) Number of GB
patients (n = 60)
who have ever
taken the AED
product
Aptiom Tablet
2
Banzel Tablet
2
Carbamazepine IR
1
Chewable Tablet
Carbamazepine ER
3
Capsule
Carbamazepine ER
5
Tablet
Carbamazepine IR
1
Tablet
Depakote Sprinkles 1
Capsule
Depakote Sodium
1
DR Tablet
Divalproex Sodium 13
ER Tablet
Divalproex Sodium 8
Tableta
Ethosuximide
1
Capsule
Fosphenytoin
0
Injectable
Gabapentin Capsule 0
Gabapentin Tablet
0
Lamotrigine IR
29
Tablet
Lamotrigine ER
7
Tablet
Levetiracetam IR
25
Tablet
Levetiracetam ER
16
Tablet
Levetiracetam
2
Solution
40

Number of not GB
patients (n = 88)
who have ever
taken the AED
product
0
0
1

Number of FDAapproved generics
as of August 2015

5

4

3

1

26

3

1

3

4

16

17

9

12

Not applicable

0

3

1

10

11
1
51

11
10
25

10

7

44

21

21

13

0

15

0
0
3

Lyrica Capsule
0
9
0
Oxcarbazepine IR
8
14
7
Tablet
Phenobarbital (any
0
13
5 for IR tablet
formulation)a
Extended Phenytoin 9
7
6
Sodium Capsule
Phenytoin (any
0
34
Not applicable
a
formulation)
Primidone Tablet
1
4
6
Topiramate Capsule 0
1
3
Topiramate Tablet
22
28
14
Topiramate ER
2
2
0
Capsule
Vimpat Tablet
0
36
0
Zonisamide Capsule 7
8
8
a
Because of uncertainties in some medical records about formulation, divalproex sodium
tablet included both delayed-release (DR) and extended-release formulations. Note that
divalproex sodium IR tablet is not a marketed product. Likewise, while extended
phenytoin sodium capsule is a category, phenytoin (any formulation) is a category due to
uncertainties and may also include extended phenytoin sodium capsule, as well as
phenytoin chewable tablet (n=3 FDA-approved generics). Also, all phenobarbital tablet
and oral liquid products were pooled to a category denoted phenobarbital (any
formation).
AEDs as Possible Causes of Switch Problems

Data collection allowed the assessment if a specific AED resulted in a switch problem.
For each AED product that each patient took, the AED was assessed to be either the
attributed cause of a switch problem or not. Each AED product was assessed if it caused
more frequent switch problems than all the other AEDs, using Chi square analysis or
Fisher’s Exact test (per above, using a critical p-value of 0.0017).
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RESULTS

As previously described (40), there were a total of 148 patients, who have taken a total of
30 different AED formulations (Table 3.1). These patients have collectively taken 530
AED formulation products, such that the average number of AEDs ever taken per patient
was 3.58. The most commonly used AED was lamotrigine IR tablets (n=80 patients).
Twenty-four of the 148 patients here had been in our prior BEEP study which focused on
lamotrigine (1).

Association between AEDs and GB Status

Association between AEDs and GB Status: protective AEDs

The following four formulations were significant regarding GB status from Chi square
analysis: Vimpat tablet (p<0.001), carbamazepine IR tablet (p<0.001), phenobarbital (any
formulation) (p = 0.0009), and phenytoin (any formulation) (p<0.0001). Interestingly,
each was associated with a reduced probability of being GB. Even though 40% of
patients were GB, no patient taking Vimpat (n=36), phenobarbital (any formulation)
(n=13), or phenytoin (any formulation) (n=34) was GB. Similarly, only one of n=27
patients taking carbamazepine IR tablet was GB. None of the 11 patients taking
gabapentin capsule (p=0.003) and none of the nine patients taking Lyrica capsule
(p=0.011) were GB, although results were not statistically significant. This analysis is
association-based and does not imply cause, since being GB in any one patient was often
not attributable to any one particular AED.
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Each of these six products [i.e., Vimpat tablet, carbamazepine IR tablet, phenobarbital
(any formulation), gabapentin capsule, Lyrica capsules, phenytoin (any formulation)] was
associated with a reduced probability of being GB, per the Omnibus Chi square test.
Hence, these six products were grouped and termed as “protective AEDs” for subsequent
binary logistical regression, since such regression requires at least one not GB patient for
each AED or group of AEDs. Forward and backward regression was performed using
the six AEDs as a binary variable, along with the remaining 24 products as binary
variables.
Forward and backward elimination regressions yielded the same best model to describe
which patients were GB and not GB (Table 3.2). Equation 1 shows the fitted model. The
two factors in the model were whether the patient has taken any of the six AEDs less
associated with GB and whether the patient has taken lamotrigine IR tablet. The
negatively valued coefficient of -7.33 for the six AEDs reflects their apparent protection
against being GB. A patient who had ever taken one of the six AEDs had 0.000654 times
the odds of a patient who had never taken any (i.e. 1530-fold lower odds), of being GB,
controlling for other factors in the model. In contrast, patients who had ever taken
lamotrigine IR tablet were more frequently GB, with 11.4-fold higher odds of being GB
than a patient who had never taken lamotrigine IR tablet.
𝑝̂

𝑙𝑛 1−𝑝̂ = −7.33𝑋1 + 2.43𝑋2 + 0.944

equation 1

𝑝̂

where 𝑙𝑛 1−𝑝̂ is the logit (and 𝑝̂ is the estimated probability of being GB), X1 is the
binary variable for whether the patient had ever taken a protective AED, and X2 is the
binary variable for whether the patient had even taken lamotrigine IR tablet. Removal of
any of the six AEDs less associated with GB resulted in a poorer model (data not shown).
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Table 3.2 Model for being GB based on AED medication history.
There were two independent variables: ever taken a protective AED and ever taken
lamotrigine IR tablet. A patient was denoted to be GB if they had a negative opinion
about generics or took brand of their most problematic AED when generic was available.
Confidence Interval (CI), Standard Error (SE).
factor

ever taken a
“protective
AED”
ever taken
lamotrigine
IR tablet
constant

Parameter
estimate
(SE)
-7.33 (1.40)

df

Wald pvalue

odds ratio

95% CI for
odds ratio

1

<0.001

0.000654

0.00004180.0102

2.43 (1.07)

1

0.023

11.4

1.40-92.3

0.944
(0.339)

1

0.005

2.57

-

Appendix B, Figure 1 plots the estimated odds for being GB as a function of having
taken one of the six AEDs or not, as well as a function of having taken lamotrigine IR
tablet.
This model can also be interpreted in terms of estimated probabilities of being GB (i.e.,
𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠

𝑝̂ , where 𝑝̂ = 1+𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠). Figure 3.1 plots the estimated and observed probabilities of being
GB as a function of having taken one of the six AEDs or not, as well as a function of
having taken lamotrigine IR tablet or not. Overall, the plot is similar to the plot for
estimated odds (i.e., Appendix B, Figure 1), with having taken any one of the six AEDs
strongly contributing to the probability and having taken lamotrigine IR tablet
contributing less.
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Figure 3.1 Plot of estimated and observed probabilities of being GB (generic brittle) as a
function having taken protective AED (anti-epileptic drug) or not, and having taken
lamotrigine IR (immediate release) tablets or not.
All symbols indicate a probability of being GB. Open circles are the observed
probabilities having not taken a protective AED, open triangles are the observed
probabilities having taken a protective AED, closed circles are the estimated probabilities
having not taken a protective AED, and closed triangles are the estimated probabilities
having taken a protective AED, each as a function of whether ever taken lamotrigine IR
tablet.

Observed probabilities are also plotted in Fig. 3.1, as well as tabulated in Table 3.3.
Overall, about 40% of patients were GB. Strikingly, only about 1% of patients who have
taken one of the six AEDs were GB, regardless if they have taken lamotrigine IR tablet
(n=0 GB out of 51) or not (n=1 GB out of 25). Meanwhile, the GB probability was much
higher for patients who have not taken one of the six AEDs; the probabilities were 100%
if they have taken lamotrigine IR tablet (n=29 GB out of 29) and 70% if they have not
taken lamotrigine IR tablet (n=30 out of 43).
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Table 3.3 Observed probabilities of being GB as a function of having taken a protective
AED and having taken lamotrigine IR tablets.
Overall, about 40% of patients were GB.
Having taken a protective
AED?
Y
Y
N
N

Having taken lamotrigine
IR tablet?
N
Y
N
Y

Observed probability of
being GB (%)
4.0% (i.e. 1 of 25)
zero (i.e. 0 of 51)
69.8% (i.e. 30 of 43)
100% (i.e. 29 of 29)

In Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.3, there was substantial association between taking any of the six
AEDs and not being GB. Of the 76 patients taking at least one of the six AEDs, only one
was GB (i.e., 1.3%), and they had never taken lamotrigine IR tablet. Meanwhile, of the
72 patients not taking one of the six AEDs, 59 were GB (i.e., 82%). It is not clear that
these six AED formulations actually protect against a patient being GB (e.g., protect
against opining to have had a switch problem). An alternative is that patients who are not
inclined to be GB are prescribed at least one of these AEDs.
All AEDs of all study patients were included in data analysis. Vimpat, phenytoin,
phenobarbital, and Lyrica were not excluded, even though Vimpat is not generically
available, phenytoin has perhaps infrequent brand-generic switching, and there is no
brand phenobarbital product (45). Lyrica was not generically available at time of the
study, although it is now. Although these circumstances may contribute to patients taking
these four AEDs to be less frequently GB, these were not excluded from the analysis as
each was being taken with other AEDs.
Association between AEDs and GB Status: Lamotrigine

Taking lamotrigine IR tablets was associated with being GB, which is consistent with
prior reports of neurologists and patients having safety and efficacy concerns about
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generic versions of lamotrigine IR tablets (1,2,7,46). Here, lamotrigine IR tablets were
the most commonly used AED, with n=80 patients having taken lamotrigine IR tablets
(i.e., 54.1% of study patients). In Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.3, of the n=72 patients not having
taking one of the six AEDs, n=29 had taken lamotrigine IR tablets and all were GB. Of
the n=76 patients having taken one of the six AEDs, n=51 had taken lamotrigine IR
tablets and none were GB, reflecting the larger impact of the six AEDs on GB status than
lamotrigine IR tablet.

AEDs as Possible Causes of Switch Problems

There was a total of 41 patients with an AED switch problem. Of these 41 patients, 33
had one switch problem where they had only one occasion of a brand-to-generic or
generic-to-generic switch that the patient considered to result in seizure worsening or
adverse event. Six patients had two switch problems (i.e., two separate occasions of
switches that the patient considered to result in seizure worsening or adverse events), and
two patients had three switch problems, yielding 51 switch problems in total. These 51
switch problem accusations were from 530 AED products taken by study patients (i.e.,
about 10% of the time). These 41 patients with at least one switch problem took 107
AED products collectively, from 30 unique AEDs formulations (Table 3.1). Table 3.4
lists the 15 AED formulations attributed to a switch problem, and their frequencies.
Lamotrigine IR tablet was accused by the most patients (n=12) to cause a switch
problem.
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Table 3.4 AEDs that patients attributed to a switch problem.
For each AED, the number of patients who accused AED of causing a switch problem is
also listed. The AED with the most AED switch problem accusations was lamotrigine IR
tablets (n=12 patients).
AED product (n=15)

Number patients who accused AED of
causing a switch problem
2
4
2
2
4
2
2
12
6
3
2
3
1
4
2

Carbamazepine ER Capsule
Carbamazepine ER Tablet
Carbamazepine IR Tablet
Depakote Sodium DR Tablet
Divalproex Sodium ER Tablet
Extended Phenytoin Sodium Capsule
Lamotrigine ER Tablet
Lamotrigine IR Tablet
Levetiracetam ER Tablet
Levetiracetam IR Tablet
Levetiracetam Solution
Oxcarbazepine IR Tablet
Primidone Tablet
Topiramate Tablet
Zonisamide Capsule

From Chi square analysis, each carbamazepine extended release (ER) tablet (p<0.001)
and levetiracetam solution (p<0.001) were significant regarding causing switch problems,
compared to all other AEDs (Appendix B, Tables 2 and 3). Each showed more frequent
switch problems, compared to about 10% of the time for other AEDs. However, because
of low sample size, we conclude that neither shows more frequent switch problems.
About 15% of patients taking lamotrigine IR tablets accused the drug of causing a switch
problem (Table 3.5). Although not significant (p=0.08), we conclude that lamotrigine IR
tablets tended to cause more frequent switch problems in this cohort of patients.
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Table 3.5 Comparison of lamotrigine IR tablets against all other AEDs with respect to
AED switch problem accusations.
Twelve of 80 patients taking lamotrigine IR tablets had a switch problem due to the AED,
compared with about 10% of the time for all other AEDs.
AED taken

lamotrigine IR tablets
all other AEDs

Number of AED switch problem accusations (or no
accusations)
Yes, AED accused of
No, AED not accused of
causing switch problem
causing switch problem
12
68
39
411

DISCUSSION

Lamotrigine Use, Generic Brittleness, and Switch Problems

As perhaps expected, taking lamotrigine IR tablets was associated with being GB (Fig.
3.1 and Table 3.3), which is consistent with prior reports of neurologists and patients
having safety and efficacy concerns about generic versions of lamotrigine IR tablets
(1,2,7,46). Lamotrigine IR tablets were the most commonly used AED (n=80) and
accused of causing the most switch problems (n=12). Statistically, lamotrigine IR tablets
did not differ from the other AEDs in causing switch problems [p=0.08; 15% accusation
rate for lamotrigine IR tablets versus about 10% for all other AEDs (Table 3.5)].
However, we conclude that lamotrigine IR tablets tended to cause more frequent switch
problems. A larger sample size may have better elucidated the impact of lamotrigine,
particularly since lamotrigine increased the likelihood of being GB.
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GB and switch problems are related. A majority of GB patients experienced a switch
problem (i.e., 41 of 60). All patients with a switch problem expressed a negative opinion
about generics and were GB (40).
Interestingly, a recent report found that, in the 2014-2015 timeframe, there was higher
patient skepticism of generics for lamotrigine than for three other non-AED medications
(i.e., fluoxetine, lisinopril, and simvastatin) (46). Sarpatwari et al. surveyed 814
participants from a large commercial health plan with four chronic disease medications,
including lamotrigine (n=181 users). Generic skepticism is when a patient does not
believe that generic drugs are probably (or definitely) as effective or as safe or have the
same ingredients as their brand-name counterparts. Generic brittleness here and generic
skepticism in Sarpatwari et al. are both patient-reported and practically appear to mean
the same, with a focus on patient opinion about generics compared to brand.
There was overall similarity in our findings of 148 epilepsy patients at University of
Maryland and those of Sarpatwari et al., who found 26% of all patients were generic
skeptics, including 34% of lamotrigine patients being generic skeptics. We found that
40% of all epilepsy patients were GB, with 36% of lamotrigine IR patients being GB
(i.e., 29 of 80 lamotrigine IR patients were GB). The largest influence on GB status here
was taking one of the six AEDs that had a low association with being GB. Only about 1%
of patients taking one of the six AEDs were GB, even if taking lamotrigine. Nevertheless,
lamotrigine IR was also significant, as all patients taking lamotrigine but not taking a
protective drug were GB (Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.3).
Of note, patient interviews underpinning our analyses here occurred between November
2015 and July 2016. We expected lamotrigine to be associated at the time with generic
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brittleness. Between 2013 and 2015, we and Privitera et al. conducted lamotrigine
bioequivalence studies in people with epilepsy, since the epilepsy community questioned
the equivalence of generic lamotrigine to brand (1,2). Study results demonstrated that
generic lamotrigine tablets from different manufacturers were bioequivalent to the brand,
as well as with each other. We believe these studies provide more direct evidence about
product bioequivalence than patient perception and self-reports. These data were
published in 2015 and 2016. Subsequently, in 2016, AES rescinded its opposition to
generic substitution and indicated that FDA standards for bioequivalence are appropriate
for patients with epilepsy (7). Hence, findings here probably do not reflect any impact of
the 2016 AES position statement on patients.
Nevertheless, our findings have some commonality with result of Lang et al. (47). Lang
et al. found divalproex was the most frequently used AED in Germany, with greater use
in patients with seizures (used 23.2% of time) than in patients without seizures (used
18.8% of time). Lang et al. found lamotrigine was used only about 16% of the time,
regardless if patients had seizures or not. AED use differed in our study, where 54.1% of
patients used lamotrigine, and 38.5% used divalproex; our patients also tended to use
more medications. However, an interesting similarity is that the most common AED (i.e.,
divalproex in Germany and lamotrigine here) had some negative outcome findings. In
Lang et al., higher divalproex use was apparently associated with seizures. Here,
lamotrigine, the most commonly used AED, was associated with patients being GB,
which was previously shown to be associated with uncontrolled seizures and formulationspecific AED adverse events (40).
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Lamotrigine Appearance and GB

A factor that may contribute to patient uncertainties about generics are diversity in
product appearance (48). In Table 3.1, there were 25 FDA-approved lamotrigine IR
generics at the time of the present study (i.e., August 2015), a relatively large number of
generics and the most of any product in this study (14). Levetiracetam IR tablet had 21
FDA-approved generics. Lamotrigine IR tablets contributed to generic brittleness (Fig.
3.1 and Table 3.3), while levetiracetam IR tablet did not. It should be noted that a
common form of “generic switching” is a generic-to-generic switch (2), where a patient
receives one generic in one month but a different generic the following month, in contrast
to a brand-to-generic switch.
We examined the appearance of FDA-approved (by February 2019) lamotrigine IR
tablets 200mg and levetiracetam IR tablets 500mg (49,50). To us, there was greater
diversity in lamotrigine tablet shape, color, and size, compared to levetiracetam. Brand
lamotrigine is a shield-shaped blue tablet with the imprint "LAMICTAL" followed by the
strength. Only one generic lamotrigine was similar in shape and color to the brand, with
imprint “D 96”. Generic lamotrigine exhibited a wide range of shapes, colors, and sizes,
with differing imprints based on manufacturer. Generic lamotrigine had five different
colors (i.e., blue, white, yellow, pink, and green/brown), along with different shades (e.g.,
various shades of blue). There were also different shapes (i.e. round, oblong, and
diamond), and different sizes and imprints. For example, one tablet was pink, oblongshaped, and imprint "C152"; another tablet was blue, diamond-shaped, and imprint "93"
on one side and "7248" on the other. Most lamotrigine generics were round, but with
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different colors and imprints (e.g., one was peach with the imprint "RDY" on one side
and "22" and "3" on the other), while another was white with imprint "L124".
Levetiracetam generics showed less diversity in appearance. All were oblong-shaped and
present a warm color (i.e., either peach, yellow, or orange).
Patient adherence to prescription medication may be affected by changing pill appearance
with refills (48). The diverse appearance of lamotrigine tablets may engender more
skepticism. Doubts that such lamotrigine tablets were the correct medication may
contribute to generic brittleness.

Six AEDs with Less Association with Being GB: Drug Considerations

There was association between taking any of six protective AEDs products and not being
GB (Fig. 3.1 and Table 3.3), with the six AEDs being Vimpat tablet, carbamazepine IR
tablet, phenobarbital (any formulation), gabapentin capsule, Lyrica capsules, and
phenytoin (any formulation). Additionally, there was association between taking any of
these six AEDs products and not having a switch problem (Appendix B, Table 4),
reflecting that a majority of GB patients (i.e., 68%) had experienced a switch problem.
These associations can be either due to the properties of these medications or simply
reflect an attribute of the patients who tend to be prescribed these medications.
It is very difficult to identify intrinsic characteristics of these six AEDs that underpin
their apparent protection against generic brittleness. It is difficult to conceive how these
six actually protect against being GB, through greater efficacy and tolerability, or better
formulation quality. In fact, carbamazepine and phenytoin each exhibit a narrow
therapeutic index, which would suggest against their being protective (37,38).
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Carbamazepine, phenytoin, and phenobarbital are Medicines and Healthcare products
Regulatory Agency (MHRA) category 1 and hence have the highest anticipated switching
risk, although Kwan et al. found these three AEDs did not cause switching concerns,
which our observations support (28). These observations support FDA’s bioequivalence
standard for AEDs.
Five of the six drugs are used to treat pain. Vimpat, gabapentin, and Lyrica are used to
treat neuropathic pain (51–56). Carbamazepine is used to treat trigeminal neuralgia pain
(57,58). Phenytoin is used to treat chronic pain (59,60). Phenobarbital is not used to treat
pain, although phenobarbital and Lyrica are used to treat anxiety (55,56,61,62). These
additional benefits about pain and anxiety relief cannot be clearly linked to patient
acceptability of generics, although are a commonality among these six AEDs.
It should be noted that generics, due to their lower cost and higher accessibility than
brand, may have meaningful clinical benefits over brand. People with epilepsy who
started therapy with generic AEDs have shown fewer adverse seizure-related clinical
outcomes and longer continuous treatment compared to patients who started on brand
(34). Correspondingly, it has been suggested that a lower cost generic should be used if
available when patients are administered a new AED (27).

Six AEDs with Less Association with Being GB: Patient Consideration

An alternative to the six drugs having intrinsic ability to protect against generic
brittleness is that patients who are not inclined to be GB are prescribed at least one of
these six AEDs. Patient age, duration of diagnosis of epilepsy, and total number of
medications were considered as possible factors to explain why each of the six drugs
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appeared as protective. The only significant association was between Vimpat and age (p
= 0.0003; mean 33.9 years with Vimpat versus mean 42.5 years without Vimpat).
However, we conclude none of these factors contributed to any of the six drugs appearing
to be protective.
As discussed above, Vimpat is not generically available, phenytoin has infrequent brandgeneric switching, and there is no brand phenobarbital product (45). A potential
explanation of the apparent benefit of Vimpat, Lyrica, phenytoin, and phenobarbital is
that they may have provided consistency in patient AED regimen, even if their other
AEDs are subject to switching.
Hence, the number of approved generics was also considered. Table 3.1 lists the number
of different FDA-approved generics of the 30 AEDs, as of August 2015. The number of
generics for Vimpat tablet, carbamazepine IR tablet, phenobarbital IR tablet, gabapentin
capsule, and Lyrica capsules were 0, 3, 5, 11, and 0, respectively. Phenytoin (any
formulation) was not considered, since it is not a unique product. The average number of
FDA-approved generics of the other 22 AEDs (i.e., excluding divalproex sodium tablet
per Table 3.1, as well as extended phenytoin capsule) was 8.09 (range 0-25). Excluding
gabapentin, which is not a primary AED, the six protective AEDs showed lower numbers
of generics (p=0.007). Since most patients rely on medication appearance to ensure
correct medication (46), the lower number of different generics for the six AEDs may
result in greater patient certainty in medication identity, due to greater consistency in
medication color, shape, and size, and hence less generic skepticism or generic
brittleness. Vimpat and Lyrica were not available generically at the times of the study
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(generics of Lyrica are now), possibly contributing to these patients not having negative
opinions of generics, although all patients were taking other AEDs.

GB Status and Using Brand

An additional analysis examined possible association between GB status and utilization
of brand or generic AEDs. Table 3.6 lists the number of patients taking brand and
generic of their most problematic AED, when generic is available, and being GB or not.
About half of GB patients took brand even though generic was available, while all not
GB patients took generic. There was a large and significant difference between GB and
not GB patients in using brand over generic of their most problematic AED (Chi square p
<< 0.001). These results are consistent with GB status mainly being determined by
patient opinion about the acceptability of generics.
Table 3.6 Number of patients currently taking brand and generic of most problematic
AED, when generic is available, and being GB or not.
About half of GB patients took brand even though generic was available. Meanwhile, all
not GB patients took generic.
GB status

Taking brand or generic of most problematic AED, when
generic is available a
Taking brand
Taking generic
GB
29
25
Not GB
0
59
a
There were 2 patients taking brand of most problematic AED, when generic was not
available; both were not GB.
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Demographic Factors Associated with Switch Problems

Additional analysis was performed to elucidate patient demographic factors that
anticipated switch problems. Logistical regression was performed, in a similar fashion as
previously described (40). Equation 2 shows the best model, where currently taking more
AEDs was associated with high odds of having a switch problem.
𝑝̂

𝑙𝑛 1−𝑝̂ = 0.678𝑋1 − 2.285

equation 2

where 𝑝̂ is the estimated probability of having a switch problem, and X1 is the is total
number of current AEDs taken by a patient. Appendix B, Table 5 shows regression
parameters and odds ratios. Appendix B, Figures 2 and 3 plot the estimated odds and
probabilities, respectively, for having a switch problem as a function of total number of
current AEDs.
Figure 3.2 plots the percentages of patients taking 1, 2, and 3 AEDs who had a switch
problem, as well as percentages without a switch problem (also see Appendix B, Table
6). The percentage of patients with a switch problem increased when the number of
AEDs increased (i.e., 20%, 25%, and 48% for 1, 2, and 3 AEDs, respectively).
This association between taking greater numbers of AEDs and switch problems is similar
to associations for generic brittleness, as well as other observations here. We previously
found that taking more total medications was associated with being GB (40). As
described above, the diverse appearance of lamotrigine tablets, include a large number of
FDA-approved generics, may engender more skepticism of such lamotrigine tablets being
the correct medication, contributing to generic brittleness.
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Figure 3.2 Plot of the percentages of patients with and without a switch problem, taking
1, 2, and 3 AEDs (anti-epileptic drugs).
Closed bars and open bars indicate the percent of patients who had a switch problem and
who did not have a switch problem respectively, when taking the number of current
AEDs.

Our findings support the general concerns stemming from polypharmacy (i.e., patients
taking multiple medications) and diverse drug product appearances. Generics must be the
same dosage form as brand. For example, if brand is a tablet, the generic must be a tablet
and not a capsule. However, generics can differ in appearance from brand – as well as
from other generics - in color, shape, and size. About 90% of prescriptions are dispensed
as generics, such that there is frequent dispensing of different generics, with different
appearance, from prescription refill to refill. This dynamic is amplified for patients who
take multiple medications. In this study, average numbers of current AEDs and total
current medications per patient was 1.89 and 5.64, respectively (40).
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Study Limitations

As described previously (40), limitations are similar to many clinical trials in epilepsy in
relying on patient reporting (41). Here, patient reporting was employed via patient
interviews (e.g. patient opinion about generics, patient report of switch problem) to assess
GB status and any switch problems. Another limitation was a small patient size (n=148)
at a single site tertiary care center. Findings here probably do not reflect any impact of
the 2016 AES position statement (7) on patients and their self-reporting.

CONCLUSIONS

People with epilepsy often take multiple medications and typically refill AED
prescriptions every one to three months. Brand-to-generic and generic-to-generic
switching are common for people with epilepsy. Taking lamotrigine IR tablets was
associated with a greater probability of being GB and tended to cause more frequent
switch problems in this cohort. However, more direct evidence about product
bioequivalence than patient perception and self-reports, i.e., bioequivalence studies in
people with epilepsy, demonstrated that generic lamotrigine tablets from different
manufacturers were bioequivalent to the brand, as well as with each other (1,2). The
impact of these bioequivalence studies in people with epilepsy on patient opinion about
generics is unknown. Also, patients taking more AEDs showed increased odds of a
switch problem.
Six AEDs [i.e., Vimpat tablet, carbamazepine IR tablet, phenobarbital (any formulation),
gabapentin capsule, Lyrica capsules, phenytoin (any formulation)] were associated with a
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reduced probability of being GB, although perhaps not through greater efficacy and
tolerability, or better formulation quality. The difference in generic brittleness between
lamotrigine and six protective AEDs may be due to differences in consistency of
medication color, shape, and size across formulations, which warrants further
investigation.
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CHAPTER 4. LACK OF ASSOCIATION OF GENERIC BRITTLE STATUS
WITH GENETICS AND PHYSIOLOGIC MEASURES IN PATIENTS
WITH EPILEPSY

INTRODUCTION

In epilepsy, switching from the innovator brand to generic has received attention, with
some emphasis on individual patient attributes that may predispose to therapeutic failure.
In the early 2000s, neurologists and patients with epilepsy have expressed potential
concerns about the adequacy of Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) approval
standards for generics. A common basis for such concerns has been the applicability of
generic drug approval standards to individual subjects. Atif et al. examined the literature
of generic anti-epileptic drugs (AEDs) and found that unique characteristics of some
epilepsy patients was a reported concern with the generic substitution of AEDs (63). In
their literature review, Yamada and Welty found that the best evidence indicated that
generic substitution is not problematic, but some epilepsy patients are more prone to
problems with generic substitution (64).
In an older review, Shaw and Hartman note that very few data are available to guide
decisions about generic drug selection for an individual epileptic patient (65). They
indicate a potential concern is generalizability of bioequivalence studies, which are
typically single-dose studies in 24-36 healthy volunteers, to the most commonly faced
patient scenarios, including patients (e.g., elderly or children) with epilepsy with
concomitant diseases (65). Shaw and Hartman also point to patients who do not tolerate
small changes in dose, and hence are more sensitive to a change across manufacturers
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(65). Subsequent research, including ours, has addressed some of these topics, although
several of these potential concerns exist (1).
In the context of generic substitution, a statistical framework for some patients being
different in response to a particular product from an average patient – such as being more
sensitive – is a subject-by-formulation interaction (SxF interaction). Bailer and Midha
briefly discuss SxF interaction, noting that no clinical significance of the term was
established (24). Nevertheless, a SxF may be conceived to occur when a subgroup
responds differently to one of two formulations – but not both – than does the rest of the
population. For example, a SxF interaction can be thought to occur if a subgroup
responds differently to a generic formulation than the innovator brand, even though all
other patients respond the same to generic and brand. Presumably, the subgroup differs
from the majority of the population (e.g., genetics, physiologic condition which causes a
differing response to the generic). Evaluation of a SxF interaction was never
implemented in the FDA bioequivalence standard for new or generic drugs, in part since
there was insufficient scientific evidence for SxF interactions as a true phenomenon but
as the result of random errors (66).
Nevertheless, we hypothesize that genetic and physiologic differences between patients
with epilepsy may cause therapeutic failure or decreased tolerability between brand and
generic AEDs. The objective of this hypothesis-generating study was to assess possible
genetic and physiologic differences between generic brittle (GB) and not GB patients
with epilepsy. Essentially, a GB patient is one who is skeptical of generics.
We previously devised an algorithm for generic brittleness, where negative patient
opinion about generics was the primary factor in patients being denoted to be GB (40).
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Briefly, a patient was denoted to be GB if they had a negative opinion about generics
(e.g., prior history of a switch problem) or took innovator brand of their most problematic
AED when generic was available. Essentially, a patient was deemed to be GB if they
were skeptical of generics. We found that about 40% of n=148 patients with epilepsy
were GB, usually due to prior history of a switch problem (40). Although patient seizure
and adverse event history was not employed to define GB status, being GB was
associated with the patient having uncontrolled seizures and adverse events.
Although perceptions described by Yamada, Welty, Shaw, and Hartman are common
among prescribers of AEDs, we know of no studies, except perhaps our BioEquivalence
in Epilepsy Patients (BEEP) study, that assessed if individual patient characteristics are
associated with generic drug non-equivalence or failure (1,19,64,65). The BEEP study
demonstrated bioequivalence of brand and generic lamotrigine in epileptic patients,
where lamotrigine was the generic AED of greatest concern to neurologists. BEEP study
findings contributed to the American Epilepsy Society (AES) rescinding its opposition to
generic substitution (7). However, a limitation of the BEEP study was that it was a
bioequivalence study and did not assess individual patient characteristics based on
genetic or physiologic measures. Hence, perspectives that not-yet-identified individual
patient characteristics cause generic drug non-equivalence or failure remain relatively
unchallenged.
In the present hypothesis-generating study, genotyping for 24 single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) and two copy number variants (CNVs) were performed across 12
genes previously related to AED disposition/response or epilepsy for each of the 148
patients, who were also assessed in 44 different physiologic tests. Table 4.1 lists the 12
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genes evaluated, along with selected SNPs and CNVs. This study was taken to yield
potential hypotheses to elucidate any possible genes or physiologic measures that may
anticipate an individual to be GB.
Table 4.1 Twelve genes under study.
Selected single nucleotide polymorphisms and copy number variants, and their clinical
associations, are also listed.
Gene

ABCC2

Example single
nucleotide
polymorphisms or
copy number
variant examined
rs717620

ABCB1

rs2032582

CYP2C9

rs1799853

CYP3A5

rs776746

Type of mutation

Clinical association

5’ UTR variant
resulting in loss of
two transcription
factor binding
sites (67).
Missense,
nonsynonymous
mutation (67).
Missense,
frameshift variant
(67).

Resistance to
multiple AEDs (e.g.
lamotrigine,
carbamazepine,
phenytoin) (68,69).
Resistance to
multiple AEDs (e.g.
carbamazepine) (70).
Metabolism of
various AEDs and
increase of the risk of
adverse drug
reactions (e.g.
phenytoin) (71,72).
This SNP is a poor
metabolizer of
phenytoin and causes
an increased risk of
adverse drug
reactions including
toxic epidermal
necrolysis or
Stevens- Johnson
syndrome (71,72).
Increased plasma
concentrations of
substrates such as
carbamazepine
(74,75).

Splice acceptor
variant resulting in
nonfunctional
allele (73).
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Table 4.1 Continued
UGT1A4
rs6755571

UGT2B7

rs7668258

GSTT1

Copy number
variants – null
mutation

GSTM1

Copy number
variants – null
mutation

SCN1A

rs3812718

Missense (67).

Metabolism and
clearance of several
AEDs (e.g. the A
allele (*2 variant) is
associated with
higher plasma
concentrations of
lamotrigine] (76,77).
Intron variant (67). Increased lamotrigine
plasma
concentrations in
adults with epilepsy
on monotherapy (78).
Non-functional
Increased risk of
GSTT1 (79,80).
developing epilepsy
and possible AED
induced
hepatotoxicity, such
as with valproic acid
(79,80).
Non-functional
Increased risk of
GSTM1 (80,81).
developing epilepsy
and possible AED
induced
hepatotoxicity, such
as with valproic acid
and carbamazepine
(80–82).
Antisense, intron
A drug target of
variant, nonsodium channel
coding transcript
inhibitors of AEDs,
variant (67).
including lamotrigine
and carbamazepine
(83). Depending on
the allele, the
required AED dose
and serum level may
vary (e.g. the T allele
is associated with
higher required
maintenance dose of
carbamazepine) (83).
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Table 4.1 Continued
SCN1B
rs16969930

Synonymous,
upstream variant
(67).

CHRNA4

rs1044397

Synonymous (85).

TNF-alpha

rs1800629

Upstream
transcript variant
(67).

Benign variant for
generalized epilepsy
with febrile seizures
(84).
Protection against
nicotine addiction
(86). Although this
SNP is benign for
seizures, SNP
rs28931591 has been
associated with an
increased risk for
developing nocturnal
frontal lobe epilepsy
type 1 (87,88).
Carbamazepine
induced adverse drug
reactions (89).

METHODS

Patients, GB status determination, and blood collection

Epilepsy patient GB status was determined as previously described in an exploratory,
observational, non-therapeutic study in patients with epilepsy who were routinely
followed at the University of Maryland epilepsy outpatient clinic in Baltimore, Maryland
(40). Briefly, patient interviews were conducted and patient histories were collected,
yielding each patient (n=148) to be determined to be GB or not GB. Appendix C, Table
1 described patient demographics, which has been described in part previously (40).
Blood was collected from each subject for genotyping and physiologic testing. The study
followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki promulgated in 1964. Prior to data
collection, research was approved by the University of Maryland IRB and FDA Research
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in Human Subjects Committee. Informed consent was obtained from all individual
participants included in the study.
For genetic association analysis with alpha equal to 0.05, sample size for 80% power was
estimated to require 81 subjects for a reported SNP involving in AED resistance, as
previously performed by Hilger et al. and employed the online tool “Genetic Power
Calculator” by Purcell et al. (90,91). Prevalence of generic brittleness was expected to be
46%, based on observations by Kobayashi et al. (92). Only 54% of patients in Japan were
open to generic drug substitution. Similarly, Kjoenniksen et al. found that 41% of patients
in Norway were unwilling to use generic drugs (93). The high-risk allele frequency was
expected to be 18.2% which Hilger et al. observed for ABCC2 (ATP-binding cassette,
sub-family C [CFTR/MRP], member 2) SNP rs717620 (94). The ABCC2 SNP rs717620
(24C>T) is associated with resistance to multiple AEDs, such as lamotrigine,
carbamazepine, and phenytoin, leading to higher doses and increased plasma
concentrations and toxicity (68,69). As results show, the high-risk allele frequency for
ABCC2 SNP rs717620 in the control population here was 0.131. Hence, the power was
91.7% for allele frequency analysis for the finding here that no SNP or CNV
discriminated GB status. Similarly, the power was 88.4% for genotype analysis for the
finding here that no SNP or CNV discriminated GB status.
For physiologic testing analysis, involving a Chi squared test with an effect size of 0.3
and alpha equal to 0.05, sample size for 80% power was estimated to require 87 subjects
(95). As results show, the total number of subjects in the present study was 148. Hence,
the power was 95.3% for the conclusion here that no one physiologic test result in this
study was associated with GB status (95).
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Genotyping

Genotyping for 24 SNPs and two CNVs was performed across 12 genes for each of 148
subjects (Table 4.2). Genomic DNA was isolated from 10 mL whole blood by using
QIAamp DNA Blood Maxi Kit (QIAGEN GmbH; Hilden, Germany). Taqman assays
were used to genotype 24 SNPs, employing probes and primers in commercial kits
(Thermo Science; location). Taqman assay reactions were conducted in a StepOnePlus
Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA). Genotyping results were
analyzed by Thermo iCloud based genotyping analysis tool
(https://www.thermofisher.com/us/en/home/cloud.html).
Table 4.2 Scope of genotyping and observed minor allele frequencies.
Gene

Variant
examined

Polymorphism Function

ABCC2

rs3740066
rs717620
rs2273697

C/T
C/T
G/A

ABCB1

A/G
A/G
C/T
C/A
G/A

CYP3A5

rs1045642
rs1128503
two mutations
of rs2032582
rs7900194*8
(CYP2C9*8)
rs1799853
(CYP2C9*2)
rs7900194*17
(CYP2C9*17)
rs1057910
(CYP2C9*3)
rs776746

UGT1A4

rs6755571

C/A

CYP2C9

ATP-binding cassette;
subfamily C
(CFTR/MRP); member
2
ATP-binding cassette;
subfamily B
(MDR/TAP); member 1
Cytochrome P450;
family 2; subfamily C,
polypeptide 9

C/T

Minor Allele
Frequency
(MAF)
0.334
0.155
0.213
0.355
0.375
0.068
0.307
0
0.068

G/T

0

A/C

0.061

T/C

Cytochrome P450;
family 3; subfamily A,
polypeptide 5
UDP
glucuronosyltransferase
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0.355

0.051

UGT2B7

rs7668258
rs12233719

T/C
G/A

GSTT1

Copy number
variants
Copy number
variants
rs3812718
rs2298771

Null/Present

rs16969930

T/C

CHRNA4 rs28931591
rs2236196
rs1044397
TNFalpha rs1800629
rs361525
rs1799724

G/A
G/A
C/T
G/A
G/A
C/T

GSTM1
SCN1A

SCN1B

1 family; polypeptide
A4
UDP
glucuronosyltransferase
2 family; polypeptide
B7

Null/Present
C/T
C/T

0.426
0

Glutathione STransferase theta-1
Glutathione STransferase mu 1
Sodium channel;
voltage gated; type I;
alpha subunit

0.497

Sodium channel;
voltage gated; type I;
beta subunit
Cholinergic receptor;
nicotinic; alpha 4
(neuronal)
Tumor necrosis factor
alpha

0.027

0.432
0.453
0.257

0
0.405
0.392
0.145
0.051
0.084

The two CNVs were genotyped by multiplex PCR with a minor modification on Buchard
method (96). Primers and fragments are shown in Appendix C, Table 2. The multiplex
PCR was conducted in a 20 µL reaction volume containing 30 ng of DNA, 1X CoralLoad
buffer, 1.5 mmol/L MgCl2, 250 µmol/L of each dNTP, 0.25 µmol/L of each primer and
0.2U of Taq DNA Polymerase (QIAGEN GmbH; Hilden, Germany). Touchdown PCR
was performed in an Eppendorf MasterCycler Pro thermal cycler with an initial
denaturation time of 5 min at 94°C, followed by 16 cycles with denaturation at 94°C for
45 sec and annealing/extension at 72°C for 7 min, with drop down 0.25°C per cycle and
19 cycles with denaturation at 94°C for 45 sec and annealing/extension at 68°C for 7 min.
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The final extension was performed at 72°C for 10 min. 2% agarose gels were used to
separate the amplified fragment in TAE buffer.

Allele frequency and genotype analysis

Allele and genotype frequency were analyzed for each SNP and CNV. Chi squared
analysis was used to compare the frequencies for GB subjects against not GB subjects,
using critical p-value of 0.0042, since multiple comparisons were performed using 12
genes (Table 4.2).
As an internal control, the similarity of the study population to the general population
was assessed. To ascertain if our DNA cohort is representative of the general population,
the variant allele frequency from the n=148 subjects was compared against the variant
allele frequency from all phase 3 individuals in the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3, using
Chi squared analysis (97). Again, a critical p-value of 0.0042 was used due to repeat
comparisons across 12 genes.
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium analysis was also performed using the Hardy-Weinberg
Equilibrium Calculator for the two alleles of each SNP and CNV (98). From the n=148
subjects, the number of homozygous reference, heterozygous, and homozygous variant
genotypes were applied. The calculator computed the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium
expected frequencies of each genotype. As shown in results, Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium analysis found two SNPs were significant. For these two SNPs, their
genotypes were compared to the genotypes observed from all individuals in the 1000
Genomes Project Phase 3, via Chi squared analysis.
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Physiologic tests

There was a total of 44 different physiologic test performed for each n=148 patients. Chi
squared analysis compared physiologic test results for GB subjects against not GB
subjects, using critical p-value of 0.0011, since multiple comparisons were performed
using 44 tests. Physiologic test results were assessed to be low, normal, or high.
Appendix C, Tables 3-6 lists laboratory tests and their allowable ranges for normal test
level.
Most of the 44 laboratory tests employed the University of Maryland hospital-designated
normal laboratory limits. The following 18 laboratory tests employed a relatively wide
range to serve as the normal range: alanine aminotransferase [ALT], aspartate
aminotransferase [AST], total bilirubin, albumin, potassium, chloride, plasma carbon
dioxide [CO2], glucose (mg/dL), blood urea nitrogen [BUN], glomerular filtration rate
[GFR], calcium, white blood cell count [WBC], hemoglobin [Hgb], hematocrit [Hct],
platelet, thyroid stimulating hormone [TSH], hemoglobin A1c [HgbA1c], and 25hydroxy-vitamin D (25(OH)D). For example, glucose employed a range of 50-300 mg/dL
to serve as the normal range, in contrast to the 50-100 mg/dL University of Maryland
hospital-designated normal laboratory limits. A wider normal range was chosen for these
18 tests since we sought to focus on test values that were most extreme.
In addition to Chi squared analysis, independent samples t-test was also performed on
three physiologic tests where values were readily available as continuous variables (i.e.,
serum creatinine, hemoglobin A1C, and serum hemoglobin).
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RESULTS

Genotype and allele frequency analysis against GB

No SNP or CNV discriminated between GB status in the genotype analysis (Table 4.3).
All p-values were 0.09 or greater. Also, no SNP or CNV discriminated between GB
status in the allele frequency analysis (Table 4.4). Twenty-three of the 24 SNPs and both
CNVs yielded p > 0.05. The ABCC2 SNP rs3740066 (p = 0.048) provided p ≤ 0.05 in
allele frequency analysis, but not p < 0.0042, and hence not considered associated with
GB status. Interestingly, for this SNP, there was a quantitative tendency for the minor
allele (i.e. variant allele for ABCC2 SNP rs3740066) to be correlated with GB.
Table 4.3 Distribution of genotype frequencies for each SNP and CNV in GB and not
GB patient populations.
No SNP or CNV discriminated between GB status in the genotype analysis. N=148
subjects.
SNP or
CNV

rs3740066
rs717620
rs2273697
rs1045642
rs1128503
rs2032582
rs2032582
rs7900194
*8
rs1799853

GB (N=60 patients)
Number Number
of
of
patients patients
with
with
homozy heterozy
gous
gous
referenc genotyp
e
e
22
28
40
17
39
20
10
23
11
27
52
8
29
24
57
3
54

6

P
value

10
3
1
27
22
0
7
0

Not GB (N=88 patients)
Number Number Numb
of
of
er of
patients
patients
patient
with
with
s with
homozy heterozy homoz
gous
gous
ygous
referenc genotype variant
e
44
37
7
67
19
2
53
29
6
11
40
37
11
40
37
77
10
1
45
33
10
86
2
0

0

75

0.769

Number
of
patients
with
homozy
gous
variant
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12

1

0.139
0.360
0.414
0.627
0.584
0.881
0.943
0.395

rs7900194
*17
rs1057910
rs776746
rs6755571
rs7668258
rs1223371
9
GSTT1
GSTM1
rs3812718
rs2298771
rs1696993
0
rs2893159
1
rs2236196
rs1044397
rs1800629
rs361525
rs1799724

60

0

0

88

0

0

1.00

53
13
52
10
60

7
12
7
25
0

0
35
1
25
0

78
21
82
19
88

9
25
6
43
0

1
42
0
26
0

0.878
0.395
0.237
0.307
1.00

15
10
19
7
57

31
31
29
24
3

14
19
12
29
0

22
18
28
3
83

44
41
39
32
5

22
29
21
53
0

0.970
0.788
0.833
0.0985
1.00

60

0

0

88

0

0

1.00

10
25
42
54
51

28
27
14
6
8

22
8
1
0
1

19
38
67
80
73

34
27
18
7
15

35
23
3
1
0

0.583
0.0900
0.530
0.864
0.475

Table 4.4 Distribution of allele frequencies for each SNP and CNV in GB and not GB
patient populations.
No SNP or CNV discriminated between GB status in the allele frequency analysis. The
total number of reference and variant alleles from n=148 subjects was 296 alleles.
SNP or CNV

GB (N=120 alleles)
Number of
Number of
reference
variant
alleles
alleles
rs3740066
72
48
rs717620
97
23
rs2273697
98
22
rs1045642
43
77
rs1128503
49
71
rs2032582
112
8
rs2032582
82
38
rs7900194*8 117
3
rs1799853
114
6
rs7900194*17 120
0
rs1057910
113
7
rs776746
38
82
rs6755571
111
9

Not GB (N=176 alleles)
Number of
Number of
reference
variant
alleles
alleles
125
51
153
23
135
41
62
114
62
114
164
12
123
53
174
2
162
14
176
0
165
11
67
109
170
6
73

P value

0.048
0.155
0.306
0.915
0.328
0.959
0.776
0.371
0.320
1.000
0.883
0.258
0.115

rs7668258
rs12233719
GSTT1
GSTM1
rs3812718
rs2298771
rs16969930
rs28931591
rs2236196
rs1044397
rs1800629
rs361525
rs1799724

45
120
61
51
67
38
117
120
48
77
101
114
110

75
0
59
69
53
82
3
0
72
43
19
6
10

81
176
88
77
95
38
171
176
72
103
152
167
161

95
0
88
99
81
138
5
0
104
73
24
9
15

0.145
1.000
0.888
0.831
0.753
0.051
0.859
1.000
0.876
0.329
0.598
0.965
0.954

1000 Genome Comparison

Table 4.5 lists the reference and variant allele frequencies from the n=148 subjects, along
with allele frequencies from all individuals in the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 allele
frequencies. Comparisons were made for 23 of the 24 SNPs, as allele frequencies from all
phase 3 individuals were not available for CHRNA4 SNP rs28931591. The variant allele
was the minor allele, except for SCN1A SNP rs2298771, CHRNA4 SNP rs2236196, and
CYP3a5 SNP rs776746. Of the 23 SNPs, allele frequencies in 19 SNPs from the epilepsy
study cohort were similar to the general population, reflecting overall similarity of the
study population to the general population. Each TNFalpha rs1800629 and UGT1A4 SNP
rs6755571 (p = 0.0016 and 0.00012, respectively) showed a greater proportion of variant
alleles in the epilepsy cohort than in the general population. UGT2B7 SNPs rs7668258
and rs12233719 (p = 0.0014 and 0.0026, respectively) showed a lower proportion of
variant alleles in the epilepsy cohort than in the general population. Interestingly, all
three UGT SNPs examined were different in the epilepsy cohort than in the general
population. However, overall, the study population was similar to the general population.
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Table 4.5 Reference and variant allele frequencies from study cohort compared to the
frequencies from all phase 3 individuals in the 1000 Genomes Project.
SNP or CNV

Number of
Number of
Number of
Number of
reference
variant alleles
reference
variant alleles
alleles in study in study
alleles in 1000 in 1000
population
population
Genomes
Genomes
a
a
b
(%)
(%)
Project (%)
Project (%)b
rs3740066
197 (66.6%)
99 (33.4%)
3565 (71.2%)
1443 (28.8%)
rs717620
250 (84.5%)
46 (15.5%)
4332 (86.5%)
676 (13.5%)
rs2273697
233 (78.7%)
63 (21.3%)
4074 (81.3%)
934 (18.7%)
rs1045642
105 (35.5%)
191 (64.5%)
1979 (39.5%)
3029 (60.5%)
rs1128503
111 (37.5%)
185 (62.5%)
2084 (41.6%)
2924 (58.4%)
rs2032582
276 (93.2%)
20 (6.8%)
3090 (61.7%)
244 (4.9%)
rs2032582
205 (69.3%)
91 (30.7%)
3090 (61.7%)
1674 (33.4%)
rs7900194*8
291 (98.3%)
5 (1.7%)
4934 (98.5%)
74 (1.5%)
rs1799853
276 (93.2%)
20 (6.8%)
4768 (95.2%)
240 (4.8%)
rs7900194*17
296 (100.0%)
0 (0%)
4934 (98.5%)
74 (1.5%)
rs1057910
278 (93.9%)
18 (6.1%)
4765 (95.1%)
243 (4.9%)
rs776746
105 (35.5%)
191 (64.5%)
1896 (37.9%)
3112 (62.1%)
c
rs6755571
281 (94.9%)
15 (5.1%)
4916 (98.2%)
92 (1.8%)
d
rs7668258
126 (42.6%)
170 (57.4%)
1677 (33.5%)
3331 (66.5%)
rs12233719d
296 (100.0%)
0 (0%)
4859 (97.0%)
149 (3%)
e
GSTT1
149 (50.3%)
147 (49.7%)
NA
NAe
e
GSTM1
128 (43.2%)
168 (56.8%)
NA
NAe
rs3812718
162 (54.7%)
134 (45.3%)
2537 (50.7%)
2471 (49.3%)
rs2298771
76 (25.7%)
220 (74.3%)
1059 (21.1%)
3949 (78.9%)
rs16969930
288 (97.3%)
8 (2.7%)
4930 (98.4%)
78 (16.6%)
e
rs28931591
296 (100.0%)
0 (0%)
NA
NAe
rs2236196
120 (40.5%)
176 (59.5%)
1932 (38.6%)
3076 (61.4%)
rs1044397
180 (60.8%)
116 (39.2%)
3246 (64.8%)
1762 (35.2%)
rs1800629c
253 (85.5%)
43 (14.5%)
4556 (91%)
452 (9%)
rs361525
281 (94.9%)
15 (5.1%)
4703 (93.9%)
305 (6.1%)
rs1799724
271 (91.6%)
25 (8.4%)
4512 (90.1%)
496 (9.9%)
a
Number of reference or variant alleles from n=148 subjects (i.e. from 296 alleles)
b
Number of reference or variant alleles from 1000 Genomes Project, where number of
alleles varies across SNPs but typically about 5000.
c
Regarding each rs1800629 and rs6755571, study population differed from 1000
Genomes Project population in having a greater proportion of variant alleles.
d
Regarding each rs7668258 and rs12233719, study population differed from 1000
Genomes Project population in having a lower proportion of variant alleles.
e
Not Available = NA
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Hardy-Weinberg analysis: CYP3A5 SNP rs776746 and CHRNA4 SNP rs1044397

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium analysis found two variants, CYP3A5 SNP rs776746 and
CHRNA4 SNP rs1044397, were significantly different (p<<0.001 and p=0.0043,
respectively). Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium anticipates that genotype and allele
frequencies will remain constant, unless disturbed by mutations, nonrandom mating, or
other factors. Appendix C, Tables 7 and 8 lists the cohort-observed and HardyWeinberg expected genotypes for CYP3A5 SNP rs776746 and CHRNA4 SNP
rs1044397. In each case, observed homozygous variant was greater than expected,
indicating that each SNP was in Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium.
For these two SNPs, the cohort-observed genotypes were compared to the genotype
observed from all phase 3 individuals in the 1000 Genomes Project Phase 3, via Chi
squared analysis. In Appendix C Tables 7 and 8, the genotype from the epilepsy cohort
did not differ from the general population. In general agreement from Hardy-Weinberg
analysis, the epilepsy cohort exhibited greater homozygous variants than the general
population but this difference was not significant. Though CYP3A5 SNP rs776746 and
CHRNA4 SNP rs1044397 are not in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, the genotype
frequencies are similar to 1000 Genome project observed frequencies.

Physiologic tests

No physiologic test results were significantly different between GB and not GB patients.
Bilirubin blood concentration was the only test to yield Chi squared p < 0.05 (i.e.
p=0.013), but p was not less than 0.0011. At best, there was a propensity for GB patients
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to show low bilirubin (i.e., 10 of 60 GB patients had low bilirubin, versus 4 of 88 not GB
patients had low bilirubin). No patient showed high bilirubin.

DISCUSSION

In 2016, AES rescinded its opposition to generic substitution and indicated that FDA
standards for bioequivalence are appropriate for the approval of generic AEDs (7).
Nevertheless, in light of some continued questions by neurologists and patients, and a
lack of studies to directly challenge the notion that individual patient characteristics are
associated with generic drug non-equivalence or failure, we hypothesize that genetic and
physiologic differences between patients with epilepsy may cause therapeutic failure or
decreased tolerability between brand and generic AEDs.
This hypothesis-generating study aims to investigate if there is a genetic and physiologic
difference between GB and not GB patients with epilepsy. Essentially, a GB patient is
one who is skeptical of generics (40). Patient opinion about generics has impact in
epilepsy practice. Moreover, although patient seizure and adverse event history was not
employed to define GB status, being GB was associated with the patient having
uncontrolled seizures and adverse events (40).

Genetic assessment

We hypothesized that variation in genes that impact AED pharmacological action or
AED pharmacokinetics result in patient’s being susceptible to generic brittleness
(99,100). In Table 4.1, focus was on the multi-drug resistance efflux transporter MDR1;
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the drug-metabolizing enzymes CYP2C9, CYP3A5, UGT1A4, UGT2B7, and GST; the
AED targets SCN1A, SCN1B, and CHRNA4; and the immune response gene TNFα.
These genes have been noted in the literature to carry clinical significance in AED
handling and/or AED response (101). For example, SCN1 encodes for a target of
lamotrigine and the variant has been associated with a requirement for higher lamotrigine
plasma concentration levels for efficacy, while MDR1 encodes for a transporter whose
polymorphism is associated with drug-resistant epilepsy (102,103).
In Das et al, uncontrolled seizures and AED related adverse events were significantly
correlated with GB status (40). As shown in Table 4.1, ABCC2 SNPs rs3740066,
rs717620, and rs2273697 are associated with AED resistance or AEs. The CT+TT
genotypes for both rs3740066 (3972C>T) and rs717620 (-24C>T) are associated with
increased odds for AED resistance (68). The nonsynonymous polymorphism, 1249G>A
of SNP rs2273697 is strongly associated with neurological adverse events caused by
carbamazepine, in which the A allele was found to be a strong determinant of
neurological adverse events (104). Ufer et al suggested a higher risk of antiepileptic drug
failure in carriers of the ABCC2 -24T allele, possibly due to compensatory upregulation
of ABCB1 (69). ABCB1 SNP rs2032582 C allele is a missense, nonsynonymous
mutation also associated with resistance to multiple AEDs (70). The G allele of ABCB1
SNP rs1045642 is associated with drug resistant epilepsy and in refractory epilepsy cases
(105). SCN1A is a drug target for sodium channel inhibitor AEDs, such as
carbamazepine. The T allele of SCN1A SNP rs3812718 alters the function of the channel
requiring a higher maintenance dose and higher serum level of carbamazepine to prevent
seizures (83). UGT2B7 is associated with phase 2 glucuronidation metabolism of many
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AEDs and the SNP rs7668258 confers lower activity of the enzyme which leads to higher
plasma concentrations of many AEDs. For example, UGT2B7 rs7668258 (161T>C) is
associated with increased lamotrigine plasma concentrations in adults on monotherapy
(78). Due to such reports of association with refractory epilepsy, altered AED
pharmacokinetics, or AED drug resistance, these SNPs were selected for exploratory
analysis of association to generic brittleness.
Table 4.6 lists the nine AEDs that were taken by at least 15 study patients. Across n=148
patients, 17 different AEDs were taken. The most commonly used AED was
levetiracetam (n=95 patients). Levetiracetam is a substrate of ABCB1 (70,105).
Lamotrigine is a substrate of ABCB1, UGT1A4, and UGT2B7 (70,76–78,105).
Topiramate is an inhibitor of SCN1A (106,107). Divalproex sodium is a substrate of
CYP2C9, CYP3A5, UGT1A4, and UGT2B7; and inhibitor of SCN1A and SCN1B
(77,106,108–110). Phenytoin sodium is a substrate of ABCB1, ABCC2, and CYP2C9;
inducer of CYP3A5; and inhibitor of SCN1A and SCN1B (68–
72,77,105,106,108,111,112). Carbamazepine is a substrate of ABCC2 and weak substrate
of ABCB1, ligand-gated channel modulator of CHRNA4 (i.e. retards channel
deactivation), inducer of CYP2C9, substrate and inducer of CYP3A5, and inhibitor of
SCN1A (68–70,74,75,77,83,105,106,108,113–115). Lacosamide is a substrate of
CYP2C9 (106,116). Oxcarbazepine is a substrate of ABCB1, inducer of CYP3A4 and
CYP3A5, and inhibitor of SCN1A and SCN1B (70,105,115,117,118). Zonisamide is a
substrate of CYP3A5 and inhibitor of SCN1A and SCN1B (115,119).
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Table 4.6 List of the nine AEDs that were taken by at least 15 study patients.
Also tabulated is number of patients who have ever taken the AED, including the number
of GB and not GB patients. Not shown are phenobarbital (n=13), gabapentin (n=12),
pregabalin (n=9), primidone (n=5), eslicarbazepine (n=2), rufinamide (n=2),
ethosuximide (n=1), and fosphenytoin (n=1).
AED

Levetiracetam
Lamotrigine
Topiramate
Divalproex Sodium
Phenytoin Sodium
Carbamazepine
Lacosamide
Oxcarbazepine
Zonisamide

Number of patients
who have ever
taken the AED
95
87
55
52
49
40
36
22
15

Number of GB
patients who have
ever taken the AED
39
30
24
20
9
10
0
8
7

Number of not GB
patients who have
ever taken the AED
56
57
31
32
40
30
36
14
8

Genotyping for 24 SNPs and two CNVs was performed across 12 genes for each of 148
subjects. No SNP or CNV discriminated between GB and not GB patients in the
genotype analysis or allele frequency analysis.
Overall, the study population was genetically similar to the general population. However,
each TNFalpha rs1800629, UGT1A4 SNP rs6755571, and UGT2B7 SNPs rs7668258 and
rs12233719 showed a different allele distribution in the study population, compared to
general population. Located on chromosome 6 at position 31575254, the SNP TNFalpha
rs1800629 (G308A) is an upstream variant that is associated with decreased metabolism
of triglycerides; the resulting cytokine confers an increased risk for diseases such as
insulin resistance, heart disease, cancer, and autoimmune diseases, such as SLE (120).
Table 4.1 summarizes aspects of SNP TNFalpha, along with other selected SNPs and
CNVs. This SNP TNFalpha has not been previously associated with causing epilepsy but
has been associated with carbamazepine induced adverse drug reactions (89,121).
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Located on chromosome 4 at position 69096360, UGT2B7 SNP rs7668258 (T161C) is
associated with an intron variant, as well as with opioid related disorders in the Asian
population; UGT2B7 SNP rs7668258 does not cause epilepsy but has been associated
with increased lamotrigine plasma concentrations in adults on monotherapy (78,122–
124).
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium analysis found CYP3A5 SNP rs776746 and CHRNA4 SNP
rs1044397 were in disequilibrium. CYP3A5 is involved in the metabolism of lipids,
cholesterol, steroid hormones (e.g., progesterone, testosterone), and drugs (125).
CYP3A5 SNP rs776746 (A6986AG) is located on chromosome 7 at position 99672916
(73). It is also known as CYP3A5*3 and is a splice defect variant, resulting in a nonfunctional allele (73). This SNP causes increased plasma concentrations of CYP3A5
substrates such as tacrolimus and carbamazepine (73–75,126). This SNP is associated
with susceptibility for hypertension and is common in the Mexican-Mestizo, Caucasian,
and African populations in Mexico City (73,126–128). Our study population was mainly
composed of Caucasians (53.4%) and Black or African Americans (41.9%). Previous
studies have also observed linkage disequilibrium for CYP3A5*3 in Caucasians and in
people of African American Ancestry in the Southwest United States (129).
rs1044397 is a SNP of CHRNA4, which is cholinergic receptor nicotinic alpha 4 subunit
and encodes a subunit of the pentameric nicotinic acetylcholine receptor in the brain
(130). It interacts with either nAChR beta-2 or nAChR beta-4 units in the functional
nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (130). SNP rs1044397 (G1659A) is located on
chromosome 20 at position 6334975, is a synonymous mutation (p.Ala553), and has only
been associated with protection against nicotine addiction (85,86,131). Meanwhile,
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CHRNA4 SNP rs28931591 (C851T) is located on chromosome 20 at position 63350560,
is a missense variant (p.Ser284Leu), and is associated with nocturnal frontal lobe
epilepsy type 1 and protection against nicotine addiction, although none of our study
population showed the variant allele rs28931591 (87,132,133). In the present study,
rs1044397 exhibited disequilibrium in epilepsy patients, which has not been previously
observed. However, rs1044397 exhibited disequilibrium in other sub-populations (e.g.
Caucasians and in people of African American Ancestry in the Southwest United States),
and has been associated with late onset of Parkinson’s Disease in women, pain in
Parkinson’s Disease patients, and protection against nicotine addiction
(85,86,131,134,135).

Physiologic assessment

Each of 148 subjects was also tested in 44 different standard physiologic tests performed
by clinical laboratories. Physiologic testing included assessments that can directly affect
AED pharmacokinetics, such as liver function, renal function, nutritional status (i.e.,
protein binding), and metabolic rate, including thyroid function. Tests comprised of
comprehensive metabolic panel, including chemistry panel with creatinine, complete
blood count with differential, and thyroid function panel. Hemoglobin A1c was measured
to investigate comorbid conditions, such as diabetes, that may have clinical significance
for seizure control, which could be hypothesized to yield patients susceptible to being
GB. Serum 25-hydroxy-vitamin D (25(OH)D) level was assessed due to the high
prevalence of vitamin D deficiency in epilepsy patients and the suggested association of
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the deficiency with worsened seizure control (135). No physiologic test was associated
with GB status.

Current perspective

Neurologists and patients with epilepsy have expressed potential concerns about the
adequacy of FDA’s standards for generics. Such concerns are often based on
considerations about individual patients. In 2015 and 2016, we and Privitera et al.
reported on lamotrigine bioequivalence studies in people with epilepsy, since the epilepsy
community questioned the equivalence of generic lamotrigine to brand (1,2).
Bioequivalence was observed in both studies. In 2016, AES rescinded its opposition to
generic substitution and indicated that FDA standards for bioequivalence are appropriate
for patients with epilepsy, although encouraged further generic research (7). Questions
about individual patients have remained. A statistical framework for some patients being
more sensitive from an average patient is a SxF interaction, although no clinical
significance of the term has been established (24,66). Although there is a lack of evidence
supporting a SxF interaction as a clinically significant phenomena, there is a lack of
studies to directly challenge the notion that individual patient characteristics are
associated with generic drug non-equivalence or failure.
We hypothesized that genetic and physiologic differences between patients with epilepsy
may cause therapeutic failure or decreased tolerability between brand and generic AEDs.
Outside the context of brand versus generic equivalence, it is well appreciated that
variation in genes can impact AED activity, including by both intrinsic pharmacology
(e.g., SCN1) as well as through pharmacokinetics (e.g. CYP3A5) (101). Likewise,
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comorbid conditions or deficiencies that are detectable via physiologic tests can impact
patient response to AED therapy.
Brand and generic drugs have the same AED drug, dose, dosage form, and route of
administration, although often differ in non-drug ingredients (e.g. fillers). They also met
therapeutic equivalence and quality standards to assure the same safety and efficacy (35).
Hence, such impacts of genetic variations and physiologic tests do not readily translate to
SxF interactions. If an individual SNP results in faster AED metabolism, the SNP would
be expected to have an equal impact of the brand AED and generic AED, since brand and
generic have the same drug.
A theoretical scenario is that a SNP results in reduced drug clearance, such that a second
metabolic pathway becomes important. But, an excipient in one of the two formulations
modulates that second metabolic pathway, leading to drug pharmacokinetic differences.
We are unaware of common excipients that modulate a second drug metabolic pathway
that lead to drug pharmacokinetic differences. More generally, we are unaware of
common excipients that modulate drug metabolism (136). Of course, generics can differ
from brand in appearance, and often do differ in appearance from brand. Such variations
in appearance may introduce generic skepticism, including in epilepsy (46).

Study limitations

Sample size (n=148) was a limitation of this hypothesis-generating study. Sample size
was estimated to be adequate based on an association previously identified between
ABCC2 genetic polymorphism and AED response (94), although a total of 24 SNPs and
two CNVs across 12 genes were examined. Likewise, sample size was estimated to be
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adequate for physiologic testing, although 44 physiologic tests were conducted in each
patient. Given the “negative finding” here, it is important to note that several factors can
affect the ability to detect an association with a genetic variant or test (e.g. impact of
allele frequency on type 2 error).
The study hypothesis was that genetic and physiologic differences between patients with
epilepsy may cause therapeutic failure or decreased tolerability between brand and
generic AEDs. Patients were not recruited based on taking the same AED. Rather,
patients took diverse AEDs, which we believe is reflective of local practice and a
favorable study attribute. The study was broadly intended to generate subsequent
hypotheses to better address prescribers’ concerns that individual patient characteristics
are associated with generic drug non-equivalence or failure. Such concerns have not been
previously directly addressed by genetic or physiologic testing, such as those performed
here. Overall, sample size (n=148) in this study may be small but large enough to be able
to detect some differences, if such differences exist. Moreover, multiple “no association”
observations here for multiple genes and physiologic measures further inform against a
general notion that individual patient characteristics are commonly associated with
generic drug non-equivalence or failure, as the probabilities of committing type I and II
errors are inversely related (137).

CONCLUSION

The objective of this hypothesis-generating study was to assess for genetic and
physiologic differences that anticipate which patients with epilepsy were GB and not GB.
Results here indicate that no SNP or CNV discriminated between GB status in genotype
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and allele analysis. Also, no physiologic test result was associated with GB status.
Overall, findings in this study of n=148 patients with epilepsy did not uncover genetic or
physiologic reasons that explained which patients were GB and which were not GB.
Although results are a “negative finding”, we believe observations here contribute to the
understanding of generic drug performance.
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CHAPTER 5. LACK OF ASSOCIATION BETWEEN GENERIC
BRITTLENESS AND NEUROPSYCHIATRIC MEASURES IN PATIENTS
WITH EPILEPSY

INTRODUCTION

Neuropsychiatry tests have been previously employed to understand the burden of
epilepsy on patients’ personality, mood, outlook, and beliefs about their healthcare.
Questionnaires such as the Quality of Life in Epilepsy Inventory-89, Beliefs About
Medicines Questionnaire Epilepsy, Beck Depression Inventory II, and Beck Anxiety
Inventory are commonly used in patients with epilepsy, with the first two being
specifically developed for epilepsy (138–141). Other questionnaires are not specific to
epilepsy, and are commonly used as psychometric measurement tools to characterize
patient mental health (142).
For example, Olsson et al. assessed the impact of epilepsy on patient quality of life after
patients switched from brand to generic levetiracetam (143). QUOLIE-31 subscales also
focus on degree to which patients worry about their seizures. Results indicate that there
was no difference in seizure worries over time between patients who switched to generic,
versus patients who continued on brand. Interestingly, seizure worries declined over time,
even for patients switched to generic, due to favorable impact of nursing care. Nursing
care reduced any nocebo effect of switching (143).
In spite of this observation by Olsson et al., it is well known that patients have
susceptibility to a nocebo effect of generics (144). We previously devised an algorithm
for generic brittleness, where negative patient opinion about generics was the primary
factor in patients being denoted to be generic brittle (GB) (40). Briefly, a patient was
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denoted to be GB if they had a negative opinion about generics (e.g. prior history of a
switch problem) or took brand of their most problematic antiepileptic drug (AED) when
generic was available. We found that about 40% of patients with epilepsy were GB,
usually due to prior history of a switch problem.
The objective of this study was to explore whether GB epilepsy patients could be
differentiated from not GB patients based on standardized measures of personality, mood,
outlook, and beliefs. Eight neuropsychiatry tests were applied to measure such aspects in
patients with epilepsy. The underpinning hypothesis was that neuropsychiatric measures
differentiate GB patients from not GB patients.

METHODS

GB status determination

Epilepsy patient GB status was determined as previously described in an exploratory,
observational, non-therapeutic study in patients with epilepsy who were routinely
followed at the University of Maryland epilepsy outpatient clinic in Baltimore, Maryland
(40). Briefly, patient interviews were conducted and histories were collected, yielding
each patient (n=148) to be determined as GB or not GB.
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Administration of Neuropsychiatry Tests

The following eight validated neuropsychiatry tests were administered to n=127 patients:
Neuroticism Extraversion Openness Personality Inventory 3 (NEO-PI 3) (145), Life
Orientation Test-Revised (LOT-R) (146), Quality of Life in Epilepsy Inventory-89
(QOLIE-89) (147), Adverse Childhood Experiences Score (ACE) (148), Physical
Symptoms Questionnaire or Patient Health Questionnaire-15 (PHQ-15) (149), Beck
Depression Inventory II (BDI-II) (150), Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) (151), and the
Beliefs About Medicines Questionnaire Epilepsy (BMQ-Epilepsy) (152). Table 5.1
briefly describes these tests. All tests were self-reporting questionnaires. Prior to data
collection, the study was approved by the University of Maryland IRB and the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (F DA) Research in Human Patients Committee. Study
participants gave their written informed consent.
Table 5.1 Descriptions of the eight neuropsychiatric tests examined.
Abbreviation
NEO-PI 3

Name
Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness
Personality
Inventory 3

General Meaning
NEO-PI 3 is the 2010 revision
of the Neuroticism
Extraversion Openness
Personality Inventory which
assesses five personality
traits: extraversion,
agreeableness,
conscientiousness,
neuroticism, and openness to
experience. All questions are
answered on a 5-point Likertlike response scale.
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Cut Off Points
T-score for each
personality trait,
depression (subelement within
neuroticism), and
assertiveness (subelement within
extraversion) were
assessed to be high
(≥56) or not high
(<56).

Table 5.1 Continued
BMQBeliefs About
Epilepsy
Medicines
Questionnaire
Epilepsy

LOT-R

Life
Orientation
Test-Revised

QOLIE-89

Quality of
Life in
Epilepsy
Inventory-89

ACE

Adverse
Childhood
Experiences
Score

BMQ-Epilepsy had 24
questions, where 16 questions
concerned epilepsy medicines
and 8 questions concerned
medications in general.
BMQ-Epilepsy assessed
beliefs about the need for and
concern of prescribed
epilepsy medicines, as well as
beliefs about the general
overuse and harm of
prescribed medicines. All
questions are answered on a
5-point Likert-like response
scale.
LOT-R measures
dispositional optimism
against pessimism using a
Likert-type response scale (04) where higher values reflect
greater optimism.
QOLIE-89 assesses quality of
life in patients with epilepsy
using multiple domains
including health perceptions,
memory, and medication
effects, and used a Likert-like
response scale (1-6).

ACE had 10 questions scored
on a binary scale of 0 (no) or
1 (yes). ACE measured
cumulative childhood stress.
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• Specific necessity
score: low (<25) or
not low;
• Specific concerns
score: high (≥15) or
not high;
• Necessity concerns
differential score:
low (< zero) or not
low;
• General harm score:
high (≥10) or not
high;
• and General
overuse score: high
(≥10) or not high
Total score: optimism
low (≤13) or
moderate/high (>13)

• QOLIE-89 total
score: low (≤50) or
not low (>50).
• QOLIE-89 health
perceptions
subscore: low
(<4.14) or not low
(≥ 4.14);
• QOLIE-89 memory
subscore: low
(<3.78) or not low
(≥3.78);
• and QOLIE-89
medication effects
subscore: low
(<2.8) or not low
(≥2.8)
Total score: high (≥2)
or not high (<2).

Table 5.1 Continued
PHQ-15
Physical
Symptoms
Questionnaire
or Patient
Health
Questionnaire15
BDI-II
Beck
Depression
Inventory II

BAI

Beck Anxiety
Inventory

PHQ-15 assesses risk for
somatoform disorders on 15
different somatic symptoms,
each scored on a 3-point scale
of 0-2 (i.e. from symptoms
not bothering the patient to
being very bothersome).
BDI-II had 21 questions that
assessed depressive
symptoms over the past
immediate two weeks on a
Likert-like response scale of
0-3 (except questions 16 and
18, which concerned changes
in sleeping pattern and
changes in appetite,
respectively).

BAI had 21 questions that
assessed anxiety symptoms
over the past immediate week
on a Likert-like response
scale of 0-3.

Total score: somatic
symptom severity
high (≥9) or not high
(<9)

• Total score: clinical
depression mild to
severe (≥14) or
minimal or not
clinical (<14).
• Or a distribution
profile of scores
were used:
• severely (29-63),
• moderately (2028),
• mildly (14-19),
• and minimally or
not clinically
depressed (0-13).
• Total score: clinical
anxiety mild to
severe (≥8), or
minimal or not
clinical (<8).
• Or a distribution
profile of scores
were used:
• severely (26-63),
• moderately (1625),
• mildly (8-15),
• and minimally or
not clinically
anxious (0-7).

All patients completed LOT-R, QOLIE-89, ACE, PHQ-15, BDI-II, and BAI. N=115 and
n=123 patients completed NEO-PI 3 and BMQ-Epilepsy surveys, respectively. Across all
the tests, there were 44-50 GB patients who completed each test and 71-77 not GB
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patients who completed each test. Each test was adequately powered. For a Chi squared
test with an effect size of 0.3, 80% power is achieved with a sample size of n=87 (95).
For any one test here, between 115 and 127 epilepsy patients completed the test. A
sample size of 115 yields a power of 89.4%. A sample size of 127 yields a power of
91.9% (95). As described below, 23 Chi squared analyses, as well as forward and
backward logistical regression, were performed to assess which test or sub-elements were
associated with GB status.
NEO-PI 3

NEO-PI 3 had 241 questions. NEO-PI 3 is the 2010 revision of the Neuroticism
Extraversion Openness Personality Inventory which assessed five personality traits:
extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience.
Neuroticism evaluates overall emotional stability in terms of guilt, envy, anger, anxiety,
and depression, with the latter being an important facet to continuing medication therapy
or following a recommended sleep pattern (145). Extraversion is the ability to look at
things outside of oneself; and sociability and assertiveness are related characteristics
especially when looking at the big picture of their epilepsy treatment (145). Openness
measures the ability of being open to change, especially in the context of trying new
medications or a different version of the medication (145). Agreeableness measures
interpersonal predispositions such as compliance to therapy or their medication regimen
(145). Conscientiousness measures factors including self-discipline, organization,
motivation, and overall goal directed behaviors such as being motivated to continue the
medication regimen or being disciplined to follow their treatment (145). All questions are
answered on a 5-point Likert-like response scale ranging from strongly disagree to
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strongly agree and balanced for the effects of acquiescence (145). For each patient, the Tscore for each personality trait was assessed to be high (≥56) or not. Depression is a subelement within neuroticism, and was also assessed to be high (≥56) or not. Assertiveness
is a sub-element within extraversion, and was also assessed to be high (≥56) or not.
Having a high neuroticism or depression score is generally considered detrimental to the
patients’ personality, medical treatment, and overall outlook and quality of life (145).
Meanwhile, a high extraversion, agreeableness, openness, or conscientiousness score is
considered beneficial to the patients’ personality, medical treatments, and overall
approach to and quality of life (145). Chi squared analysis compared each of the five
personality traits, depression, and assertiveness between GB patients and not GB patients,
using critical p-value of 0.0071, since multiple comparisons were performed using seven
factors.
BMQ-Epilepsy

BMQ-Epilepsy had 24 questions, where 16 questions concerned medicines treating
epilepsy and 8 questions concerned all medicines taken. BMQ-Epilepsy assessed beliefs
about the need for and concern of prescribed medicines treating epilepsy, as well as
beliefs about the harm and general overuse of prescribed medicines by physicians
(152,153). All questions are answered on a 5-point Likert-like response scale ranging
from strongly disagree to strongly agree (152). Five attributes were assessed for
association with GB status: specific necessity score (low if <25), specific concerns score
(high if ≥15), necessity concerns differential score (low if < zero), general harm score
(high if ≥10), and general overuse score (high if ≥10). A low specific necessity score
indicates only a weak belief in the efficacy and necessity of medicines (152). A high
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specific concerns score indicates high concern for the potential adverse effects (AEs) of
and dependency on medicines (152). Thus, the balance between the specific necessity
score and specific concerns score reflect behaviors and attitudes towards adherence to
AEDs (152–154). The necessity concerns differential score is the difference between the
averages across the number of relevant questions of the specific necessity and specific
concerns scores (152). A negative score indicates that the patient believes the risks of
taking medicines outweigh the benefits (152). A high general harm score indicates a
strong belief that medicines are generally harmful, addictive poisons (152). A high
specific concerns and high general harm score indicates a belief that the risks outweighs
the benefits of medicines in terms of adverse, addictive, and harmful effects (152,153). A
high general overuse score indicates a strong belief that medicines are overused by
doctors (152). Chi squared analysis compared each of the five attributes between GB
patients and not GB patients, using critical p-value of 0.01, since multiple comparisons
were performed using five factors.
LOT-R

LOT-R had 10 questions which measured dispositional optimism against pessimism
using a Likert-like response scale (0-4), where higher values reflect greater optimism
(146). People with higher levels of dispositional optimism scores adjust better to life
transitions and have better health outcomes (146). Hence, these patients may be more
open to changes in therapy or their treatment regimen. For each patient, the total score
was assessed to be low optimism (≤13) or moderate or high optimism (>13). Chi squared
analysis compared LOT-R total score between GB patients and not GB patients, using
critical p-value of 0.05.
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QOLIE-89

QOLIE-89 had 89 questions which assessed quality of life in patients with epilepsy using
multiple domains including health perceptions, memory, and medication effects, on a
Likert-like response scale (1-6) (147). This is a psychometric scale known for its
sensitivity to studying the impact of the illness, various procedures, or drugs on the
course of patients with epilepsy (138,147). For each patient, the QOLIE-89 total score
was assessed to be low (≤50) or not. A low QOLIE-89 total score represents a worse
quality of life (147). Chi squared analysis compared QOLIE-89 total score between GB
and not GB patients. Additionally, each QOLIE-89 health perceptions (low is <4.14),
memory (low is <3.78), and medication effects (low is <2.8) scores were evaluated via
Chi squared to assess correspondence with GB status. A low score means that each one of
these sub-elements represents a negative element to the patient’s quality of life (147).
Each Chi squared test employed a critical p value of 0.0125.
ACE

ACE had 10 questions scored on a binary scale of 0 (no) or 1 (yes) that measured
cumulative childhood stress. Rising neurobiological and epidemiologic evidence suggests
that early life stress such as abuse and related adverse experiences in childhood cause
enduring brain dysfunction that, in turn, affects health and quality of life throughout the
lifespan (148). In the Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study, the ACE score had a
strong, graded relationship to the prevalence and risk of affective disturbances (panic
reactions, depressed affect, anxiety, and hallucinations) and of multiple somatic
symptoms (155). In the present study the association between ACE and GB was
examined. For each patient, the ACE total score was assessed as high (≥2), indicating
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moderate to high level of adverse experiences encountered in childhood, or not moderate
or high (148,155). Chi squared analysis compared ACE total score between GB and not
GB patients, using critical p value of 0.05.
PHQ-15

PHQ-15 had 15 questions which assessed risk for somatoform disorders on 15 different
somatic symptoms. Somatization is the manifestation of symptoms suggesting a medical
condition, when that condition is not actually present. Somatization is also known as the
manifestation of medically unexplained symptoms, and is often difficult to recognize and
manage (149). The present study sought to explore if there is a difference between GB
and not GB patients, in having a risk for somatoform disorders that may explain the
nocebo effect (1). Each symptom was scored on a 3-point scale of 0-2 (i.e. from
symptoms not bothering the patient to being very bothersome). For each patient, the
PHQ-15 total score was assessed as high somatic symptom severity (≥9) or not. Chi
squared analysis compared PHQ-15 total score between GB and not GB patients, using
critical p value of 0.05.
BDI-II

BDI-II had 21 questions that assessed depressive symptoms over the past immediate two
weeks on typically a Likert-like response scale of 0-3 (150,156,157). A response of 1 or
higher means that the patient has expressed being affected in this area of depressive
symptom more than normal in the past two weeks (150,156,157). For example, one
symptom is sadness, in which scoring 0 means not feeling sad but scoring 1, 2, or 3
means feeling sad more often than usual to the point of not being able to bear it. For each
patient, the BDI-II total score was assessed as mild to severe clinical depression (≥14) or
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minimal or no clinical depression (<14). Chi squared analysis compared BDI-II total
score between GB and not GB patients, using critical p value of 0.025. Chi squared
analysis also compared the distribution profile of the number of patients who were
severely (29-63), moderately (20-28), mildly (14-19), and minimally or not clinically
depressed (0-13), using critical p value of 0.025.
BAI

BAI had 21 questions that assessed anxiety symptoms over the past immediate week on a
Likert-like response scale of 0-3. For each patient, the BAI total score was assessed as
mild to severe clinical anxiety (≥8) or minimal or no clinical anxiety (<8). Chi squared
analysis compared BAI total score between GB and not GB patients, using critical p
value of 0.025. Chi squared analysis also compared the distribution profile of the number
of patients who were severely (26-63), moderately (16-25), mildly (8-15), and minimally
or not clinically anxious (0-7), using critical p value of 0.025.

Statistical Analysis

Chi squared analysis was performed on the eight neuropsychiatry tests. Specifically, Chi
squared was performed on the total score of each of six neuropsychiatry tests (i.e. not on
BMQ-Epilepsy or NEO-PI 3 because both lack a total score), as well as 17 sub-elements
(i.e. seven for NEO-PI 3, five for BMQ-Epilepsy, three for QUOLIE-89, one for BDI-II,
and one for BAI). A total of 23 Chi squared analyses were performed. Fisher’s Exact test
was used when expected values in Chi squared contingency tables were less than five
(40).
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Independent samples t-test was also performed on all 21 continuous variables (i.e. all
tests and sub-elements except NEO-PI 3 and BMQ-Epilepsy total scores and BDI-II and
BAI distribution profiles).
Additionally, binary logistical regression was also performed, in a similar fashion as
previously described (40). Regression was conducted to determine if any one test or subelement discriminated between GB and not GB patients. Independent variables included
the total scores of six of the neuropsychiatry tests (i.e. not BMQ-Epilepsy or NEO-PI 3),
seven sub-elements of NEO-PI 3, five sub-elements of BMQ-Epilepsy, and three subelements of QOLIE-89. Unlike Chi squared analysis, BDI-II and BAI distribution
profiles were further divided into four independent variables of binomial distributions
(e.g. minimal versus combination of scoring in mild, moderate, and severe values) to be
used for regression. Tolerance was always greater than 0.4, such that none of the 29
neuropsychiatry tests and sub-elements were excluded from regression. Both forward and
backward elimination binary logistical regression were conducted, assessing if any test or
sub-element was associated with patients being GB.

RESULTS

Table 5.2 describes demographics in the 127 patients who took at least one
neuropsychiatric test. In this cohort, the majority of patients were Caucasian, female,
diagnosed with focal epilepsy, and do not have an allergy to an AED. The average age at
the time of enrollment was 40 years, and the average total number of medications taken
was five.
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Table 5.2 Demographics of all patients who took a neuropsychiatric test.
Characteristics
Total Number of Patients
Age (years)
≤40
>40
Sex
Male
Female
Race
Caucasian
African American
Asian
Type of epilepsy
Focal
Primary Generalized
Unknown
Any allergies to
antiepileptic drug?
Yes
No
Total number of
medications
≤5
≥6

Number of patients
127

% of patients
100

69
58

54.3
45.7

53
74

41.7
58.3

71
51
5

55.9
40.2
3.94

97
29
1

76.4
22.8
0.79

29
98

22.8
77.2

79
48

62.2
37.8

From Chi squared analyses, none of the neuropsychiatry tests or their sub-elements
differentiated GB patients from not GB patients (Table 5.3). Table 5.3 also lists the
number of patients who took each test. Only five assessments yielded p < 0.3, which were
BMQ-Epilepsy specific necessity, BMQ-Epilepsy general overuse, BMQ-Epilepsy
general harm, QOLIE-89 medication effects, and BDI-II severity. However, none yielded
p < 0.05.
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Table 5.3 List of neuropsychiatric tests, associated p-values, and average scores.
There were eight neuropsychiatry tests, with five tests having at least one sub-element.
The number of patients completing any one test or sub-element varies between 115 to
127. No test or sub-element was statistically significant in differentiating GB and not GB
patients. NEO-PI 3 test and BMQ-Epilepsy test do not provide a total score, such that no
p-value was calculated. P-values are from Chi squared comparing GB vs not GB patients.
Neuropsychiatric tests
and their sub-elements

Total
GB
patient patients
(count) who
took
the test
(count)
115
44

Not GB ppatients value
who
took the
test
(count)
71
N/A

GB Test
Score
[average
(SEM)]

Not GB
Test
Score
[average
(SEM)]

N/A

N/A

115

44

71

0.56

NEO-PI 3
Extraversion
NEO-PI 3 Openness

115

44

71

0.67

115

44

71

0.35

NEO-PI 3
Agreeableness
NEO-PI 3
Conscientiousness
NEO-PI 3 Neuroticism
Depression
NEO-PI 3
Extraversion
Assertiveness
Beliefs about
Medicines
Questionnaire –
Epilepsy (BMQEpilepsy)
BMQ-Epilepsy
Specific Concerns
BMQ-Epilepsy
Specific Necessity
BMQ-Epilepsy
Necessity Concerns
Differential

115

44

71

0.83

115

44

71

0.35

115

44

71

0.41

115

44

71

0.98

51.2
(1.92)
48.3
(1.73)
52.7
(1.22)
51.3
(1.40)
48.9
(1.52)
50.6
(2.03)
48.6
(1.44)

52.5
(1.32)
49.6
(1.33)
51.8
(1.20)
53.4
(0.98)
48.7
(1.25)
53.9
(1.33)
49.4
(1.18)

123

48

75

N/A

N/A

N/A

123

48

75

0.96

123

48

75

0.10

123

48

75

0.43

28.6
(1.14)
16.0
(1.11)
-0.19
(0.22)

31.4
(0.91)
14.8
(0.81)
-0.67
(0.17)

Neuroticism
Extraversion
Openness Personality
Inventory 3 (NEO-PI
3)
NEO-PI 3 Neuroticism
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BMQ-Epilepsy
General Harm
BMQ-Epilepsy
General Overuse
Life Orientation
Test-Revised (LOTR)
Quality of Life in
Epilepsy Inventory89 (QOLIE-89)
QOLIE-89 Medication
Effects
QOLIE-89 Health
Perceptions
QOLIE-89 Memory

123

48

75

0.14

12.5
(0.63)
11.7
(0.49)
15.8
(0.64)

13.7
(0.44)
12.9
(0.38)
15.5
(0.44)

123

48

75

0.09

127

50

77

0.82

127

50

77

0.43

66.3
(2.91)

68.3
(2.10)

127

50

77

0.17

50

77

0.92

127

50

77

0.69

Adverse Childhood
Experiences Score
(ACE)
Physical Symptoms
Questionnaire or
Patient Health
Questionnaire-15
(PHQ-15)
Beck Depression
Inventory II (BDI-II)

127

50

77

0.82

2.89
(0.22)
3.65
(0.19)
4.26
(0.28)
1.96
(0.28)

3.22
(0.16)
3.80
(0.15)
4.06
(0.22)
2.01
(0.24)

127

127

50

77

0.63

7.80
(0.70)

7.87
(0.57)

127

50

77

0.62

10.3
(1.09)

11.5
(1.20)

BDI-II Severity Scale

127

50

77

0.28

N/A

N/A

Beck Anxiety
Inventory (BAI)
BAI Severity Scale

127

50

77

0.53

127

50

77

0.75

9.54
(1.51)
N/A

9.90
(1.15)
N/A

T-test analysis also found no association between GB status and any test or sub-element
(Table 5.3). The following yielded p-values between 0.05 and 0.1: BMQ-Epilepsy
specific concerns, BMQ-Epilepsy general overuse, BMQ-Epilepsy general harm, and
BMQ-Epilepsy necessity concerns differential. These findings were in general agreement
with Chi squared findings.
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Furthermore, from binary logistical regression analyses, none of the neuropsychiatry tests
or their sub-elements differentiated GB patients from not GB patients. All Wald p-values
of the tests and their sub-elements were 0.09 or greater (results not shown).

DISCUSSION

Overall observations and the Hawthorne and Rosenthal effects

Changes in seizure frequency upon a modification in AED treatment are generally very
evident to epilepsy patients. Meanwhile, changes in blood pressure upon an alteration in
antihypertensive treatment are less strikingly evident to hypertensive patients. Epilepsy
patient perceptions of treatment efficacy are generally sensitive to changes in AEDs,
affording at least some epilepsy patients to be psychologically conditioned to think that
switching from brand to generic causes more seizures and AEs. We hypothesized that
neuropsychiatric measures differentiate GB patients from not GB patients.
The Hawthorne and Rosenthal effects are types of classical conditioning that have been
observed in epilepsy (11). Goldenholz et al. and Zaccara et al. proposed that conditioning
(e.g. physician, investigator, caregiver, or patient’s expectations) will modify treatment
results, including AEs (10,11). Positive or negative expectations can contribute. The
Rosenthal effect is when investigators’ (or physicians’) expectations of AEs is conveyed
unintentionally to a new patient, which may affect epilepsy trial efficacy results (12). The
Hawthorne effect is when patients’ past experiences and expectations on a similar
treatment affect new treatment experiences, regardless of whether drug or placebo is
given (10,11).
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Zaccara et al. performed meta-analyses of double-blind randomized controlled trials in
epilepsy (11). They found that patients with drug-resistant epilepsy who were treated
with a placebo experienced similar AEs to patients treated with an AED, although the
AEs were more subjective (e.g. somnolence, fatigue, and dizziness) and less objective
(e.g. tremors or diplopia) in patients taking placebo (11). The proportion of placebotreated patients with an AE was about 60%, and those withdrawing due to AEs was 3.9%
(11). They and Goldenholtz et al. hypothesized that investigators’ communications about
common AED AEs during informed consent may have significantly increased AEs in the
placebo population (10,12).
Investigations here aimed to identify neuropsychiatric factors, such as anxiety about AED
treatment, that may predispose an epilepsy patient to being GB. Eight neuropsychiatric
tests were applied to measure personality, mood, outlook, and beliefs. However, none of
the neuropsychiatry tests or their sub-elements differentiated GB patients from not GB
patients. Results implicate that standardized measures of personality, mood, outlook and
beliefs about their healthcare do not differ between GB and not GB patients with
epilepsy. A possible explanation is that generic brittleness is caused by many, different
factors that a panel of neuropsychiatry tests cannot measure.

Additional analyses

Additional analyses about comorbid mood disorders

Zaccara et al. also postulated that comorbid mood disorders in patients with drugresistant epilepsy may yield self-perceived AEs (12). However, here, we found that the
number of comorbid disorders and the number of autoimmune disorders was not
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associated with being GB (results not shown). We also examined if being diagnosed with
depression, anxiety, any psychiatric illness, or any type of mental deficit, was correlated
with GB. No such associations were found (results not shown).

Additional analyses about formulation-related AEs

Literature reports motivated additional data analysis here, regarding QOLIE-89 and
AED-formulation-related AEs. Zaccara et al. found QOLIE-89 was heavily influenced by
AED tolerability (11). QOLIE-89 medication effects measure patient belief about the
physical and mental impact of idiosyncratic and dose-related AED AEs on patient overall
quality of life living with epilepsy (138,147). A low score implies belief that AED AEs
have a detrimental effect on quality of life (147). Previously, AED-related AEs were
defined as AEs related to an AED, and AED-formulation-related AEs were more
narrowly defined as dose-related adverse events in the package insert, excluding common
adverse events (e.g. cognitive dysfunction from topiramate) (40).
Table 5.4 lists the number of patients having low or high QOLIE-89 medication effects
score, stratified by whether the patients had an AED-related AE or not. Table 5.5 lists the
number of patients having low or high QOLIE-89 medication effects score, also stratified
by whether the patients had an AED-formulation-related AE or not. Patients with low
medication effects score experienced AED-related AEs 92.6% of the time, versus only
79.4% with high medication effects score (p=0.040). Patients with low medication effects
score experienced AED-formulation-related AEs 85.2% of the time, versus only 54.8%
with high medication effects score (p<0.001). The association between the belief of low
patient quality of life due to medications and AED-related AEs (and AED-formulation-
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related AEs) is consistent with Zaccara et al. that quality of life in epilepsy patients is
significantly influenced by AED-related AEs (11). These relations imply that prior
negative patient experiences and negative patient expectations about AEDs have a
negative conditioning effect for new AED treatment.
Table 5.4 Number of patients having low or high QOLIE-89 medication effects score,
and having an AED-related AE or not.
Chi squared p = 0.040.
QOLIE-89 Medication
Effects Score
Low (<2.8)
High (≥2.8)

Having an AED-related AE
Yes
No
50
4
58
15

Table 5.5 Number of patients having low or high QOLIE-89 medication effects score,
and having an AED-formulation-related AE or not.
Chi squared p < 0.001.
QOLIE-89 Medication
Effects Score
Low (<2.8)
High (≥2.8)

Having an AED-formulation-related AE
Yes
No
46
8
40
33

Binary logistical regression analysis also confirmed these observations. Equation 1 shows
the model, where low medication effects score was associated with higher odds of having
an AED-formulation-related AE.
𝑝̂

𝑙𝑛 1−𝑝̂ = 1.557𝑋1 + 0.192

equation 1

where 𝑝̂ is the estimated probability of having an AED-formulation-related AE, and X1 is
whether the patient had a low (<2.8) QOLIE-89 medication effects score.

This association between quality of life and AEs also supports a previous finding that
currently taking a problem AED increased odds of being GB (40). A problem AED was a
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current or prior AED that the patient (or caregiver) associated with lack of seizure
control, adverse events, and/or a switch problem. GB epilepsy patients were considered at
risk for worsened seizures or drug side effects from generic AED formulation switching.
Thus, the observed association between taking a problem AED and increased odds of
being GB is underpinned by the relationship of a general negative outlook of AED AEs
on a patients’ quality of life, which increases the odds to have more AED-formulationrelated AEs. Findings may also suggest increased patient anxiety when trying a different
brand or generic of an AED, in agreement with Zis et al. 2018 (13). Further analysis is
merited about effects of anxiety factors of anticipated AED AEs on generic brittleness.
However, our analysis did not uncover an association of a general anxiety factor or the
belief of the general harm of AEDs on generic brittleness.

Study limitations

Some neuropsychiatric test results here may not reflect neuropsychiatric profiles of
patients at the timeframe that caused them to be GB. For any patient who had a prior
switch problem, their expectation, motivation, and anxiety on their AED treatment were
not evaluated at the time when they experienced a switch problem. For example, BDI-II
and BAI only assess symptoms of depression and anxiety within the last two weeks.
Meanwhile, personality tests such as NEO-PI 3 are not temporal. Thus, some
neuropsychiatric test results here may not reflect the time when patient experienced a
switch problem. A second limitation is that several questionnaires were administered,
causing at least some patients to be fatigued, which is known to impact neuropsychiatric
testing response (138).
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CONCLUSION

The objective of this study was to explore whether GB epilepsy patients could be
differentiated from not GB patients based on standardized measures of personality, mood,
outlook, and beliefs. Results here indicate that no neuropsychiatric test or sub-element
discriminated between GB status. Findings did not uncover psychiatric reasons to explain
which patients with epilepsy were GB and which were not GB. The lack of association
between neuropsychiatric test and GB status necessitates the need to explore the effect of
prior patient experiences and expectations about AEDs on the outcome of new or
different AED treatment.
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CHAPTER 6. PHARMACOKINETIC SIMILARITY OF BRAND AND
GENERIC ANTI-EPILEPTIC DRUGS IN GENERIC BRITTLE
PATIENTS WITH EPILEPSY

INTRODUCTION

The American Epilepsy Society (AES) in 2016 changed its position against generic
substitution without physician and patient approval to its current position that drug
formulation substitution with FDA-approved generic products does not compromise
efficacy (7). The AES position statement cited two studies of lamotrigine immediaterelease (IR) tablets that showed bioequivalence of generic products in patients with
epilepsy taking concomitant AEDs, as well as an analysis of Abbreviated New Drug
Application data (1,2,19).
The BioEquivalence in Epilepsy Patients (BEEP) study was one of the lamotrigine IR
tablet studies (1). Lamotrigine IR tablet was selected since it is a drug that neurologists
had considered potentially prone to problems with switchability. BEEP patients were
required to be generic brittle (GB). We believe this inclusion criteria was a relative
benefit for the study design, although the GB requirement in BEEP was broad in that
patients had only to possess a possible history of generic switching concerns.
In an effort to better consider this familiar notion that some patients on certain
medications may have switch problems, we devised an algorithm to define whether a
patient was GB or not GB (40), yielding a more narrow definition of GB than used in
BEEP (1). In this algorithm, there are subtypes of each GB and not GB patients. For
example, GB subtype 1 are patients who opined that generics are unacceptable and took
brand AED, even though generic is available, and may be considered “classic” GB.
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Negative patient opinion about generics was the primary factor in patients being
classified to be GB. Uncontrolled seizure and AED adverse event (AE) history were not
used to define GB status, although being GB was associated with intractable seizures and
greater AED-related AEs. About 40% of patients in this observational, non-therapeutic
study were GB (i.e. 60 of 148), usually due to prior history of a switch problem. This
frequency is similar to the recent findings of Sarpatwari et al., who found 34% of
lamotrigine patients were generic skeptics (46).
Other recent reports identify a continued need to understand the familiar notion that some
people with epilepsy on certain medications may have switch problems
(19,27,29,31,47,158). The AES position statement recommends additional research
concerning generic drug substitution of AEDs (7).
Here, we report study BEEP2, an extension of the BEEP study, where all potentially
eligible epileptic patients who were denoted to be GB from the above observational, nontherapeutic study were invited to participate in a pharmacokinetic (PK) study of one of
their AEDs (40). BEEP2 was similarly designed as BEEP (e.g. PK study in patients with
epilepsy taking concomitant AEDs, with a focus on one AED from the patient’s own
AEDs), with some differences. BEEP2 here employed a narrower definition of GB than
did BEEP (1,40). Also, unlike the BEEP study where tablets were masked to minimize
any nocebo (negative placebo) effect from switching, AED study drug here was not
masked to the patient; any nocebo effect that was typically experienced by a patient was
purposely not minimized here.
The objective in this study was to compare brand-versus-generic and generic-versusgeneric plasma PK profiles in epileptic patients who are GB, using various AEDs. A
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notable difference between BEEP2 study here and prior BEEP study is that BEEP was a
bioequivalence study focused on brand versus generic lamotrigine IR tablets, while
BEEP2 is not a bioequivalence study of a single drug. Rather, BEEP2 is an exploratory
PK study that focused on the concerns of individual patients who could be considered at
risk of switching misadventures. Hence, the present study allowed many AEDs to be the
GB patient’s study drug, and focused on PK similarity at the individual patient level.

METHODS

Study design

We conducted a randomized, investigator-blinded, multiple-dose, four-way fullyreplicated crossover study in epilepsy patients who were previously determined to be GB
(40), where one test and one reference AED were compared in each patient. The study
was performed at the University of Maryland. Prior to data collection, the study was
approved by the University of Maryland IRB and FDA Research in Human Subjects
Committee. Study participants gave their written informed consent to participate. The
study was registered at clinicaltrials.gov (NCT02707965), where the trial protocol is
posted. Recruitment was performed between June 8, 2017 and June 30, 2018, with follow
up completed August 30, 2018.
BEEP2 design was similar to the BEEP bioequivalence study (1), where BEEP2 patients
here were switched between test (T) and reference (R). However, in the present study,
design did not focus on only brand-to-generic switching of only one AED, but also
allowed for generic-to-generic switching, as well as allowed for various different AEDs
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to be studied, depending on the underpinning nature of the individual patient’s generic
brittleness.
Study drug in each patient was from the patient’s own AED regimen. There was only one
study AED (but two different formulations) per subject. There were 16 patients who
completed. For 13 patients, the reference product was brand, such that their switching
was brand-to-generic. For three patients, reference and test products were different
generics, such that their switching was generic-to-generic. Patients were permitted
concomitant AEDs and other medications for comorbid disorders. Their medications
remained unchanged during the study.
Each patient in this four-period, fully replicated crossover design was given identical
product (brand and generic, or two different generics) on two periods, allowing PK
comparison of generic-versus-brand (and one generic-versus-other generic), as well as
product repeatability assessment. Patients were randomized to one of two sequences (test,
reference, reference, and test; or the inverse). AED study drug was not masked to the
patient.
At the end of each two-week treatment period, we took intensive PK blood samples over
12 or 24 hr. We took two (for once daily dosing regimens) or three (for twice daily
dosing regimens) trough level samples to ensure that a steady-state PK AED level was
achieved prior to PK sampling. On each intensive PK sampling day, the patient was
fasted overnight for 10 hr pre-dose, plus an additional 4 hr post-dose. The -24 hr trough
level was also collected after a 10 hr overnight fast.
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Pharmacokinetic similarity assessment

Each completed patient yielded two PK profiles for reference and test at the end of the
two-week treatment periods. AED was quantified using liquid chromatography-tandem
mass spectrometry (159).
PK similarity assessment of test and reference profiles in individual subjects considered
steady-state area-under-the-curve (AUC), peak plasma concentration (Cmax), and
minimum plasma concentration (Cmin). Mean ratios of test versus reference (T/R) of
AUC and Cmax were compared against the range of 80-125%. Mean T/R ratio of Cmin
was compared against the range of 70-143%. Since this was a replicate design study, the
ratio of each PK metric from the second arm versus first arm for reference was calculated
(i.e. R/R, which was brand in most subjects, for each AUC, Cmax, and Cmin), in order to
provide additional context for T/R ratio values. Likewise, the ratio of each PK metric
from the second arm versus first arm for test was calculated (i.e. T/T).
Time to peak plasma concentration (Tmax) and fluctuation index (FI) were also
tabulated, where
𝐹𝐼 = 100%

𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐶𝑎𝑣𝑒

where Cave is the average plasma concentration at steady-state. Achievement of steadystate PK via trough measurements, as well as the observed profile similarity,
demonstrated favorable study integrity and patient adherence. Error bars denote standard
error of the mean (SEM).
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RESULTS

Study patients and their study drug

Inclusion criterion required a patient to be categorized as GB in the prior observational,
non-therapeutic study (40). Of the 60 GB patients in that study, 57 were potential BEEP2
eligible. All 57 were contacted. Twenty-two provided written consent to participate. One
subject failed screening. Sixteen completed the study. Five subjects did not complete the
study. Of these five, three dropped out due to time limitations, and two were withdrawn
due to difficulties in obtaining blood. The study has been completed. There were no
serious AEs (SAEs) or reportable AEs. No one failed to complete due to AEs. There were
41 AEs that at least possibly related to the study drug.
Table 6.1 lists patient demographics of the 16 subjects who completed. A typical subject
was a female with focal epilepsy and who took 2-3 AEDs and 9 total medications (i.e.
AED and non-AED prescriptions, over-the-counter medicines, and dietary supplements).
All patients had at least one other comorbid condition.
Table 6.1 Patient demographics.
All patients had at least one other comorbid condition. All current AEDs were viewed as
problem AEDs by patients. Study drug was the most problematic AED in all but one
subject. Fifteen of the 16 patients had a negative opinion of generics, with the remaining
patient being GB type 3. Thirteen of the 16 patients had a prior switch problem, with
seven switch problems involving the study drug.
Attribute
Age range (mean
years)
Focal epilepsy
Generalized
epilepsy

Male (n = 3)
44-57 (49)

Female (n = 13)
23-60 (41.6)

Total (n =16)
23-60 (43)

3
0

12
1

15
1
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Range of total
number of current
medications (mean)
Range of number of
current AEDs
medications (mean)

8-13 (11.3)

5-16 (8.8)

5-16 (9.3)

2-3 (2.7)

1-4 (2.3)

1-4 (2.4)

Per study inclusion requirements, each of the 16 completing subjects was previously
found to be GB. Five were GB subtype 1 or “classic GB” (i.e. opined that generics are
unacceptable and take brand AED even though generic is available). Ten were GB
subtype 2 (i.e. opined that generics are unacceptable yet take generic AED). One was GB
subtype 3 (i.e. opined that generics are acceptable yet take brand AED even though
generic is available).
Thirteen of the 16 patients had a prior switch problem. A switch problem was a brandgeneric or generic-generic switch of pharmaceutical equivalents that was considered by
the patient to result in seizure worsening or AEs. A switch was limited to pharmaceutical
equivalents (e.g. excludes changes from immediate-release [IR] to extended-release
[ER]). Seven of these switch problems involved the study drug. One of the three subjects
without a prior switch problem only took brand (i.e. was GB subtype 3).
All current AEDs were viewed as problem AEDs by patients. That is, each patient
associated each of their AEDs with a lack of seizure control, AEs, and/or a switch
problem. A problem AED could be either brand or generic. This observation is consistent
with our prior observation that a vast majority of patients have taken a problem AED, and
usually more than one problem AED (40).
Appendix D, Table 1 lists the test and reference AED products evaluated in each
completing subject. Study drug was from the patient’s own AED regimen. Study drug
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was the most problematic AED in all but one subject, with that subject being GB subtype
3. The most problematic AED was the problem AED with the greatest lack of seizure
control, AEs, and/or a switch problem, as reported by the patient (or caregiver). Given the
underpinning nature of each individual patient’s generic brittleness, 13 of the 16 switches
in this study were brand-generic switches. Three of the 16 were generic-generic switches,
since each of these three reported a prior switch problem between two generics.
In the 16 completing patients, study drug involved seven different AED drug products
across five different AED drug substances. The seven different AED drug products were
topiramate tablet, lamotrigine ER tablet, levetiracetam IR tablet, levetiracetam ER tablet,
carbamazepine ER tablet, carbamazepine ER capsule, and zonisamide capsule. The
protocol allowed for 12 different AED drug products with eight different AED drug
substances. Protocol-approved products not studied were phenytoin sodium capsule,
topiramate capsule, divalproex sodium ER tablet, oxcarbazepine tablet, and lamotrigine
IR tablet.

Pharmacokinetic similarity assessment of test and reference profiles

Table 6.2 lists the AUC ratios, Cmax ratios, and Cmin ratios of test versus reference
(T/R) for each subject, along with reference versus reference (R/R) and test versus test
(T/T) ratios. Appendix D, Figures 1-7 show individual subject profiles from topiramate
tablet, lamotrigine ER tablet, levetiracetam IR tablet, levetiracetam ER tablet,
carbamazepine ER tablet, carbamazepine ER capsule, and zonisamide capsule,
respectively. Appendix D, Figures 8-14 show their corresponding mean profiles.
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AUC and Cmax are primary PK metrics in assessing profile similarity, even at steadystate. In Table 6.2, T/R ratio of AUC and Cmax were compared against the range of 80125%. T/R ratio of Cmin was compared against the range of 70-143%. PK profiles of test
and reference products were similar in each patient, even though each patient was GB. In
each subject, T/R AUC and Cmax were between 80-125%. For AUC, mean T/R ratio was
97.5% (1.7%) [range 84.2%-108.0%] across all patients. For Cmax, mean T/R ratio was
101.6% (2.3%) [range 84.7%-121.9%] across all subjects. In each subject, T/R ratio of
Cmin was between 70-143%. For Cmin, mean T/R ratio was 96.3% (3.8%) [range
70.6%-140.9%] across all subjects.
Table 6.2 Mean ratios of test versus reference (T/R), reference versus reference (R/R),
and test versus test (T/T) of AUC, Cmax, and Cmin, for each subject.
In all cases, reference was brand and test was generic (i.e. brand-to-generic switch),
except for subjects 007, 013, and 015. In those three subjects, reference was also a
generic (i.e. generic-to-generic switch). Each subject received test and reference product
twice (i.e. replicate design). The most disparate AUC T/R ratio (i.e. most different than
unity) was for subject 020 (i.e. 84.2%). The most disparate Cmax T/R ratio was for
subject 010 (i.e. 121.9%), who also exhibited the most disparate Cmin T/R ratio of
70.6%.
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2
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1
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1
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5
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4
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6
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4
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6
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2
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Carbamazepi
ne ER
capsule
Zonisamide
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020

104.
4
84.2

172.
6
90.9

004

97.1

90.5

012

91.8

014

94.3

107.
0
86.6

008

98.1

91.7

010

102.
3
90.8

99.3

021

019

007

111.
2
114.
0
98.6
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84.7
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0
95.7

93.9
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5
98.3

65.9
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0
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3
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3
98.5
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9
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4
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9
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0
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92.6
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4
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1
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4
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3
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1
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4
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8
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5
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5
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1
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9
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1
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0
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3
84.7

86.3

73.8
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97.2

79.6
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1
108.
1
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6
86.9

91.7

98.5

70.6

70.3

92.5

116.
1
84.5
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5
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5
96.9

84.3
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4

111.
7

117.
2

94.0

103.
1

Reference was brand and test was generic (i.e. brand-to-generic switch), except for
subjects 007, 013, and 015. In those three subjects, reference was also a generic (i.e.
generic-to-generic switch); and all AUC ratios, Cmax ratios, and Cmin ratios were within
the 80-125% range in those three subjects.
Table 6.3 counts AUC, Cmax, and Cmin ratios that fell outside of the 70-143% range in
the parentheses, out of n=16 completed subjects. No T/R ratio fell outside of the 70-143%
range, although some R/R ratios and T/T ratios fell outside the 70-143% range. Table 6.2
also lists PK ratios R/R and T/T for each subject, in order to provide additional context
for T/R ratio values.
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Table 6.3 Counts of AUC, Cmax, and Cmin ratios that fell outside of 70-143% range, out
of n=16 completed subjects.
No test versus reference comparison fell outside of 70-143% range, although some
reference versus reference comparisons and test versus text comparisons fell outside the
70-143% range. Also shown, in parenthesis, are total number counts of AUC, Cmax, and
Cmin ratios that fell outside of 80-125% range. For each Cmax and Cmin, four reference
versus reference comparisons fell outside of 80-125% range, and always involved brand
versus brand comparisons. While three subjects were switched between two difference
generics, none of their reference-versus-reference comparisons or test-versus-test
comparisons fell outside of 80-125% range.
Comparison
Test vs reference
Reference vs
reference
Test vs test

AUC
0 (0)
1 (1)

Cmax
0 (0)
1 (4)

Cmin
0 (2)
1 (4)

0 (0)

1 (2)

1 (2)

Table 6.3 also counts AUC, Cmax, and Cmin ratios that fell outside of the 80-125%
range. Four Cmax and Cmin R/R ratios fell outside of 80-125% range, and always
involved brand versus brand comparisons. While three subjects were switched between
two different generics, none of their R/R ratios (or T/T ratios) fell outside of 80-125%
range. In Table 6.3, the majority of PK ratios that fell outside each the 70-143% range
and 80-125% range were R/R ratios, and specifically brand versus brand comparisons.
These observations support a conclusion of PK similarity of test and reference profiles,
including generic versus brand profile similarity in this population of GB epilepsy
patients.
Appendix D, Tables 2 and 3 list mean Tmax and mean FI, respectively, from test and
reference for each subject. Their inspections support the observed profile similarities.
Five patients were “classic” GB (i.e. GB subtype 1, since opined that generics are
unacceptable and took brand AED, even though generic is available). In Appendix D
Table 4, all T/R of AUC and Cmax were between 80-125%, and all T/R of Cmin were
between 70-143%.
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Most disparate test and reference profiles

Inspection of the most disparate test versus reference profiles further supports PK
similarity of test and reference profiles. No T/R ratio for AUC and Cmax was outside the
80-125% range.
Subjects 006 and 010 taking ER tablets

Two T/R ratios for Cmin were outside the 80-125% range, although both were within the
70-143% range. In Table 6.2, T/R ratios for subject 006 and 010 were 140.9% and
70.6%, respectively. These T/R ratios reflect relatively inconsistent performance of
brand, rather than a relative performance issue with the generic.
Figure 6.1 shows individual subject profiles from subject 006 (lamotrigine ER 200mg
tablet twice daily) and subject 010 (levetiracetam ER tablet [2x500mg] once daily in
morning). Each subject took brand and generic on two separate occasions.
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Figure 6.1 Individual subject AED plasma concentration vs. time profiles from subject
006 (panel A) and subject 010 (panel B).
Subject 006 took lamotrigine ER 200mg tablet twice daily. Subject 010 took
levetiracetam ER tablet [2x500mg] once daily in morning. Each subject took brand and
generic on two separate occasions. “Replicate” in the figure denotes the second
administration of the product. In subject 006, the profile from first brand administration
suggests lower absorption from that dose. For subject 006, there were 46, 44, 25, and 32
seizures during the pre-study drug period, brand periods, generic periods, and post-study
drug period, respectively. In subject 010, the profile from first brand administration
suggests prolonged absorption from that dose, resulting in relatively high Cmin from
brand at end of that dosing interval. Across all subjects, the most disparate Cmax T/R
ratio and disparate Cmin T/R ratio were for subject 010.
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In subject 006, the profile from first brand administration suggests lower absorption from
that dose, resulting in relatively low Cmin from brand at end of that dosing interval. Of
note, R/R ratios for AUC, Cmax, and Cmin were 172.6%, 135.0%, and 220.1%,
respectively (Table 6.2), reflecting lower absorption from the first brand administration.
Of all profile comparisons in this replicate design study, the most disparate product
against itself was brand lamotrigine ER tablet (i.e. Lamictal ER) in subject 006.
In subject 010, the profile from first brand administration suggests prolonged absorption
from that dose, resulting in relatively high Cmin from brand at end of that dosing
interval. R/R ratios for AUC, Cmax, and Cmin were 99.3%, 126.4%, and 70.3%,
respectively (Table 6.2), reflecting prolonged absorption from the first brand
administration. Subject 010 was the only subject taking a modified-release product once
daily. Higher variability in PK values for once-a-day modified-release AEDs, compared
to IR AEDs, has been observed (160).
Subjects 004 and 012 taking levetiracetam IR tablet

Figure 6.2 shows individual subject profiles from subject 004 and subject 012. Both took
levetiracetam IR tablet. Interestingly, T/R ratios for subject 004 and subject 012 fell
within the 80-125% range, but some R/R and T/T ratios fell outside. For subject 004, R/R
and T/T ratios for Cmax were 65.9% and 165.5%, respectively (Table 6.2). For subject
012, R/R and T/T ratios for Cmax were 125.1% and 139.1%, respectively; R/R ratio of
Cmin was 73.8% (Table 6.2). For each subject 004 and 012, one brand and one generic
profile show rapid absorption, while the other brand and generic profiles show delayed or
prolonged absorption.
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Figure 6.2 Individual subject profiles from subject 004 (panel A) and subject 012 (panel
B).
Both took levetiracetam IR tablet. Interestingly, T/R ratios for subject 004 and subject
012 fell within the 80-125% range, but some R/R and T/T ratios fell outside. For each
subject, one brand profile and one generic profile showed rapid absorption, while the
other brand and generic profiles show delayed or prolonged absorption. Levetiracetam is
a Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) class 1 drug, such that its PK profiles
are sensitive to gastric emptying of the drug.

Levetiracetam is a Biopharmaceutical Classification System (BCS) class 1 drug (i.e. high
solubility and high intestinal permeability) (161). Its absorption from rapidly dissolving
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IR tablets can be expected to be rate-limited by gastric emptying of the drug (162).
Hence, in the fasted state as was conducted here, levetiracetam absorption may be very
rapid or delayed, depending on timing of tablet swallowing relative to phase 3 (or
“housekeeper wave”) gastric emptying (162). For example, if a tablet was administered
immediately prior to phase 3 gastric emptying, a very rapid and complete absorption
profile of levetiracetam would result. Meanwhile, if a tablet was administered
immediately after phase 3 gastric emptying, a delayed or prolonged absorption profile of
levetiracetam would result. These properties contribute to variability in Cmax.
Additionally, levetiracetam possesses a moderately rapid elimination (163), which
attenuates the ability of even frequently PK plasma sampling to measure Cmax with high
precision (164). In Figure 6.2, the favorable BCS class 1 absorption properties of
levetiracetam IR tablets contributes to some occasional variability in its early PK profile,
although average profiles from brand and generic were similar. Nevertheless, even this
occasional variability is not clinically important, as levetiracetam has a wide therapeutic
window (165).

Seizures

Seizures appeared unrelated to test or reference product. For the 13 subjects involving
brand-generic switching, there were 318 seizures. There were 53, 107, 103, and 55
seizures during the pre-study drug period, brand periods, generic periods, and post-study
drug period, respectively. Each duration was four weeks. Subjects 006 and 008 had by far
the most seizures, with 147 seizures and 123 seizures, respectively. For subject 006
(Figure 6.1), there were 46, 44, 25, and 32 seizures during the pre-study drug period,
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brand periods, generic periods, and post-study drug period, respectively. Appendix D,
Figure 9 shows the average brand and generic profiles from subject 006. Hence, any
difference in numbers of seizures on brand (i.e. 44) and generic (i.e. 25) in subject 006
were not attributable to PK profiles, which were similar.
For subject 008 (Figure 6.3), there were 1, 35, 72, and 15 seizures during the pre-study
drug period, brand periods, generic periods, and post-study drug period, respectively, also
reflecting that any difference in seizure numbers on brand (i.e. 35) and generic (i.e. 72)
were not attributable to PK profiles, which were similar. Appendix D, Figure 11 shows
the average brand and generic profiles from subject 008.
Figure 6.3 Individual subject profiles from subject 008, who too levetiracetam ER
2x750mg tablet twice daily.
For subject 008, there were 1, 35, 72, and 15 seizures during the pre-study drug period,
brand periods, generic periods, and post-study drug period, respectively, reflecting the
numbers of seizures on brand and generic were not attributable to PK profiles.
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For the three subjects involving generic-generic switching, only subject 015 had seizures,
and had 11, 7, 5, and 4 seizures during the pre-study drug period, one generic periods,
other generic periods, and post-study drug period, respectively.

Adverse events

AEs appeared unrelated to test or reference product. There were no SAEs or reportable
AEs. AEs from the intention-to-treat population was largely from subjects who
completed. For the subjects involving brand-generic switching, there were 12 and 21 AEs
on brand and generic, respectively. For the subjects involving generic-generic switching,
there were 3 and 5 AEs during the reference periods and test periods, respectively.

DISCUSSION

In 2016, AES indicated that drug formulation substitution with FDA-approved generic
products does not compromise efficacy, but recommended additional research concerning
generic drug substitution of AEDs (7). Recent reports suggest a continued need to
understand the familiar notion that some people with epilepsy on certain medications may
have switch problems (19,27,29,31,47,158). Considerations underpinning this notion are
concerns that: (a) epilepsy is a medical condition that places some patients at greater risk
to switching problems, compared to other conditions; (b) some AEDs are narrow
therapeutic index drugs (40); (c) there are drug-drug interactions among AEDs
(163,166,167); (d) epilepsy patients often have comorbid conditions for which they take
concomitant medications; and (e) some AEDs are modified-release products (e.g.
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extended-release, delayed-release). These potential concerns motivated the present
BEEP2 study, which focused on epilepsy patients who could be considered most at risk
of a switch problem.

Study patients and their study drug

The overall study design was to enlist an enriched population (i.e. epilepsy patients
classified to be GB) in a natural setting to uncover any AED switch problems. Naturalsetting elements included that patients were already on study AED to treat epilepsy, were
knowingly switched between test and reference study AED, and had comorbid conditions
for which they took other medications. Results indicate that PK profiles of test and
reference products were similar in each patient, even though each patient was GB.
There were 16 patients who completed the protocol, involving five different AED drug
substances and seven different drug products. Each study drug was a problematic AED to
the patient and was their most problematic AED in all subjects but one. All patients had
concomitant medications and comorbid disorders. Thirteen of the 16 patients had a prior
switch problem. Seven of these switch problems involved the study drug. One of the
three subjects without a prior switch problem only took brand even though generic was
available [i.e. was GB subtype 3] (40). Given the underpinning nature of each individual
patient’s generic brittleness, 13 of the 16 switches were brand-generic switches. Three of
the 16 were generic-generic switches, since each reported a prior switch problem between
two generics.
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Although not systematically studied, six subjects revealed that their physician had
advised the against generics (i.e. subjects 006, 008, 012, 014, 020, and 021). Subject 014
was the subject who was GB type 3.

Study limitations

The study employed a natural setting design to uncover any AED switch problems, but
has several limitations. The study was not a bioequivalence study (i.e. was not designed
to focus on one AED with sufficient power to assess bioequivalence). Rather, it was an
exploratory PK study involving several AEDs. Hence, we needed to devise criteria for
individual PK profile similarity, which is not a focus in bioequivalence studies. We
applied conservative similarity criteria, although perhaps others would apply a different
criterion. Overall, while a GB-enriched epilepsy population was studied in a natural
setting, this study was small (n=16 completing patients) and exploratory, with limited
focus on any one AED drug, AED product or manufacturer, or mechanism of drug
release from AED product (e.g. carbamazepine ER tablet versus ER capsule).

Study implications about generic drug quality and notion of generic brittleness or
generic skepticism

“Approved Drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence Evaluations” is a source for
drug products approved by the FDA, including both brand and generic, and is commonly
known as the “Orange Book” (14). Since most drugs are available generically, most
“Orange Book” entries are a generic drug. The “Orange Book” is largely a listing of
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FDA-approved generic drugs, where the generic is denoted to be therapeutically
equivalent to the brand or reference listed drug. To be therapeutically equivalent to brand,
a generic must have the same drug substance, dose, dosage form (e.g. both tablets), and
route of administration. Generics can differ from brand in excipients (i.e. so-called
inactive ingredients), manufacturing process, and mechanisms of drug release (e.g. tablet
with osmotic-based ER versus tablet with erosion-based ER). Additionally, a generic
must be adequately labeled (e.g. have same prescribing information as brand) and be
manufactured in compliance with Current Good Manufacturing Practice (cGMP)
regulations. cGMP typically involves the equivalent quality control testing of
manufactured product, such as tests for identity, strength, purity, and quality (35).
Additionally, generic must be bioequivalent to brand. In practice, this requirement
typically is assessed though PK profile testing in 24-36 healthy volunteers, which was
supported by studies in epilepsy patients (1,2,7,32). For drugs with certain favorable
absorption properties and low risk for bioinequivalence, in vitro studies within the BCS
framework are sometimes allowed as an alternative to traditional PK profile testing (i.e.
allowed a biowaiver) (161). Such an in vitro approach can be advantageous over
traditional PK profile testing (168). It should be noted that the bioequivalence standard
applies to generic and brand products (1,168). For example, brand products often rely on
bioequivalence testing during the medicine’s life cycle, which can span decades and
involve formulation changes during clinical trial testing; changes often occur after new
drug application (NDA) approval, such as scale-up and post-approval manufacturing
changes, such as changes in product excipients, manufacturing equipment and scale, and
manufacturing location.
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A generic can differ from brand in ways that are noticeable to patients. For example, a
generic tablet can differ from brand in color, shape, size, and scoring configuration. They
typically differ in markings (e.g. imprint, emboss). A factor that may contribute to patient
uncertainties about generics are diversity in product appearance (48). As perhaps
expected, we observed that taking lamotrigine IR tablets was associated with epilepsy
patents being GB (169). We also observed a relatively large number of generics of
lamotrigine IR tablets, with a diversity in lamotrigine tablet shape, color, and size (169).
We are unaware of any bioequivalence problem of lamotrigine IR tablets or product
quality concerns (1,35). Given that epilepsy patients often take multiple medications and
refill AED prescriptions every 1-3 months, we have speculated that the diversity of
lamotrigine IR tablet appearance from patient perspective contributes to patient history of
being skeptical of generics (169).
Since lamotrigine IR tablet was studied in the prior BEEP study, other AEDs were
studied here. The study was investigator-blinded, but was open-label to patients, who
knew if they were currently receiving test or reference. Every subject was GB (40). Each
study drug was a problematic AED to the patient and was their most problematic AED in
all subjects but one. Thirteen of the 16 patients had a prior switch problem.
Results indicate that PK profiles of test and reference products were similar in each
patient, even though each patient was GB. This PK similarity supports that physiologic
systems that modulate drug disposition are not impacted by GB status (i.e., not impacted
by patient opinion about generics). For example, of the seven patients who reported a
prior switch problem with their study drug, all showed similar PK profiles from brand
and generic. Likewise, the subject who only took brand (i.e. was GB subtype 3) showed
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similar PK profiles. Inconsistency of medication color, shape, and size across
formulations from patient perspective warrants further investigation (169). However, this
small, exploratory study did not uncover any at-risk subpopulation for switch problems,
although patients were selected to try to detect switch problems.
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CHAPTER 7. ASSESSMENT OF PHARMACOKINETIC NON-INFERIORITY
OF GENERIC SODIUM FERRIC GLUCONATE COMPLEX IN
SUCROSE

INTRODUCTION

There are currently seven approved distinct brand intravenous (IV) iron products in the
United States. In 2011, the FDA approved the first generic IV iron product, sodium ferric
gluconate complex in sucrose, or more simply sodium ferric gluconate (SFG). The brand
is Ferrlecit. Generic SFG is the only approved generic IV iron product.
IV iron products are considered complex drugs by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) (16). SFG and other IV iron products are not simple solutions. IV iron products
are iron colloidal products, specifically in nanoparticle form, composed of an iron-oxide
core with a carbohydrate shell coating (15). SFG has a ferric oxyhydroxide core
encapsulated in a sucrose shell. SFG is an effective and tolerable treatment for anemia,
often administered during dialysis of patients with Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) (170).
Intravenous iron is recommended over oral iron to replenish iron stores in CKD patients
(171,172).
The present crossover study reports a phase 4 safety PK study in healthy volunteers to
compare generic SFG versus brand SFG after a single IV infusion. Novel aspects of this
comparative PK study are the iron species that were measured, including how they were
measured. The primary outcome was to assess the noninferiority of generic SFG against
Ferrlecit, based on drug bound iron (DBI). Other iron species were also quantified and
compared [i.e. total iron (TI), transferrin bound iron (TBI), nontransferrin bound iron
(NTBI), and LI].
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DBI, TBI, and LI were directly quantified by liquid chromatography−inductively coupled
plasma−mass spectrometry (LC−ICP−MS) (173). Briefly, iron species present in plasma
were separated by size exclusion chromatography (SEC), followed by ICP−MS
quantification. No prior PK studies of IV iron have employed LC−ICP−MS. No prior PK
studies have measured DBI or LI. In the present study, TI was separately measured by
direct injection of plasma into ICP−MS, i.e. without iron species separation (173). NTBI
was taken to be TI – TBI.
Prior studies have measured NTBI by either subtracting TBI from TI (i.e. TI - TBI) (174)
or by using more direct methods of quantification, such as using chelation (e.g.
deferoxamine, nitriloacetic acid) (175–177). We believe DBI is a more appropriate
measure than NTBI, and that chelation is a less desirable analytical approach than
LC−ICP−MS. In these chelation studies, it is generally implied that NTBI is LI.
However, these methods appear to significantly overestimate NTBI. These chelation
methods do not separate iron species post-infusion, such that DBI is included in NTBI,
and perhaps implied as LI (173). Moreover, chelation may pull iron from all loosely
bound sources, such as plasma proteins, not differentiating LI from iron that is loosely
bound. Pai et al. employed chelation to measure NTBI in two plasma samples after iron
sucrose and iron dextran infusion (178). Pai et al. found NTBI in healthy volunteers was
less than in end stage renal disease or CKD patients. With the benefit of today’s
perspective, NTBI was LI along with probably DBI and loosely bound iron sources.
NTBI was measured by first mobilizing iron with 10 mM oxalate. The mobilized iron
was then transferred to fluoresceinated apo-Tf (Fl-Tf). Gallium prevented binding of
NTBI to unlabeled apo-Tf in the serum sample (178).
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Here, DBI and LI were directly quantified (173). TI and TBI were also directly quantified
(173), such that NTBI was calculated from TI-TBI, allowing for an interpretation of
relations between DBI, LI, and NTBI. As results show, NTBI were much larger than LI
soon after infusion, where NTBI is mainly composed of DBI. Approximately 8 hours
after infusion, when DBI reached close to baseline, LI contributed more substantially to
NTBI.
The current FDA SFG product specific guidance recommends a parallel in vivo study in
healthy volunteers to assess in vivo bioequivalence (179). Study design here was
crossover with a 28-day washout. An additional outcome of this crossover study was to
assess if a 14-day washout duration was feasible with regard to iron storage and transport
after the first of two iron infusions. Within-subject-variability (WSV) and betweensubject-variability (BSV) of PK metrics are reported.

METHODS

Study design

We conducted a randomized, open-label, fasted, single-dose, two-way, two-period
crossover study in n=44 healthy volunteers, where one test (generic SFG) and reference
(brand SFG) was given to each participant (Appendix E, Figure 1). At around day 14 of
a 28-day washout period, 12 volunteers provided plasma to assess the feasibility of a
shorter washout duration with regard to iron storage and transport after the first of two
infusions.
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The study was performed at the University of Maryland Center. Prior to data collection,
the study was approved by the University of Maryland IRB and FDA Research in Human
Subjects Committee. Study participants gave their written informed consent to
participate. The study was registered at clinicaltrials.gov (NCT02399449), where the trial
protocol is posted. Recruitment was performed between September 12, 2017 and January
16, 2019, with follow up completed March 11, 2019.
Participants had to be a male or female between 18 and 65 years inclusive and be in good
health, including being iron replete, not anemic or iron overloaded, not diagnosed with
any significant medical conditions, and not have donated or received blood within 56
days from screening. Participants also had to weigh at least 55kg, and have a systolic and
diastolic blood pressures within 90-150 mmHg and 60-90 mmHg, respectively. Women
of childbearing age could not be pregnant or breastfeeding. Participants could not be
taking any prescription medications except birth control and any other form of iron
during their participation in the study. Screening was conducted not greater than 30 days
before the first infusion.
Each participant in this two-period crossover design was given brand (reference) and
generic (test) SFG on two different periods separated by at least a 28-day washout period,
allowing PK comparison of generic-versus-brand. Patients were randomized to one of
two sequences (test then reference, or the inverse). The study drug was not masked to the
participant or to the investigator.
During each period, each participant was given a single dose of 125 mg of IV brand or
generic SFG complex in sucrose injection (i.e. undiluted) over 10 min. Blood samples
were collected at 0 min (i.e. immediately prior to start of infusion) and at 10, 20, and 40
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min and 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 12, 16, 24, and 36 h after the start of the infusion. Each participant
remained at the University of Maryland General Clinical Research Center (GCRC) over
36 hours. Participants were fasted overnight for 10 hours pre-dose, plus an additional 4
hours post-dose. While in the GCRC unit for 36 hr, participants were restricted to
standardized meals with a low-iron diet.
Plasma samples were quantified for DBI, TBI, and LI by LC−ICP−MS (173). TI was
separately measured by ICP−MS (173). NTBI was taken to be TI – TBI. Lower limits of
quantification of DBI, TI, TBI, NTBI, and LI were 300 parts per billion (ppb), 200 ppb,
10 ppb, 200 ppb, and 10 ppb, respectively (173).

Assessment of non-inferiority of generic SFG to brand SFG

Non-inferiority was examined by calculating the test (generic SFG) to reference (brand
SFG) product ratio of the log-transformed PK area-under-the-curve (AUC) for the plasma
level of DBI, and the corresponding upper limit of a one-sided 95% confidence interval
(CI). AUC is a measure of exposure. The non-inferiority limit of generic was taken to be
1.25-fold DBI AUC, relative to brand. Hence, generic would be found to be non-inferior
to brand if its AUC did not exceed 1.25 that of the brand. While DBI AUC was the focus,
results report maximum-plasma-concentration (Cmax) and AUC of various iron measures
(i.e. DBI, TI, TBI, NTBI, and LI), including the two-side 90% CI of generic versus brand
ratio, where the upper limit is equal to upper limit of a one-sided 95% CI.
As expected, DBI concentration was zero before SFG infusion. Hence, DBI
concentration did not require baseline correction, and are simply reported as DBI
concentration. Likewise, DBI AUC and Cmax values do not reflect any baseline
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correction. Meanwhile, TI, TBI, NTBI, and LI plasma concentrations at time zero were
generally non-zero. Hence, uncorrected and baseline-corrected concentrations and PK
values were computed for those iron measures. Baseline correction involved subtracting
the participant’s pre-dose (i.e. time zero) concentration from all subsequent concentration
from the infusion.

ANOVA analysis of PK iron measures

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) of log-transformed AUC and Cmax was used to
calculate the mean square error within (MSEwithin) [i.e. residual error]) and the mean
square error between (MSEbetween) (180). MSEwithin was used to calculate the
standard error (SE) using the equation SE = √(2*MSEwithin/n). The SE was used to
calculate above confidence intervals. MSEwithin was used to calculate the within-subject
variability (WSV) using the equation CV%=100*sqrt(exp(MSEwithin)-1). MSEbetween
was used to calculate the between-subject variability (BSV) using the equation
CV%=100*sqrt(exp(MSEbetween)-1). ANOVA analysis was examined to assess for any
period and sequence effect for DBI, uncorrected and corrected LI (LIu and LIc), and
corrected NTBI (NTBIc); there was no period or sequence effect on study results.

Additional outcome

Subsequent doses of SFG are only allowed to be given at minimum 28 days later, due to
iron storage and transport protein saturation concerns (181). If iron storage and transport
proteins are saturated after a first infusion, it may be less safe to administer a second dose
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to a healthy volunteer in an in vivo bioequivalence study, since perhaps LI may be further
increased due to insufficient number of available iron storage sites and transport sites.
Also, study integrity of a crossover bioequivalence trial may be compromised if a
volunteer’s iron storage and transport proteins have not returned to baseline before the
second infusion.
For n = 12 participants, total iron-binding capacity (TIBC) and serum ferritin levels were
measured at baseline (i.e. from pre-dose sample in first infusion) and at about day 14 of
the 28-day washout period, as well at pre-dose sample in second infusion. TIBC and
serum ferritin at day 14 were compared to baseline levels in first infusion using a t-test, to
determine if TIBC and serum ferritin returned to baseline levels by day 14. Baseline
TIBC and serum ferritin levels from first and second infusions were also compared. If
TIBC and serum ferritin return to baseline before 28 days, the results may provide
guidance to FDA to about a crossover in vivo bioequivalence design with less than a 28day washout period.

Adverse Events

All adverse events (AEs) were recorded. Retrospectively, AEs that were at least probably
associated with the study drug were categorized into four body systems: lower back,
local, hemodynamic systemic, and non-hemodynamic systemic. Lower back indicated a
single type of AE (i.e. lower back pain). Local AEs included three specific types of AEs
(i.e. infusion site irritation, infusion site pain, and infusion site-to-hand swelling).
Hemodynamic systemic AEs included five specific types of AEs (e.g. hypotension,
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tachycardia, dizziness). Non-hemodynamic systemic AEs included 12 specific types of
AEs (e.g. nausea, knee pain, leg and arm muscle stiffness, hand swelling).

RESULTS

Participants

Study design aimed to complete 44 participants in a balanced fashion, which was
achieved, although only data from 35 participants was usable. One-hundred ten subjects
were screened, and 47 subjects (28 female and 19 male) failed screening, usually due to
low hemoglobin or low ferritin. Four participants dropped. One dropped due to a serious
adverse event (hypotension), and three dropped before receiving any drug. Fifteen
participants were withdrawn, mostly due to schedule conflicts before receiving any drug
(n=11). Four participants were withdrawn after receiving drug due to dosing error (n=2)
or scheduling conflict (n=2).
There were 44 subjects (21 female and 23 male) who completed. PK plasma samples
were obtained at all timepoints. Data from nine subjects were excluded due to
unsuitability of data. Two subjects were excluded due to infusion rate dosing errors. The
other seven were excluding due to red blood cell hemolysis(182–184). Two subjects were
excluded since pre-dosing sample (i.e. time zero) was hemolyzed, not allowing
subsequent baseline correction. Five subjects were excluded since two or more
consecutive samples were hemolyzed. Hence, data from 35 participants was usable.
Table 7.1 shows the demographics of the 35 participants who completed the trial and
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were included in the final analysis. There was an even distribution of females (n=16) and
males (n=19). Ages of females and males was also similar.
Table 7.1 Demographics of the 35 participants who completed the trial and were
included in the final analysis.
There was an even distribution of females (n=16) and males (n=19). Ages of females and
males was also similar.
Demographics
Race/ethnicity
Asian
African American
Hispanic or Latino
Mixed race or
ethnicity
Caucasian
Total
Age range (mean)

Female (n=16)
1
3
1
4

Male (n=19)
Total (n=35)
Counts of Race/ethnicity
1
2
10
13
1
2
2
6

7
16

5
19

12
35

22-54 (31.6)

Age ranges
22-56 (36.9)

22-56 (34.5)

There were 49 subjects (23 female and 26 male) who received at least one infusion, of
which 44 received both brand and generic SFG, three received only brand SFG, and two
received only generic SFG. There were 47 brand infusions (in 22 females and 25 males),
and 46 generic infusions (in 22 females and 24 males).

Non-inferiority of generic

The primary outcome was to assess the noninferiority of generic SFG against Ferrlecit,
based on DBI. Table 7.2 shows the geometric mean ratio of generic versus brand and
90% CI for DBI AUC, as well as several other iron species AUC and Cmax values. Mean
DBI ratio was 1.083. The upper limit of a one-sided 95% CI was 1.126, which is less than
the non-inferiority limit of 1.25. Hence, generic was non-inferior to brand.
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Table 7.2 Comparison of generic-versus-brand PK metrics.
Metrics are area-under-the-curve (AUC) and maximum concentration (Cmax) for each
DBI, NTBIc, LIu, and LIc. NTBIc is corrected (i.e. baseline-corrected) for endogenous
concentration at time zero. LI is shown for both uncorrected and corrected. DBI
concentration at time zero was zero, as expected. For each PK metric, the geometric
mean generic-versus-brand ratio is listed and its 90% confidence interval in parenthesis.
The upper confidence interval for generic-versus-brand ratio of DBI AUC was 112.6%,
which is less than 125% and indicated lack of inferiority of generic. Also shown are
within-subject variability (WSV) and between-subject variability (BSV). WSV and BSV
are the coefficient of variations (CV%) for within-subjects and between-subjects,
respectively. WSV was less than BSV.
PK metric
DBI AUC
DBI Cmax
NTBIc AUC
NTBIc Cmax
LIu AUC
LIu Cmax
LIc AUC
LIc Cmax

Geometric mean
ratio (90% CI)
1.083 (1.042-1.126)
0.956 (0.920-0.992)
1.101 (1.055-1.149)
1.035 (0.989-1.083)
1.032 (0.861-1.237)
1.096 (1.011-1.189)
0.735 (0.435-1.243)
1.040 (0.898-1.203)

WSV (%)

BSV (%)

9.6
9.3
10.6
11.3
47.3
20.3
209.7
37.3

49.7
35.8
38.9
33.4
260.0
73.6
255.2
63.2

This study design reflects this study to be a phase 4 safety PK study, comparing generic
and brand SFG. The generic had previously been determined to be bioequivalent to brand
(174,179), which these results support. Hence, bioequivalence assessment was not a
study objective. Rather, this pharmacokinetic study aimed to apply new bioanalytical
methods to quantifying iron species in plasma that are not transferrin-bound, with an
emphasis on safety rather than efficacy. Iron that is not transferrin-bound has been
generally viewed as potentially toxic (16,185). Given our new bioanalytical methods
(173), DBI was selected as the not transferrin-bound iron species to outcome measure.
Table 7.2 also shows results for AUC and Cmax ratios for corrected NTBI (NTBIc), as
well as uncorrected and corrected LI (LIu and LIc). In all cases, the upper limit of a onesided 95% CI was less than 1.25. Table 7.2 also lists WSV and BSV. In all cases, WSV
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was less than BSV, often by a large degree. Results point towards crossover design as
more powerful and precise than a parallel design. In particular, WSV and BSV for DBI
AUC were 9.6% and 49.7%, respectively. Likewise, WSV and BSV for NTBIc AUC
were 10.6% and 38.9%, respectively. LIu and LIc AUC were highly variable and
discussed further below.

General PK profile observations of various iron species

Novel aspects of this comparative PK study are the iron species that were measured,
including how they were measured via LC−ICP−MS (for DBI, TBI, and LI) and via
direct injection ICP−MS (for TI). In particular, neither plasma DBI nor plasma LI have
been previously measured. Pai et al. employed chelation to measure NTBI in two plasma
samples after iron sucrose and iron dextran infusion (178). With the benefit of today’s
perspective, NTBI was LI along with probably DBI and loosely bound iron sources. The
following results suggest relations between DBI, TI, NTBI, and LI, before and after IV
iron administration. NTBI was calculated from TI-TBI.
Figure 7.1 plots the average PK profiles of TIu, DBI, TBIu, LIu after brand and generic
infusions. TI, TBI, and LI concentrations are uncorrected (i.e. not baseline-corrected),
even though they are endogenous with generally quantifiable concentrations at time zero.
DBI concentration at time zero was zero, as expected. Prior to infusion, the majority of
TIu was TBIu, with little contribution of LIu. For four hours after infusion, DBI was the
main contributor to TIu. At 8 or 12 hr, DBI was near zero, and TIu was mainly TBIu, with
TIu and TBIu at 8 hr about 2 or 3-fold higher than baseline, reflecting complete saturation
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of transferrin. As discussed below, LIu was very low at all times, but increased about 2fold after infusion, and then returned to baseline by about 8 hr.
Figure 7.1 Average pharmacokinetic (PK) profiles of uncorrected total iron (TIu), drug
bound iron (DBI), uncorrected transferrin bound iron (TBIu), and uncorrected labile iron
(LIu) after brand (panel A) and generic (panel B) infusions.
TI, TBI, and LI concentrations are uncorrected (i.e. not baseline-corrected), even though
they are endogenous with generally quantifiable concentrations at time zero. DBI
concentration at time zero was zero, as expected. The infusion was 125mg of sodium
ferric gluconate complex in sucrose over 10 min. N=35.
A

B
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Figure 7.2 plots the average PK profiles of TIu, DBI, TBIu, NTBIu, and LIu after brand
and generic infusions. Brand and generic showed similar profiles of the various iron
species.
Figure 7.2 Average PK profiles of TIu (Panel A), DBI (Panel B), TBIu (Panel C),
uncorrected non-transferrin bound iron (NTBIu; Panel D), and LIu (Panel E) after brand
and generic infusions.
Iron concentrations are uncorrected, except for DBI. NTBIu was the difference of TIu and
TBIu (i.e. TIu – TBIu). Brand and generic showed similar profiles of the various iron
species.
A
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Figure 7.2 Continued
B

C
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Figure 7.2 Continued
D

E

Appendix E, Figure 2 plots the average PK profiles of DBI and NTBIu after brand and
generic infusions. For each brand and generic, DBI constituted the majority of NTBIu for
8 hr after infusion. In Figures 7.1, 7.2, and Appendix E Figure 2, NTBIu were much
larger than LIu soon after infusion. Approximately 8 hours after infusion, when DBI
reached close to baseline, LIu contributed more substantially to NTBIu.
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Appendix E, Table 1 lists the arithmetic mean generic-versus-brand AUC and Cmax
ratios for each DBI, TI, TBI, NTBI, and LI, for females and males. ANOVA analysis was
performed to assess for any sex effects on log transformed AUC and Cmax genericversus-brand ratios for DBI, LIu, LIc, and NTBIc. There were no sex differences between
brand and generic.

Additional PK analysis

IV iron products are considered complex drugs by the FDA (15,16). SFG and other IV
iron products are not simple solutions, but iron colloidal products, specifically in
nanoparticle form, composed of an iron-oxide core with a carbohydrate shell coating
(15). In vivo post-infusion considerations also include nanoparticle breakdown and
release of the active iron. Various in vivo iron species exist and traditionally difficult to
quantify. Moreover, iron is endogenous, further complicating the comparison of one IV
iron products against another (e.g. generic versus brand). This section presents additional
PK analysis to inform potential iron measures, including their variabilities and
interrelationships, as well as data challenges (e.g. impact of baseline-correcting). TI, TBI,
NTBI, and LI plasma concentrations at time zero were generally non-zero. Hence,
baseline correction for those measures may be potentially advantageous and involved
subtracting the participant’s pre-dose (i.e. time zero) concentration from all subsequent
concentration from the infusion.
Table 7.3 lists the arithmetic mean generic-versus-brand AUC and Cmax ratios for each
DBI, TI, TBI, NTBI, and LI. Standard error of mean (SEM) is shown in parenthesis.
Uncorrected and corrected values are shown for all iron measures, except DBI which was
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zero at time zero, as expected. Maximum and minimum generic-versus-brand AUC and
Cmax ratios for each iron measure are also shown (subject number in parenthesis).
Performance of TIu and TIc were practically the same. Performance of TBIu and TBIc
were similar. NTBIu and NTBIc performed differently, as discussed below. In general,
NTBIu exhibited greater variability than NTBIc. LIu and LIc performed very differently,
as discussed below, with LIc exhibited much greater variability than LIu.
Table 7.3 Arithmetic mean generic-versus-brand AUC and Cmax ratios for each DBI, TI,
TBI, NTBI, and LI.
Standard error of mean shown in parenthesis. Corrected and uncorrected values are
shown for all iron measures, except DBI which was zero at time zero, as expected. Also
shown are maximum and minimum generic-versus-brand AUC and Cmax ratios for each
iron measure (subject number in parenthesis).
Generic-vs-Brand Sodium Ferric Gluconate Ratios
Iron
species
DBI
TIu
TIc
TBIu
TBIc
NTBIu
NTBIc
LIu
LIc

Mean
(SEM)
1.093
(0.026)
1.021
(0.019)
1.035
(0.028)
0.944
(0.019)
0.938
(0.067)
1.408
(0.147)
1.113
(0.028)
1.278
(0.179)
4.306
(2.905)

AUC
Maximum Minimum Mean
(SEM)
1.603 (sub 0.781
0.963
24)
(sub40)
(0.020)
1.261 (sub 0.707 (sub 1.038
22)
53)
(0.026)
1.451 (sub 0.484 (sub 1.040
55)
53)
(0.027)
1.196 (sub 0.671 (sub 0.939
22)
53)
(0.023)
2.623 (sub 0.317 (sub 0.922
55)
53)
(0.036)
6.036 (sub 0.833 (sub 1.051
53)
50)
(0.029)
1.659 (sub 0.723 (sub 1.040
03)
53)
(0.027)
4.555 (sub 0.232 (sub 1.140
55)
54)
(0.057)
102.7 (sub 0.00245 1.175
45)
(sub 38) (0.106)
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Cmax
Maximum Minimum
1.217 (sub
17)
1.316 (sub
55)
1.377 (sub
55)
1.409 (sub
24)
1.514 (sub
24)
1.387(sub
55)
1.382 (sub
55)
2.206 (sub
45)
3.133 (sub
45)

0.675 (sub
48)
0.622 (sub
48)
0.618 (sub
48)
0.688 (sub
54)
0.516 (sub
54)
0.607 (sub
48)
0.613 (sub
48)
0.641 (sub
54)
0.351 (sub
38)

Additional PK analysis: DBI in individual participants

Appendix E, Figure 3 plots PK profiles of DBI after brand and generic infusions in
participant 018. Cmax was achieved at 10 min. DBI concentration declined to zero by
about 8 hr. AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 1.04 and 0.950,
respectively. Appendix E, Figure 4 plots PK profiles of DBI after brand and generic
infusions in participant 024 (panel A) and participant 040 (panel B). Participant 024
showed the most disparate DBI AUC between brand and generic (generic-versus-brand
ratio = 1.603). Participant 040 showed the most disparate DBI Cmax between brand and
generic (generic-versus-brand ratio = 0.781).

Additional PK analysis: TI in individual participants

Appendix E, Figure 5 plots PK profiles of TIu after brand and generic infusions in
participant 017. Cmax was achieved at 10 min. TIu concentration declined to baseline by
about 8 hr. AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 1.04 and 0.982,
respectively. Appendix E, Figure 6 plots PK profiles of TIu after brand and generic
infusions in participant 055. Participant 055 showed the most disparate TIu AUC between
brand and generic (generic-versus-brand ratio = 1.451) and the most disparate TIu Cmax
between brand and generic (generic-versus-brand ratio = 1.316).

Additional PK analysis: TBI in individual participants
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Appendix E, Figure 7 plots PK profiles of TBIu after brand and generic infusions in
participant 042. TBIu baseline was about 1300 parts per billion (ppb) at time zero. TBIu
increased immediately after infusion, although declined and then inclined to Cmax at
about 4 to 12 hr. TBIu concentration declined to baseline at about 36 hr. AUC and Cmax
ratios of generic-versus-brand were 0.921 and 0.957, respectively. Appendix E, Figure 8
plots PK profiles of TBIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 053 (panel A)
and participant 055 (panel B). Profiles show the influence on baseline-correcting on TBIu
AUC. Participant 053 showed similar TBIu concentrations at time zero (i.e. about 1800
ppb). Uncorrected and corrected AUC ratio of generic-versus-brand were 0.671 and
0.317, respectively. Participant 055 showed different TBIu concentrations at time zero
(i.e. 2500 versus 1500 ppb). Uncorrected and corrected AUC ratio of generic-versusbrand were 1.01 and 2.62, respectively.
Additional PK analysis: NTBI in individual participants

Appendix E, Figure 9 plots PK profiles of NTBIu after brand and generic infusions in
participant 022. Cmax was achieved at 10 min. NTBIu concentration declined to about
zero by about 8 hr. AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 1.50 and 1.07,
respectively. Uncorrected AUC ratio of 1.50 reflects impact of NTBIu concentrations
beyond 8 hr. When baseline-corrected, AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand
were 1.26 and 1.07, respectively. Appendix E, Figure 10 plots PK profiles of NTBIu
after brand and generic infusions in participant 053. AUC and Cmax ratios of genericversus-brand were 6.04 and 0.769, respectively. Uncorrected AUC ratio of 6.04 reflects
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impact of NTBIu concentrations beyond 8 hr. When baseline-corrected, AUC and Cmax
ratios of generic-versus-brand were 0.723 and 0.757, respectively.

Additional PK analysis: LI in individual participants

Appendix E, Figure 11 plots PK profiles of LIu after brand and generic infusions in
participant 003. LIu baseline was about 18 parts per billion (ppb) at time zero. Limit of
quantification was 10 ppb. LIu increased immediately after infusion, attaining Cmax at 40
min (generic) or 3 hr (brand). LIu concentration declined to baseline at about 8 - 12 hr.
AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 0.610 and 1.07, respectively. After
baseline-correcting, AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 0.939 and 1.26,
respectively. Appendix E, Figure 12 plots PK profiles of LIu after brand and generic
infusions in participant 045 (panel A) and participant 038 (panel B). Profiles show the
influence on baseline-correcting on LIu AUC and Cmax ratios. Participant 045 showed
dissimilar LIu concentrations at time zero (i.e. 20 versus 13 ppb). Uncorrected AUC and
Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 0.853 and 2.21, respectively. After baseline
correcting, AUC and Cmax ratios were 102.7 and 3.13, respectively. Participant 038
showed dissimilar LIu concentrations at time zero (i.e. about 55 versus 160 ppb).
Uncorrected AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 1.05 and 2.00,
respectively. After baseline correcting, AUC and Cmax ratios were 0.00246 and 0.351,
respectively.
Appendix E, Figure 13 plots individual baseline plasma concentrations of LIu at time
zero for each arm (i.e. before first and second infusions of this crossover study). There
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were large differences between subjects. Meanwhile, LIu tended to show small variability
between infusions periods for any one subject. There was at least 28 days between arm 1
and 2. Appendix E, Table 2 lists additional LI profile considerations for Cmax, as
elevated Li is a potential safety concern. Tabulated are arithmetic mean, maximum, and
minimum Cmax of brand, generic, as well as combined brand and generic profiles, for
each LIu and LIc. Also shown are concentrations at time zero. Lower limit of
quantification was 10 ppb. Overall, LIu and LIc were low.

Adverse events

In the intent-to-treat population, there were 108 AEs that ranged from definitely
associated to the study drug and/or study procedures to not associated to the study drug
and/or study procedures. There were 71 such AEs temporally associated with brand study
arm. There were 32 such AEs temporally associated with generic study arm. There were
five such AEs associated with neither brand nor generic study arms (i.e. occurred before
any study drug administration). There were no AEs that were unexpected and at least
probably related to the study or study drug (i.e. no new risks were elucidated). There was
one serious adverse event (SAE). The subject experienced hypotension, starting 40 min
post-start of infusion of brand. SAE was resolved without sequela. Hypotension was a
known AE.
Many recorded AEs were less than probably related to study drug. Table 7.4 provides
counts of brand and generic sodium ferric gluconate infusions with and without an AE
that were at least probably associated with the study drug.
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Table 7.4 Counts of brand and generic sodium ferric gluconate infusions with and
without an AE.
Tabulated AEs are only those AEs that were at least probably associated with the study
drug. There were 47 brand infusions (22 female and 25 male) and 46 generic infusions
(22 female and 24 male). There were 14 brand infusions with an AE, and only three
generic infusions with an AE, which were local AEs. The vast majority of brand
infusions with an AE were in females.
Number of infusions
with AE
without AE

Brand
14a
33c

Generic
3b
43d

a. Thirteen females and one male had notable AEs after infusion with brand sodium ferric
gluconate.
b. Two females and one male had notable AEs after infusion with generic sodium ferric
gluconate.
c. Nine females and 24 males did not have notable AEs after infusion with brand sodium
ferric gluconate.
d. Twenty females and 23 males did not have notable AEs after infusion with generic
sodium ferric gluconate.

There were 47 brand infusions (in 22 females and 25 males) and 46 generic infusions (in
22 females and 24 males). In Table 7.4, for AEs that were that were at least probably
associated with the study drug, there were 14 brand infusions with an AE, and only three
generic infusions with an AE, which were local AEs. In Table 7.4, the vast majority of
brand infusions with an AE were in females. As noted above, there were no sex
differences between brand and generic in plasma PK profiles.
Figure 7.3 illustrates a scatter plot of AEs by participant number versus AE start time,
after brand (Panel A) and generic (Panel B) infusions. Plotted AEs are only those AEs
that were at least probably associated with the study drug. For these AEs, there were 41
such AEs (38 brand and 3 generic) from 17 infusions (14 brand and 3 generic). These 41
AEs involved 21 specific types of AEs. The most common AE was lower back pain
(n=8), and only occurred after brand infusion.
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Figure 7.3 Scatter plot of adverse events (AEs) by participant number versus AE start
time, after brand (Panel A) and generic (Panel B) infusions.
Plotted AEs are only those AEs that were at least probably associated with the study
drug. There were 38 AEs after brand, which included lower back pain, hemodynamic
systemic, non-hemodynamic systemic, and local AEs. There were three AEs after
generic, which were only local AEs.
A

B

In Table 7.4 and Figure 7.3, four subjects (all female) experienced over half of all such
AEs and occurred after brand infusion.
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In Figure 7.3, there were 38 AEs after brand, which included lower back pain,
hemodynamic systemic, non-hemodynamic systemic, and local AEs. There were three
AEs after generic, which were only local AEs.
For those AEs that were at least probably associated with the study drug, Appendix E,
Table 3 provides counts of brand and generic SFG infusions with and without an AE, for
four types of AEs (i.e. lower back pain, local, hemodynamic systemic, and nonhemodynamic systemic). Also shown is non-hemodynamic systemic extended, which is
combined lower back pain and non-hemodynamic systemic. All lower back pain,
hemodynamic systemic, and non-hemodynamic systemic AEs were associated with
brand. In Appendix E, Table 4, for those AEs that were at least probably associated with
the study drug, the vast majority of brand infusions with an AE were in females rather
than males.
The propensity for an infusion to cause an AE that were at least probably associated with
the study drug was unrelated to whether the infusion was the first or second infusion.
There were 49 first infusions and 44 second infusions. Ten first infusions involved such
an AE (20%). Seven second infusions involved such an AE (16%).

Crossover study considerations

The current FDA SFG product specific guidance recommends a parallel in vivo study in
healthy volunteers to assess in vivo bioequivalence, in part since subsequent doses of
SFG are only allowed to be given at minimum 28 days later, due to iron storage and
transport protein saturation concerns (181). If iron storage and transport proteins are
saturated after a first infusion, it may be less safe to administer a second dose to a healthy
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volunteer in an in vivo bioequivalence study, since perhaps LI may be further increased
due to insufficient number of available iron storage sites and transport sites. Also, study
integrity of a crossover bioequivalence trial may be compromised if a volunteer’s iron
storage and transport proteins have not returned to baseline before the second infusion.
Study design here was crossover with a 28-day washout. An additional outcome of this
crossover study was to assess if a 14-day washout duration was feasible with regard to
iron storage and transport after the first of two iron infusions. Results here indicate that
future bioequivalence studies consider a crossover design with a 14-day washout period
over a parallel design. In Table 7.2, WSV was less than BSV, often by a large degree,
indicating crossover design as more powerful and precise than a parallel design.
Two considerations support the feasibility of a shorter 14-day washout duration,
compared to a 28-day washout duration, are LI and lack of period or sequence effect.
ANOVA analysis indicated no period or sequence effect on PK iron measures. In
particular, LIu was very low at all times, increasing about 2-fold after infusion, and
returning to baseline by about 8 hr.
Also, ferritin and TIBC measures collectively support the shorter washout. At around
day 14 of a 28-day washout period, 12 volunteers provided plasma to assess the
feasibility of a shorter washout duration with regard to iron storage and transport after the
first of two infusions. Figure 7.4 plots individual plasma concentrations of ferritin (Panel
A) and TIBC (Panel B) in 12 participants at different times during the clinical trial. Half
received brand as first infusion. In panel A, it took 28 days (i.e. more than 14 days) for
ferritin to return to baseline after time zero of first infusion. In particular, for ferritin, p =
0.001 in comparing ferritin at time zero to ferritin at about 14 day; for ferritin, p = 0.2 for
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time zero versus about 28 day. Meanwhile, TIBC was unchanged over time in panel B
(i.e. p-value > 0.2 in comparing TIBC at time zero to TIBC at about 14 days).
Figure 7.4 Individual plasma concentrations of ferritin (Panel A) and total iron binding
capacity (TIBC; Panel B) in 12 participants at different times during the clinical trial.
Each participant is a separate color. Half of these 12 participants received brand as first
infusion in this crossover study. Sampling times were at study screening (ferritin only),
time zero of first infusion (i.e. time zero of arm 1), 36 hr after first infusion, about 14
days after first infusion, time zero of second infusion, and 36 hr after second infusion.
Fourteen days was about the middle of the 28-day washout duration between first and
second infusions. In panel A, it took 28 days (i.e. more than 14 days) for ferritin to return
to baseline after time zero of first infusion. Meanwhile, TIBC was unchanged over time
in panel B.
A

B
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Appendix E, Figure 14 plots individual plasma concentrations of transferrin in 12
participants at different times during the clinical trial. Since transferrin reflects TIBC, the
plot is similar to Figure 7.4 panel B.
Overall, results support that future bioequivalence studies consider a crossover design
with a 14-day washout period.

DISCUSSION

IV iron products are considered complex drugs by the FDA (15,16). Sodium ferric
gluconate (SFG) and other IV iron products are not simple solutions, but are iron
colloids. Of the seven approved distinct brand IV iron products in the United States, SFG
is the only IV iron product with an approved generic version.
In 2011, when generic SFG was approved, the European Medicines Agency (EMA)
cautioned that physiochemical properties of the IV iron products can differ in mean size
and size distribution (16). IV iron products are denoted by EMA to be nanoparticle iron
(NPI) products, reflecting the nanoscale of the iron colloid products (16). EMA reflected
that biodistribution, pharmacokinetics (PK), and toxicology can potentially differ
between the brand and generic if there are differences in iron colloid size distribution.
EMA reflected that the size of the IV iron product determines in vivo aggregation states,
impacting nanoparticle breakdown and release of the active iron. EMA also postulated
that different manufacturing processes with the same carbohydrate shell can result in
different toxicology. Therefore, due to a concern for a differing size distribution and
manufacturing process of brand and generic SFG, the EMA hypothesized that the levels
of free or labile iron released in vivo by generic SFG may be more than that released by
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brand SFG, affecting subsequent PK and oxidative damage. EMA recommended further
characterization of physiochemical properties and comparative in vivo studies of brand
and generic preparations of SFG in additional detail, measuring levels of free or labile
iron in plasma (16). It would seem that EMA did not emphasize measuring of DBI, i.e.
iron that is associated with the intact iron nanoparticle, since DBI had not been
successfully quantified, or was even widely discussed. EMA emphasis on labile iron (LI)
reflects the general understanding that iron is highly handled in the body, such that large
increases in LI presumably cause oxidative stress (16,185,186).
FDA conducted three studies that compared brand and generic SFG: physiochemical
characterization tests, in vitro cellular uptake studies, and in vivo biodistribution studies
in rats (187–189). In Sun et al., physiochemical characteristics of brand and generic were
equivalent, except for sedimentation coefficient (as measured by sedimentation velocity
analytical ultracentrifugation) and molecular weight (as measured by asymmetric field
flow fractionation-multi-angle light scattering). Sedimentation coefficient and molecular
weight can be considered measures of IV iron particle size. Beekman et al. administered
brand and generic SFG to rats (189). They observed similar rat biodistribution of iron
from brand and generic in plasma and tissues, i.e. heart, lungs, brain, bone marrow,
kidney, liver, and spleen. Similarly, in Wu et al., there was similar iron uptake from
brand and generic SFG in three human macrophage cell lines (188). Overall, the
measured differences in IV iron particle size between brand and generic SFG did not
affect iron uptake in human cells lines or biodistribution in rats. All three studies support
the physiochemical and biological activity equivalence between brand and generic SFG,
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as part of a comprehensive surveillance effort by the FDA to ensure safe and efficacy of
both products.
The primary outcome of this phase 4 safety PK study was to assess the noninferiority of
generic SFG against Ferrlecit, based on DBI. Novel aspects of this comparative PK study
are the iron species that were measured, including how they were measured via
LC−ICP−MS (for DBI, TBI, and LI) and via direct injection ICP−MS (for TI). Neither
plasma DBI nor plasma LI have not been previously measured.
PK results indicate generic was non-inferior to brand. The upper limit of a one-sided 95%
CI was 1.126, which is less than the non-inferiority limit of 1.25. In general, literature
expressed concern that iron that was not transferrin bound could differ between IV iron
products, resulting in one product being less safe than another. Iron that was not
transferrin bound has been estimated by measuring TI and TBI, and then calculating their
difference; or by chelation methods, appear to significantly overestimate NTBI. Results
here indicate that, soon after infusion, NTBI was mainly composed of DBI, including out
to about 8 hr, until DBI reached close to baseline.
In addition to comparing generic and brand DBI, other iron species were compared.
Table 7.2 also shows results for AUC and Cmax ratios for corrected NTBI (NTBIc), as
well as uncorrected and corrected LI (LIu and LIc). In all cases, the upper limit of a onesided 95% CI was less than 1.25. At 8 or 12 hr, DBI was near zero, and TIu was mainly
TBIu, with TIu and TBIu at 8 hr about 2 or 3-fold higher than baseline, reflecting complete
saturation of transferrin. TIu and TBIu concentrations declined to baseline at about 36 hr.
LIu was very low at all times, but increased about 2-fold after infusion, and then returned
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to baseline by about 8 hr. Results indicate that plasma iron species PK profiles were
similar between generic and brand.
AEs were recorded, although this PK study was not designed to assess for difference in
AEs between generic and brand. Although PK profiles were similar, in the intent-to-treat
population, there was a tendency for brand to exhibit more AEs that were at least
probably associated with study drug, than generic. A limitation was small sample size,
where there were 47 brand infusions and 46 generic infusions. Interestingly, there was a
tendency for brand to result in more such AEs in females than in males, even though the
relative PK profiles of generic versus brand did not differ between sex.
Unfortunately, there is an incomplete understanding of the causes of AEs due to IV iron.
For example, the cause of SFG-induced hypotension is poorly understood. Hypotension
is generally thought to be associated with higher iron dose and infusion rate, and difficult
to predict (190). More specific, but poorly understood, possible mechanisms for SFGinduced hypotension consider hypersensitivity, transferrin oversaturation, oxidative
stress, and/or labile iron (191,192).
Overlaying this poor understanding of causes of AEs due to IV iron is the complexities of
IV iron products, which are not solution but iron colloids in the nanometer size range.
Nanoparticle features may impact biodistribution to tissues, impacting AE profile. Future
studies that focus on causes of AEs in humans due to IV iron are encouraged, perhaps
examining iron biodistribution into tissues such as heart, lungs, brain, bone marrow,
kidney, liver, and spleen (189).
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES
The overall objective of this project was to evaluate the equivalence of generic AEDs and
SFG to their brand pharmaceutical equivalents.
In chapter 2, 148 patients with epilepsy were recruited from the University of Maryland
Medical Center outpatient clinic and were categorized as GB or not GB, based on patient
(or LAR) opinion on generics as done in clinical practice and whether the patient was
currently taking brand or generic of their most problematic AED (40). Most patients were
GB due to a prior history of a switch problem. Unlike the BEEP study reported in 2015,
we aimed to narrow the definition of GB to those patients who had less seizure control or
AED adverse events due to real or perceived formulation changes (1,40). Thus,
intractable seizures and AED related adverse events were not part of the algorithm of GB.
Nonetheless, intractable seizures, uncontrolled seizures and formulation-specific AED
adverse events were significantly associated to being GB, while AED adverse events was
not. Among the twelve demographic factors, currently being on a problem AED and total
number of medications were significantly associated with being GB. A patient who was
currently on a problem AED and on more than 6 total number of medications tended to
be GB. This association may possibly reflect a nocebo effect, i.e. a psychological effect
which doubts current epilepsy treatment or future treatments with other generic
formulations of an AED or different AED.
In chapter 3, taking any AED was evaluated for association to GB and causation of (not
only association) to a switch problem (169). Taking lamotrigine IR tablet was associated
to being GB and tended to cause more frequent switch problems. However, taking any
one of six AEDs (i.e. Vimpat tablet, carbamazepine IR tablet, phenobarbital (any
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formulation), gabapentin capsule, Lyrica capsules, phenytoin (any formulation) were
associated with a reduced probability of being GB. Although all six protective AEDs are
mood stabilizers, lamotrigine IR tablet is also a mood stabilizer but has the largest
number of generics available in a large variety of shapes, colors, and sizes. Patients with
epilepsy tend to strictly adhere to their medications and closely monitor that they have the
correct AED. Therefore, any change in appearance may cause doubt about correct
medication or efficacy of the medication based on past therapy failure. Since patients are
frequently switched between different generics during monthly dispensing at the
pharmacy, the variety of medication shapes and colors may add to patient generic
skepticism and brittleness observed in this study. On the other hand, the lower number
and the similarities in appearance of the generics of the six protective AEDs may provide
consistency and trust in their treatment, contributing to patients not having a negative
opinion of generics. The six AEDs are also used for treating pain or anxiety which may
also be adding an ameliorating effect that protects against epilepsy treatment skepticism.
The psychological effect of the inconsistency in appearance of lamotrigine generics
compared to other AED generics on pharmacokinetic profiles warrants further
investigation. Furthermore, the effect of the additional uses of the six protective AEDs on
GB warrants further investigation (169).
In chapters 4 and 5, there were no genetic, physiologic, or psychological factors that
could anticipate GB status (193). Although no genetic or physiologic test discriminated
GB status, it confirmed the current thought that there is no known SxF interaction, as
previous reports suggest (e.g. an enzyme will treat the brand and generic API the same).
However, the lack of association of psychological factors necessitates examination of
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other factors that were not measured by these neuropsychiatric tests. Those patients who
had a low Quolie-89 medication effects score tended to have higher number of AED
formulation-related adverse effects. Therefore, the effect of patient experiences on
outcome expectations of new or different AED treatment needs to be explored.
Furthermore, patient opinion of generics should be examined against BMQ-epilepsy,
BAI-anxiety, BAI-depression, and NEO-PI 3 anxiety scores to further understand the role
of anxiety, depression, and beliefs about AED generic medications on the opinion of
generics.
In chapter 6, 16 patients who were categorized as GB from chapter 2 were challenged to
a prospective brand-generic or generic-generic AED switch, depending on the
underpinning nature of each individual patient’s generic brittleness. Thirteen patients
were challenged to a brand-generic switch, and three patients were challenged to a
generic-generic switch. This was an enriched study set in a natural setting. For seven
patients, the study drug was an AED that they claimed to have a switch problem. For all
16 patients, the study drug was a problem AED. Nonetheless, the PK profiles of test and
reference products were similar in each patient, concluding that physiologic systems that
modulate drug disposition are not impacted by GB status. However, some patients still
doubt taking different generics due to the differences in shape, color, and size that make
it appear that the AED they are taking is not the same AED, as was seen in chapter 3 and
by several other authors (46,47,169). This further warrants an investigation on the impact
of AED generic appearance on patient skepticism of generics. This was a small, open
label exploratory study that focused on the brand and generic PK similarity of seven
different AEDs across 16 patients. Due to this study being open label, we aimed to
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include any nocebo effect in a population where the majority had a switch problem
history. Larger studies should be conducted that explores the bioequivalence of other
AEDs, including modified-release and narrow therapeutic index products, such as was
done using lamotrigine IR tablet in Ting et al. (1). However, patients should not be
product blinded so that any nocebo effect can be confirmed in larger bioequivalence
studies, where patients with a switch problem history are also enrolled. The 16 patients
also took concomitant medications and AEDs. Despite the possibility of having minimal
or moderate drug interactions, test and reference PK profiles were still similar as
expected. The impact of concomitant medications should also be taken into consideration
when conducting these bioequivalence studies as was done in Ting et al. and Privitera et
al. (1,2).
In chapter 7, generic SFG demonstrated non-inferiority to brand SFG in a randomized,
open-label, 2-way, cross-over, two period, fasted single-dose study conducted in n=44
healthy subjects. It is warranted to conduct this same study also in CKD patients, since
NTBI concentration in healthy volunteers were less than that observed in end stage renal
disease or CKD patients after IV administration of iron dextran or iron sucrose (178). It is
not clear if NTBI concentration in CKD patients differs than that in healthy volunteers
after administering sodium ferric gluconate in CKD patients, affecting subsequent
toxicity and the magnitude of adverse events. Furthermore, oxidative stress markers may
also differ in CKD patients than in healthy volunteers, after IV administration of SFG.
In conclusion generics of AEDs and IV SFG are equivalent and noninferior to the brandname drugs, respectively. Results support FDA criteria for bioequivalence in regards to
AEDs and complex iron products. Nonetheless, further studies should be conducted that
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explore the bioequivalence of other AEDs in natural settings, explore the impact of AED
medication appearance on patient skepticism of generic AEDs, and explore the safety of
SFG in CKD patients.
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APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2

Survey questions
Questions for participant (or their legally authorized representative):
What is your race?
What anti-epileptic drugs are you currently taking?
What anti-epileptic drugs have you previously taken but no longer take?
Which anti-epileptic drug, if any, do you think did not control your seizures? Are you
(were you) taking brand or generic?
Which anti-epileptic drug, if any, do you think you have had side effects? Are you (were
you) taking brand or generic?
A switch is a change in prescription between brand and generic, or between different
generic manufacturers. Which anti-epileptic drug, if any, do you think you have had a
switch problem? Are you (were you) taking brand or generic?
Which was your most problematic anti-epileptic drug (regarding seizure control, side
effects, switch problem)?
Did you ever have an allergy to an anti-epileptic drug?
Have you ever had surgery for epilepsy?
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In addition to epilepsy, what other medical conditions do you have? Have you had a
medical condition associated with the immune system?
In addition to anti-epileptic drugs, what other prescription, over-the-counter, and dietary
supplements do you currently take, for any condition at all?
What is your opinion about generic drugs?

Methods: Model Validation. A posterior predictive simulation was performed to assess
model validation. As described in Results, equation 1 was the best model. Using equation
1, 4000 patients were simulated to yield 4000 predicted probabilities of being GB, which
were then compared to observed probabilities of being GB. The 4000 simulated patients
mimic the demographic distributions of the 148 observed patients, with respect to taking
a problem AED (i.e. 77.7% were taking a problem AED) and distribution of number of
total medication (see Results). The simulated sub-population taking a problem AED (i.e.
n= 3108) consisted of 21 groups with the exact distribution of number of total
medication. The sub-population not taking a problem AED (i.e. n= 892) consisted 6
groups with the exact distribution of number of total medication, along with four
simulated patients with 2, 3, 4, and 5 total medications, respectively, as these values were
the most common total medications. For each of the 4000 simulated patients, equation 1
was applied to estimate each patient’s probability of being GB,
𝑝̂ =

𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠
1+𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑠

where 𝑝̂ is estimated/predicted probability of being GB.
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Predicted and observed probabilities of being GB were compared for the entire
population, as well as for various sub-populations. For each comparison, the relative
percent error of probability of being GB was calculated from

𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 100%

𝑝̂ − 𝑝
𝑝

where 𝑝̂ is predicted probability from equation 1, and p is observed probability,
respectively.

Results: Model Validation of Equation 1. Model validation showed good agreement
between predicted and observed probabilities for being GB. For the entire population,
predicted and observed probabilities were 40.4% and 40.5%, respectively (relative
percent error = -0.2%). For the sub-population taking a problem AED, predicted and
observed probabilities were 46.7% and 47.0%, respectively (relative percent error = 0.5%). For the sub-population not taking a problem AED, predicted and observed
probabilities were 18.4% and 18.2%, respectively (relative percent error = 1.0%).
Appendix A, Table 5 shows the agreement between predicted and observed probabilities
for being GB as a function of number of total medications. Although the observed
number of medications ranged from 1-22 (Appendix A, Table 1), only the range of 1-8
medications is shown in Appendix A Table 5, since only comparisons with at least n=10
observed patients are shown. A limitation is the small sample size for many of the levels
of numbers of medications (e.g. only n=10 for seven medications). Equation 1 was
evaluated for the two pooled sub-populations: patients taking five or less total
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medications and patients taking six or more total medications. For the patients taking
five or less total medications, predicted and observed probabilities were 35.3% and
30.0%, respectively (relative percent error = 17.8%). Meanwhile, for patients taking six
or more total medications, predicted and observed probabilities were 48.3% and 56.9%,
respectively (relative percent error = -15.1%).
Appendix A, Table 5 shows model validation results with respect to combinations of
taking a problem AED or not, and total number of current medications. Absolute relative
percent errors were about 10-20%. Overall, there was good agreement between predicted
and observed probabilities for being GB, supporting the contributing roles of taking a
problem AED and total number of medications to epilepsy patients being GB.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of continuous demographic variables.
Number
of
Number autoimmu
Number of
ne
Number of
of current problem comorbid comorbidit
Metric
Age
AEDs
AEDs
ities
ies
Mean
40.4
1.89
3.42
0.14
2.97
Standard
14.2
0.71
2.19
0.51
2.69
Deviation
Minimum
18
1
0
0
0
Maximum
74
3
12
4
11
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Total
number of
current
medicatio
ns
5.64
3.80
1
22

Table 2. Regression results from best model for GB based on demographic factors.
Equation 1 shows the model denoted to be the best model. There were two independent
variables: currently taking a problem AED and total number of current medications.
Omnibus Chi-squared test yielded p=0.001 and Hosmer Lemeshow test yielded p=0.470,
indicating good model fit. The Wald statistic had p=0.005 for currently on a problem
AED, and p=0.043 for total number of current medications, indicating each factor was
significant. The value for -2 Log Likelihood ratio was 186.1 (i.e. the lowest such value),
further indicating equation 1 was the best fitting model from forward and backward
elimination regressions.
Factor
Parameter
Df
Wald podds ratio
95% CI for
estimate
value
odds ratio
(SE)
whether
1.40 (0.50)
1
0.005
4.061
1.525currently on
10.811
a problem
AED (i.e. yes
or no)
total number 0.095
1
0.043
1.099
1.003-1.205
of current
(0.470)
medications
Constant
-2.064
1
<0.001
0.127
(0.551)

Table 3. Definition of uncontrolled seizures and formulation-specific AED adverse
events. These terms are more narrow than intractable seizures and AED adverse events,
respectively.
Term
Definition
Uncontrolled seizuresa
Seizures that occurred within the past 12
months; or, for those patients with a prior
history of seizures recurring less
frequently than every 12 months, seizures
that occurred within the patient's typical
period of time (e.g. 2 years). An
additional limitation is that uncontrolled
seizures must be potentially controllable
by AEDs but have not been controlled by
AEDs, and hence are not expected.
Formulation-specific AED adverse
Dose-related adverse events in the
eventsb
package insert, but excluded common
adverse events (e.g. cognitive dysfunction
from topiramate).
a
Intractable seizures are broader than uncontrolled seizures by also including seizures
that are not potentially controllable by AEDs. The number of not GB patients with
uncontrolled seizures was 44; the number of not GB patients with intractable seizures
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was 59. There was no impact on GB patients (i.e. the same 54 GB patients with
intractable seizures also had uncontrolled seizures).
b
AED adverse events are all adverse events in the package insert. AED adverse events
are broader than formulation-specific AED adverse events by also including not doserelated adverse events and by including common adverse events. The number of not GB
patients with formulation-specific AED adverse events was 45; the number of not GB
patients with AED adverse events was 69. There was no impact on GB patients (i.e. the
same 51 GB patients with AED adverse events also had formulation-specific AED
adverse events).

Table 4. Model validation results with respect to impact of total number of current
medications on probability of being GB. 𝑝̂ and p are predicted probability from equation
1 and observed probability, respectively. Probabilities are shown as percentages.
Total number of
p of being GB (%) Relative percent
𝑝̂ being GB (%)
current medications
[n]
error (%)
1
30.8
30.0 [n=10]
2.8
2
32.8
29.4 [n=17]
11.4
3
34.8
31.6 [n=19]
10.1
4
36.9
32.1 [n=28]
14.7
5
38.9
25.0 [n=16]
55.8
6
41.1
72.7 [n=11]
-43.4
7
43.3
60.0 [n=10]
-27.8
8
45.5
54.5 [n=11]
-16.6

Table 5. Model validation results with respect to impact of taking a problem AED or not,
and total number of current medications, on probability of being GB. 𝑝̂ and p are
predicted probability from equation 1 and observed probability, respectively.
Probabilities are shown as percentages.
Taking a problem AED
Number of total medications
status
Taking five or less total
Taking six or more total
medications
medications
Taking a problem AED
𝑝̂ = 41.3% versus p =
𝑝̂ = 55.3% versus p =
35.8% (relative percent
62.5% (relative percent
error = 15.2%)
error = -11.6%)
Not taking a problem AED 𝑝̂ = 14.8% versus p =
𝑝̂ = 24.0% versus p = 30.0
13.0% (relative percent
(relative percent error = error = 13.5%)
20.1%)
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Figure 1. Distribution of number of comorbidities for each GB and not GB patient
populations. The vast majority of GB and not GB patients had at least one comorbidity.
In both groups, the most common number of comorbidities was one, in about 25% of
patients.

Figure 2. Plot of estimated and observed probabilities of being GB as a function of
currently taking a problem AED or not, as well as a function of total number of current
medications. Overall, the plot is similar to the plot for estimated odds (i.e. Figure 2.3).
Observed probabilities (p) are also plotted, which were generally about p=0.35 for
patients currently taking a problem AED, and about p=0.1 for patients not currently
taking a problem AED. Over the range of 2-5 total medications, the number of patients
contributing to any one observed probability varied from n= 4 to 23. Most patients were
currently taking a problem AED, such that there was greater variability in observed
probabilities for patients not currently taking a problem AED.
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Figure 3. Distribution of patient opinion about generics for each GB and not GB patient
populations. Blue bars indicate percent of GB patients with specified opinion about
generics, and orange bars indicate percent of not GB patients with specified opinion
about generics. GB status was primarily defined by patient opinion. There were n=60 GB
patients. A vast majority (47) of GB patients opined negatively, although a small percent
opined generics were acceptable (n=3). Contributing to the GB population were 10
subjects requiring an LAR. There were 88 not GB patients. Nearly all (84) not GB
patients opined generics to be acceptable, along with four patients requiring an LAR.
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APPENDIX B: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3

Table 1. Number of patients with or without switch problem, and being GB or not.
GB status
Switch problem status
Yes
No
GB
41
19
Not GB
0
88

Table 2. Comparison of carbamazepine ER tablet against all other AEDs with respect to
AED switch problem accusations. Four of the eight patients who took carbamazepine ER
tablet attributed the product to causing a switch problem. Meanwhile, for all other AEDs,
only 47 switch problem accusations were asserted against the 522 AED products taken
(i.e. about 10% of time).
AED taken
Number of AED switch problem accusations (or no
accusations)
Yes, AED switch problem No, AED not accused of
accusation
causing switch problem
carbamazepine ER tablet
4
4
all other AEDs
47
475

Table 3. Comparison of levetiracetam solution against all other AEDs with respect to
AED switch problem accusations. Both patients taking levetiracetam solution had a
switch problem due to the AED, compared with about 10% of the time for all other
AEDs.
AED taken
Number of AED switch problem accusations (or no
accusations)
Yes, AED accused of
No, AED not accused of
causing switch problem
causing switch problem
levetiracetam solution
2
0
all other AEDs
49
479
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Table 4. Model from forward regression for having a switch problem based on
medication history. There was one independent variable: ever taken a protective AED.
From forward regression, a patient who has even taken a protective AED has 0.0107
times [i.e. exp(-4.541)] the odds of having a switch problem of a patient who has never
taken a protective AED (i.e. 93.8-fold lower odds), controlling for other factors in the
model.
factor
Parameter
df
Wald podds ratio
95% CI for
estimate
value
odds ratio
(SE)
ever taken a -4.541
1
<0.001
0.0107
0.00141“protective
(1.034)
0.0809
AED”
constant
0.223
1
0.347
1.25
(0.237)

Table 5. Regression results from best model for having a switch problem based on
demographic factors. Equation 2 shows the model denoted to be the best model. There
was one independent variable: total number of current AEDs. Omnibus Chi-squared test
yielded p=0.011 and Hosmer Lemeshow test yielded p=0.319, indicating good model fit.
The Wald statistic had p=0.013 for total number of current AEDs, indicating this factor
was significant. The value for -2 Log Likelihood ratio was 168.2 (i.e. the lowest such
value), further indicating equation 2 was the best fitting model from forward regression.
factor
Parameter
df
Wald podds ratio
95% CI for
estimate
value
odds ratio
(SE)
total number 0.678
1
0.013
1.969
1.155-3.356
of current
(0.272)
AEDs
constant
-2.285
1
<0.001
0.102
(0.582)

Table 6. Association table between total number of current AEDs and switch problem
status.a
Switch Problem Status
Total number of current AEDs
1
2
3
Had a switch problem
9
18
14
Did NOT have a switch
37
55
15
problem
a
N=41 patients who had a history of a switch problem. A vast majority (N=73) were
taking two total AEDs currently, in which N= 18 (24.7%) had a switch problem. For
patients who were currently on two total number of current AEDs, the observed
probability of having a switch problem was 0.247 (18 of 73 total patients).
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Figure 1. Plot of estimated odds of being GB as a function having taken protective AED
or not, and having taken lamotrigine IR tablet or not. The lower curve plots odds of being
GB when patient has taken a protective AED. The upper curve plots odds of being GB
when patient has not taken a protective AED.
For a patient who has not taken lamotrigine IR tablet, the estimated odds of being GB
was 0.00168 if have taken a protective AED, and 2.57 if have not taken a protective
AED. Hence, the odds ratio for being GB when having taken a protective AED to not
having taken a protective AED is 0.000654. Taking a protective AED lowered the odds
of being GB by 1530-fold (i.e. the inverse of 0.0000654 is 1530).
For a patient who has not taken a protective AED, the estimated odds of being GB was
29.3 if have taken lamotrigine IR tablet, and 2.57 if have not taken lamotrigine IR tablet.
Hence, the odds ratio for being GB when having taken lamotrigine IR tablet is 11.4.
Taking a protective AED lowered the odds of being GB by 1530-fold (i.e. the inverse of
0.0000654 is 1530). While taking a protective AED lowered odds of being GB by 1530fold, lamotrigine IR tablet increased odds by 11.4-fold. Overall, odds of being GB were
more impacted by protective AED than by lamotrigine IR tablet.
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Figure 2. The odds for having a switch problem as a function of total number of current
AEDs. For each additional AED that a patient took, the odds of having a switch problem
increased by 1.969-fold. The total number of AEDs being taken were 1, 2, and 3 (i.e. n =
46, 73, and 29 patients, respectively), with a mode of 2 AEDs. The estimated odds of
having a switch problem was about 0.395 for a patient currently taking two total AEDs,
and about 0.778 for a patient currently taking three total AEDs, such that the odds ratio
for a patient who is taking more one more AED currently was 1.969, controlling for other
factors.

Figure 3. The probability of having a switch problem as a function of total number of
current AEDs. For patients who were currently on three AEDs, the observed probability
of having a switch problem was 0.483 (14 of 29 total patients). Overall, the plot is similar
to the plot for estimated odds (i.e. Figure S2).
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APPENDIX C: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4
Table 1. Demographics of GB and not GB patient populations.
Characteristics
GB
Not GB
Number
% of
Number
% of
of patients patients
of patients patients
Total
60
100
88
100
Age (years)
≤40
28
46.7
52
59.1
>40
32
53.3
36
40.9
Sex
Male
22
36.7
43
48.9
Female
38
63.3
45
51.1
Race
Caucasian
30
50.0
49
55.7
African American
26
43.3
36
40.9
Asian
3
5.00
3
3.41
Latino
1
1.67
0
0
Type of epilepsy
Focal
51
85.0
65
73.9
Primary Generalized 8
13.3
21
23.9
Unknown
1
1.67
2
2.27
Total number of
medications
≤5
27
45.0
63
71.6
≥6
33
55.0
25
28.4

P value

0.136

0.142

0.633

0.108

0.001

Table 2. GSTT1 GSTM1 genotyping primers and fragments.

GST
T1
Ref
GST
T1
null
GST
M1
Ref
GST
M1
null

Forward Primer (5’-3’)

Reward Primer (5’-3’)

TCTTTTGCATAGAGACCATG
ACCAG

CTCCCTACTCCAGTAACTC
CCGACT

GAAGCCCAAGAATGGGTGT
GTGTG

TGTCCCCATGGCCTCCAAC
ATT

3106

CAAATTCTGGATTGTAGCAG
ATCATGC

CACAGCTCCTGATTATGAC
AGAAGCC

625

AAGACAGAGGAAGGGTGCA
TTTGATA

ACAGACATTCATTCCCAAA
GCGACCA

4748

178

Fragm
ent
(bp)
969

Table 3. Physiologic tests where all patient results were normal.
laboratory test
Low
normal
High
(units)
Sodium (mMol/L)
<129
129 - 150
>150
Anion Gap
≤2
2.1 - 40.9
≥41
(mMol/L)
Potassium
<2.8
2.8 - 5.6
>5.6
(mMol/L)
Basophil Number
NA
0.0-0.2
>0.2
(K/µL)
Nucleated Red
NA
Zero
NA
Blood Cells
[NRBC] (%)
Nucleated Red
NA
Zero
NA
Blood Cells Absolute Count
[NRBC] (K/µL)
Note: The alternative to normal for NRBC percent and NRBC was abnormal (i.e. the
presence of nucleated red blood cells) and NA = Not Available.
Table 4. Physiologic tests where all patient results were normal or low.
laboratory test
Low
normal
high
(units)
Chloride (mMol/L)
<90
90-115
>115
Blood Urea Nitrogen <7
7-40
>40
[BUN] (mg/dL)
Glomerular Filtration <60
≥60
NA
Rate [GFR]
(mL/min/1.73m2)
Albumin (g/dL)
<3.4
≥3.4
NA
Aspartate
<10
10-123
>123
Aminotransferase
[AST] (units/L)
Total Bilirubin
<0.3
0.3-3.6
>3.6
(mg/dL)
Vitamin D - serum
<20
≥20
NA
25-hydroxy-vitamin
D (25(OH)D)
(ng/mL)
White Blood Cell
<2
2-14
>14
[WBC] Count
(cells/µL)
Note: NA = Not Available.
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Table 5. Physiologic tests where all patient results were normal or high.
laboratory test
Low
normal
high
(units)
Plasma Carbon
<19
19-33
>33
Dioxide [CO2]
(mMol/L)
Glucose (mg/dL)
<50
50-300
>300
Calcium (mg/dL)
<8.5
8.5-10.3
>10.3
Alanine
NA
0-165
>165
Aminotransferase
[ALT] (units/L)
Thyroid Stimulating <0.3
0.3-3
>3
Hormone [TSH] 3rd
Generation
(µIU/mL)
C-reactive Protein
NA
≤0.8
>0.8
(mg/dL)
Hemoglobin A1c
NA
≤6
>6
[HgbA1c] (%)
Lymphocyte Number <1.0
1.0-4.8
>4.8
(K/µL)
Monocyte Number
NA
0.0-0.8
>0.8
(K/µL)
Eosinophil Number
NA
0.0-0.5
>0.5
(K/µL)
Immature
NA
0.0-0.7
>0.7
Granulocytes (%)
Immature
NA
0.0-0.2
>0.2
Granulocyte
Absolute Count
(K/µL)
Eosinophil (%)
NA
0-7
>7
Basophil (%)
NA
0-2
>2
Note: NA = Not Available.
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Table 6. Physiologic tests where all patient results were normal, low, or high.
laboratory test
low
normal
high
(units)
Creatinine (mg/dL)
<0.57
typically 0.57-1.11, >1.11
although sometimes
0.72-1.25 or 0.521.04 for specific
patients
Total Protein (g/dL) <6.3
6.3-8.2
>8.2
Alkaline
<38
38-126
>126
Phosphatase [Alk
Phos] (units/L)
Red Blood Cell
<4.10
4.10-5.10
>5.10
[RBC] Count
(M/µL)
Hemoglobin [Hgb]
<10
10-14.7
>14.7
(g/dL)
Hematocrit [Hct]
<30
30-45
>45
(%)
Mean Corpuscular
<80
80-100
>100
Volume
[MCV] (fL)
Mean Corpuscular
<26
26-33
>33
Hemoglobin [MCH]
(pg)
Mean Corpuscular
<32
32-35
>35
Hemoglobin
Concentration
[MCHC] (g/dL)
Platelet
<100
100-500
>500
(platelets/µL)
Mean Platelet
<9.4
9.4-12.4
>12.4
Volume [MPV] (fL)
Red Blood Cell
<11.6
11.6-14.4
>14.4
Distribution Width
[RDW] (%)
Granulocyte (%)
<34
34-71
>71
Granulocyte
<1.8
1.8-7.7
>7.7
Number (K/µL)
Lymphocyte (%)
<19
19-53
>53
Monocyte (%)
<5
5-13
>13
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Table 7. Cohort-observed, Hardy-Weinberg expected, and 1000 Genomes Projectobserved genotypes for CYP3A5 (SNP rs776746).
Values are number of individuals. Observed variant allele frequency from the epilepsy
cohort was 64.5%.
Population
Homozygous
Heterozygous
Homozygous
reference
variant
Cohort-observed
34
37
77
Hardy-Weinberg
18.6
67.8
61.6
expected
1000 Genomes
33.6
44.9
69.6
Project-observed a
a
Calculated for a n=148 cohort, based upon 22.7%, 30.4%, and 47.0% genotype
distribution from all phase 3 individuals in the 1000 Genomes Project.

Table 8. Cohort-observed, Hardy-Weinberg expected, and 1000 Genomes Projectobserved genotypes for CHRNA4 (SNP rs1044397).
Values are number of individuals. Observed variant allele frequency from the epilepsy
cohort was 39.2%.
Population
Homozygous
Heterozygous
Homozygous
reference
variant
Cohort-observed
63
54
31
Hardy-Weinberg
54.7
70.5
22.7
expected
1000 Genomes
66.3
59.2
22.5
a
Project-observed
a
Calculated for a n=148 cohort, based upon 44.8%, 40.0%, and 15.2% genotype
distribution from all phase 3 individuals in the 1000 Genomes Project.
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APPENDIX D: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 6
Table 1. Products evaluated in study BEEP2. Sixteen patients completed, involving
seven different AED drug products with five different AED drug substances. For 13
patients, the reference product was brand (i.e. brand-to-generic switching). For three
patients, reference and test products were different generics (i.e. generic-to-generic
switching). Study drug was from the patient’s own AED regimen.
Subject AED product
Oral dosing regimen
Reference
Test
product
product
001
Topiramate tablet
Topiramate 2x50mg
Topamax
Generic
tablets BID
from Zydus
002
Lamotrigine ER
Lamotrigine ER
Lamictal ER
Generic
tablet
2x100mg tablets BID
from
Actavis
004
Levetiracetam IR
Levetiracetam
Keppra
Generic
tablet
2x1000mg tablets BID
from Lupin
005
Topiramate tablet
Topiramate 50mg
Topamax
Generic
tablet BID
from Cipla
006
Lamotrigine ER
Lamictal ER 200mg
Lamictal ER
Generic
tablet
tablet BID
from Par
007
Carbamazepine ER Carbamazepine ER
Generic from
Generic
tablet
2x200mg tablets in
Taro
from
AM and 3x200mg
Sandoz
tablets in PM, 12
hours apart
008
Levetiracetam ER
Levetiracetam ER
Keppra XR
Generic
tablet
2x750mg tablets BID
from Lupin
010
Levetiracetam ER
Levetiracetam ER
Keppra XR
Generic
tablet
2x500mg tablets in
from Lupin
AM QD
012
Levetiracetam IR
Levetiracetam
Keppra
Generic
tablet
3x1000mg tablets BID
from Lupin
013
Topiramate tablet
Topiramate 100mg
Generic from
Generic
tablet BID
Zydus
from Cipla
014
Levetiracetam IR
Levetiracetam
Keppra
Generic
tablet
3x500mg tablets BID
from Lupin
015
Topiramate tablet
Topiramate 2x100mg
Generic from
Generic
tablets BID
Cipla
from Zydus
018
Topiramate tablet
Topiramate 200mg
Topamax
Generic
tablet BID
from Zydus
019
Zonisamide
Zonisamide 2x100mg Zonegran
Generic
capsule
capsules in AM QD
from Cipla
020
Lamotrigine ER
Lamotrigine ER
Lamictal ER
Generic
tablet
300mg tablet BID
from Par
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021

Carbamazepine ER
capsule

Carbamazepine ER
3x200mg capsules
BID

Carbatrol ER

Generic
from
Apotex

Table 2. Mean Tmax from test and reference for each subject. In all cases, reference was
brand and test was generic, except for subjects 007, 013, and 015.
AED product
Subject
Tmax from
Tmax from test (h)
reference (h)
Topiramate tablet
001
1.75
1.5
005
2.25
0.5
013
2.0
3.5
015
0.75
0.5
018
1.25
3.0
Lamotrigine ER
002
3.75
8.0
tablet
006
1.75
4.0
020
3.5
2.0
Levetiracetam IR
004
1.0
0.75
tablet
012
2.25
2.0
014
0.5
0.5
Levetiracetam ER
008
3.25
1.25
tablet
010
1.75
3.5
Carbamazepine ER
007
1.5
1.75
tablet
Carbamazepine ER
021
6.0
3.5
capsule
Zonisamide capsule 019
1.75
2.75
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Table 3. Mean percent fluctuation index (FI) from reference and test for each subject. In
all cases, reference was brand and test was generic, except for subjects 007, 013, and 015.
AED product
Subject
FI from reference
FI from test (%)
(%)
Topiramate tablet
001
43.2
40.9
005
37.9
41.0
013
35.3
49.7
015
35.0
49.0
018
47.1
45.3
Lamotrigine ER
002
32.3
50.4
tablet
006
75.3
32.2
020
59.5
56.3
Levetiracetam IR
004
145.5
170.8
tablet
012
125.6
143.9
014
157.9
174.7
Levetiracetam ER
008
52.7
68.1
tablet
010
93.9
134.1
Carbamazepine ER
007
27.2
30.2
tablet
Carbamazepine ER
021
26.5
26.6
capsule
Zonisamide capsule 019
17.6
19.6
Table 4. Average ratios of test versus reference (T/R), reference versus reference (R/R),
and test versus test (T/T) of AUC, Cmax, and Cmin, across all five GB subtype 1 patients
(i.e. classic GB patients), who were subjects 006, 008, 012, 020, and 021. In all cases, test
was generic, and reference was brand. Also shown is maximum and minimum ratio
values. All T/R of AUC and Cmax were between 80-125%. All T/R of Cmin were
between 70-143%.
Measure
AUC AUC AUC Cmax Cmax Cmax Cmin Cmin Cmin
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
ratio
of
of
of
of
of
of T/T of
of
of
T/R
R/R
T/T
T/R
R/R
(%)
T/R
R/R
T/T
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)
Average
97.3
109.2 102.6 98.6
104.8 115.3 103.7 113.4 99.3
Maximum 108.0 172.6 114.0 110.4 135.0 139.1 140.9 220.1 114.0
Minimum 84.2
84.0
92.6
84.7
81.0
86.9
86.3
73.8
86.6
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Figure 1. Individual subject profiles from topiramate tablet. Profiles are from subjects
001, 005, 013, 015, and 018. Replicate denotes the second administration of the product.
Mean profiles shown in Figure S8.
Panel A: subject 001

Panel B: subject 005
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Figure 1 Continued
Panel C: subject 013

Panel D: subject 015
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Figure 1 Continued
Panel E: subject 018

Figure 2. Individual subject profiles from lamotrigine ER tablet. Profiles are from
subjects 002, 006, and 020. Replicate denotes the second administration of the product.
Mean profiles shown in Figure S9. Panel B is also shown in Figure 1. In subject 006,
profile from first brand administration suggests lower absorption from that dose, resulting
in relatively low Cmin from brand at end of that dosing interval. The most disparate test
and reference profiles for AUC (and second most disparate for Cmax) was from subject
020.
Panel A: subject 002
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Figure 2 Continued
Panel B: subject 006

Panel C: subject 020
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Figure 3. Individual subject profiles from levetiracetam IR tablet. Profiles are from
subjects 004, 012, and 014. Replicate denotes the second administration of the product.
Mean profiles shown in Figure S10. Panels A and B are also shown in Figure 2. Mean
profiles of each brand and generic in subject 012 appear extended (Figure S10, panel B),
reflecting time-delayed absorption in one administration from each brand and generic.
Panel A: subject 004

Panel B: subject 012
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Figure 3 Continued
Panel C: subject 014

Figure 4. Individual subject profiles from levetiracetam ER tablet. Profiles are from
subjects 008 and 010. Replicate denotes the second administration of the product. Mean
profiles shown in Figure S11. Panel A is also shown in Figure 3. Panel B is also shown in
Figure 1. Across all subjects, the most disparate Cmax ratio between reference and test
occurred in subject 010, who also exhibited the most disparate Cmin T/R ratio.
Panel A: subjects 008
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Figure 4 Continued
Panel B: subjects 010

Figure 5. Individual subject profiles from carbamazepine ER tablet. Profiles are from
subject 007. Replicate denotes the second administration of the product. Mean profiles
shown in Figure S12.
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Figure 6. Individual subject profiles from carbamazepine ER capsule. Profiles are from
subject 021. Replicate denotes the second administration of the product. Mean profiles
shown in Figure S13.

Figure 7. Individual subject profiles from zonisamide capsule. Profiles are from subject
019. Replicate denotes the second administration of the product. Mean profiles shown in
Figure S14.
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Figure 8. Mean individual subject profiles from topiramate tablet. Profiles are from
subjects 001, 005, 013, 015, and 018.
Panel A: subject 001

Panel B: subject 005
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Figure 8 Continued
Panel C: subject 013

Panel D: subject 015
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Figure 8 Continued
Panel E: subject 018

Figure 9. Mean individual subject profiles from lamotrigine ER tablet. Profiles are from
subjects 002, 006, and 020. In subject 006, profile from first brand administration
suggests lower absorption from that dose, resulting in relatively low Cmin from brand at
end of that dosing interval. The most disparate test and reference profiles for AUC and
Cmax were from subject 020.
Panel A: subject 002
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Figure 9 Continued
Panel B: subject 006

Panel C: subject 020
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Figure 10. Mean individual subject profiles from levetiracetam IR tablet. Profiles are
from subjects 004, 012, and 014. Mean profiles of each brand and generic in subject 012
appear extended, reflecting time-delayed absorption in one administration from each
brand and generic (Figure S3, panel B).
Panel A: subject 004

Panel B: subject 012
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Figure 10 Continued
Panel C: subject 014

Figure 11. Mean individual subject profiles from levetiracetam ER tablet. Profiles are
from subjects 008 and 010. Across all subjects, the most disparate Cmax ratio between
reference and test occurred in subject 010, who also exhibited the most disparate Cmin
T/R ratio.
Panel A: subjects 008
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Figure 11 Continued
Panel B: subjects 010

Figure 12. Mean individual subject profiles from carbamazepine ER tablet. Profiles are
from subject 007.
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Figure 13. Mean individual subject profiles from carbamazepine ER capsule. Profiles are
from subject 021.

Figure 14. Mean individual subject profiles from zonisamide capsule. Profiles are from
subject 019.
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APPENDIX E: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 7

Table 1. Arithmetic mean generic-versus-brand AUC and Cmax ratios for each DBI, TI,
TBI, NTBI, and LI, for females and males. There were no sex differences between brand
and generic. Corrected and uncorrected values are shown for all iron measures, except
DBI which was zero at time zero, as expected. Standard error of mean shown in
parenthesis.
Iron species
AUC female
Cmax female
AUC male
Cmax male
DBI
1.130 (0.027)
1.026 (0.023)
1.062 (0.041)
0.911 (0.028)
TIu
1.022 (0.028)
1.036 (0.033)
1.014 (0.026)
1.039 (0.041)
TIc
1.044 (0.030)
1.039 (0.033)
1.023 (0.046)
1.042 (0.043)
TBIu
0.960 (0.032)
0.929 (0.024)
0.930 (0.022)
0.948 (0.037)
TBIc
0.934 (0.068)
0.896 (0.045)
0.945 (0.112)
0.944 (0.055)
NTBIu
1.230 (0.095)
1.048 (0.037)
1.557 (0.258)
1.054 (0.044)
NTBIc
1.129 (0.047)
1.046 (0.035)
1.104 (0.033)
1.050 (0.043)
LIu
1.142 (0.219)
1.140 (0.081)
1.393 (0.273)
1.140 (0.082)
LIc
7.467 (6.339)
1.251 (0.168)
1.644 (0.435)
1.111 (0.137)

Table 2. Additional LI profile considerations. Tabulated are arithmetic mean, maximum,
and minimum LI Cmax of brand, generic, as well as combined brand and generic
profiles, for each uncorrected and corrected LI. Also shown are concentrations at time
zero. Limit of quantification was 10 ppb. Standard error of mean shown in parenthesis.
LI concentration
Brand
Generic
Brand and generic
metric (ppm)
Mean LI at t=0
26.6 (4.4)
32.8 (6.2)
29.7 (3.8)
Mean LIu Cmax
52.8 (4.1)
60.7 (5.9)
56.7 (3.6)
Mean LIc Cmax
26.5 (1.9)
28.6 (2.5)
27.5 (1.6)
Max LI at t=0
99.5
162.7
162.7
Max LIu Cmax
117.5
162.7
162.7
Max LIc Cmax
57.1
81.8
81.8
Min LI at t=0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Min LIu Cmax
21.9
19.1
19.1
Min LIc Cmax
10.0
10.0
10.0
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Table 3. Counts of brand and generic sodium ferric gluconate infusions with and without
an AE, for four types of AEs. Tabulated AEs are only those AEs that were at least
probably associated with the study drug. The four types of AEs were lower back pain,
local, hemodynamic systemic, and non-hemodynamic systemic. Also shown is nonhemodynamic systemic extended, which is combined lower back pain and nonhemodynamic systemic. Compared to brand, generic was associated with few AEs, which
were only local AEs. All lower back pain, hemodynamic systemic, and nonhemodynamic systemic AEs were associated with brand.
Number of infusions
Brand
Generic
Lower Back Pain
With AE
8
0
Without AE
39
46
Local AE
With AE
1 (1 Female)
3 (2 Female and 1 Male)
Without AE
46
43
Hemodynamic Systemic
With AE
7
0
Without AE
40
46
Non-Hemodynamic Systemic
With AE
9
0
Without AE
38
46
Non-Hemodynamic Systemic Extended
With AE
13
0
Without AE
34
46
Table 4. Counts of brand sodium ferric gluconate infusions with and without an AE, for
three types of AEs, for females and males. Tabulated AEs are only those AEs that were at
least probably associated with the study drug. The three types of AEs were lower back
pain, hemodynamic systemic, and non-hemodynamic systemic. Also shown is nonhemodynamic systemic extended, which is combined lower back pain and nonhemodynamic systemic. The vast majority of brand infusions with an AE were in females
rather than males.
Number of brand infusions Female
Male
Lower Back Pain
With AE
7
1
Without AE
15
24
Hemodynamic Systemic
With AE
7
0
Without AE
15
25
Non-Hemodynamic Systemic
With AE
9
0
Without AE
13
25
Non-Hemodynamic Systemic Extended
With AE
12
1
Without AE
10
24
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Figure 1. Diagram of clinical trial design.

Figure 2. Comparison of DBI profile and NTBIu profile after brand (panel A) and
generic (panel B) infusions for the first 8 hours. NTBIu was the difference of TIu and
TBIu (i.e. TIu – TBIu). DBI concentration at time zero was zero, as expected. In general,
for each brand and generic, DBI constituted the majority of NTBIu.
A
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Figure 2 Continued
B

Figure 3. PK profiles of DBI after brand and generic infusions in participant 018. The
infusion was 125mg of sodium ferric gluconate complex in sucrose over 10 min. DBI
concentration at time zero was zero, as expected. Cmax was achieved at 10 min. DBI
concentration declined to zero by about 8 hr. AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versusbrand were 1.04 and 0.950, respectively.
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Figure 4. PK profiles of DBI after brand and generic infusions in participant 024 (panel
A) and participant 040 (panel B). In panel A, participant 024 showed the most disparate
DBI AUC between brand and generic (generic-versus-brand ratio = 1.603). In panel B,
participant 040 showed the most disparate DBI Cmax between brand and generic
(generic-versus-brand ratio = 0.781).
A

B
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Figure 5. PK profiles of TIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 017. Cmax
was achieved at 10 min. TIu concentration declined to baseline by about 8 hr. AUC and
Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 1.04 and 0.982, respectively.

Figure 6. PK profiles of TIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 055.
Participant 055 showed the most disparate TIu AUC between brand and generic (genericversus-brand ratio = 1.451) and the most disparate TIu Cmax between brand and generic
(generic-versus-brand ratio = 1.316).
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Figure 7. PK profiles of TBIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 042. TIu
baseline was about 1300 parts per billion (ppb) at time zero. TBIu increased immediately
after infusion, although declined and then inclined to Cmax at about 4 to 12 hr. TBIu
concentration declined to baseline at about 36 hr. AUC and Cmax ratios of genericversus-brand were 0.921 and 0.957, respectively.

Figure 8. PK profiles of TBIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 053 (panel
A) and participant 055 (panel B). Profiles show the influence on baseline-correcting on
TBIu AUC. In panel A, participant 053 showed similar TBIu concentrations at time zero
(i.e. about 1800 ppb). Uncorrected and corrected AUC ratio of generic-versus-brand were
0.671 and 0.317, respectively. In panel B, participant 055 showed different TBIu
concentrations at time zero (i.e. 2500 versus 1500 ppb). Uncorrected and corrected AUC
ratio of generic-versus-brand were 1.01 and 2.62, respectively.
A
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Figure 8 Continued
B

Figure 9. PK profiles of NTBIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 022.
NTBIu was the difference of TIu and TBIu (i.e. TIu – TBIu). Cmax was achieved at 10
min. NTBIu concentration declined to about zero by about 8 hr. AUC and Cmax ratios of
generic-versus-brand were 1.50 and 1.07, respectively. Uncorrected AUC ratio of 1.50
reflects impact of NTBIu concentrations beyond 8 hr. When baseline-corrected, AUC and
Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 1.26 and 1.07, respectively.
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Figure 10. PK profiles of NTBIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 053.
NTBIu was the difference of TIu and TBIu (i.e. TIu – TBIu). Cmax was achieved at 20
min. NTBIu concentration declined to below zero by about 8 hr. AUC and Cmax ratios of
generic-versus-brand were 6.04 and 0.769, respectively. Uncorrected AUC ratio of 6.04
reflects impact of NTBIu concentrations beyond 8 hr. When baseline-corrected, AUC and
Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 0.723 and 0.757, respectively.

Figure 11. PK profiles of LIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 003. LIu
baseline was about 18 parts per billion (ppb) at time zero. Limit of quantification was 10
ppb. LIu increased immediately after infusion, attaining Cmax at 40 min (generic) or 3 hr
(brand). LIu concentration declined to baseline at about 8 - 12 hr. AUC and Cmax ratios
of generic-versus-brand were 0.610 and 1.07, respectively. After baseline-correcting,
AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 0.939 and 1.26, respectively.
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Figure 12. PK profiles of LIu after brand and generic infusions in participant 045 (panel
A) and participant 038 (panel B). Profiles show the influence on baseline-correcting on
LIu AUC and Cmax ratios. In panel A, participant 045 showed dissimilar LIu
concentrations at time zero (i.e. 20 versus 13 ppb). Uncorrected AUC and Cmax ratios of
generic-versus-brand were 0.853 and 2.21, respectively. After baseline correcting, AUC
and Cmax ratios were 102.7 and 3.13, respectively. In panel B, participant 038 showed
dissimilar LIu concentrations at time zero (i.e. about 55 versus 160 ppb). Uncorrected
AUC and Cmax ratios of generic-versus-brand were 1.05 and 2.00, respectively. After
baseline correcting, AUC and Cmax ratios were 0.00246 and 0.351, respectively.
A

B
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Figure 13. Individual baseline plasma concentrations of LIu at time zero for each arm
(i.e. before first and second infusions of this crossover study). There were large
differences between subjects. Meanwhile, LIu tended to show small variability between
infusions periods for any one subject. There was at least 28 days between arm 1 and 2.

Figure 14. Individual plasma concentrations of transferrin in 12 participants at different
times during the clinical trial. Since transferrin reflects total iron binding capacity
(TIBC; i.e. equal to 70% of TIBC), plot is similar to Figure 4 panel B.
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